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"As soon as somebody demonstrates the art of flying, settlers from our species of
man will not be lacking [on the Moon and Jupiter]. . . . Who would have believed
that a huge ocean could be crossed more peacefully and safely than the narrow
expanse of the Adriatic, the Baltic Sea or the English Channel? Provide ship or sails
adapted to the heavenly breezes, and there will be some who will not fear even
that void [of space]… So, for those who will come shortly to attempt this journey,
let us establish the astronomy"
— Johannes Kepler, letter to Galileo Galilei
'Conversation with the Messenger from the Stars,' 19 April 1610
-
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1 Introduction
This is Part 2 of our report on supporting commercial space development. It follows and
should be read in conjunction with Part 1: Support Alternatives versus Investor Risk
Perceptions & Tolerances. In this Part 2 report, we focus on the barriers to investment
for each of the five top commercialization priorities selected by NASA (and their subpriorities) and discuss specific programmatic support options for NASA to consider. The
NASA priorities being analyzed in this Part 2 report are:
•

•

•
•
•

Low Cost Reliable Access to Space (LCRATS)
o Suborbital reusable vehicles for point-to-point transportation
o Frequent, on-demand small satellite launch
o Medium to larger payload launches
o Frequent, on-demand payload return from space
Commercial In-Space Servicing (CISS)
o Satellite Refueling, Maintenance, Repair
o Orbital Debris Removal/Mitigation
o Orbital Transportation/Transfer
o Propellant Transfer and Depot/Storage
Space Commercial Laboratory Applications (SCoLA)
Lunar / NEO Commercial Services
Commercial Application of Space in Education and Recreation (CASPER)

For each of the priorities above, we undertook a fivefold approach to analyzing NASA’s
options for supporting their commercial development.
1. We first explored the current state of private industry, including the known and
likely participants and their capabilities and financial backing, and then reviewed
the current and expected commercial market demand.
2. We then reviewed the top barriers to investment, as identified by the respective
internal NASA working groups, comparing these barriers to the investor risk
categories discussed in Part 1.
3. Next we evaluated the relative merits and efficacies of NASA’s existing
commercial support programs and initiatives toward overcoming these barriers
to investment based on our Part 1 findings and methodology.
4. We then evaluated the support options and ideas suggested by the NASA
working groups providing comments based on our Part 1 findings and
information covered in the three earlier steps.
5. Lastly, we used the new support programs and initiative ideas from Part 1 to see
where additional benefits might be gained and suggested key options for NASA
to consider.
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2 Executive Summary
2.1.1 Why Government Should Support Space
Commercialization
Before getting into the details of what commercial activities are most important to
support and how best NASA may seek to support them, a few comments on why this
effort is necessary and important are warranted. Ideally, a free enterprise, capitalist
country would look entirely toward market-based solutions to address issues of
economic development; letting the capital markets and businesses decide the
appropriate allocations of financial and human resources. However, we believe the US
government is justified in providing support for the commercial space industry for the
following reasons:
• The development of new space infrastructure, technologies and capabilities will
be crucial to the future national security and economic leadership of the U.S.
• The amount of capital required to develop these new space capabilities is
significant compared to other important obligations and demands on the Federal
budget.
• Private capital can significantly leverage and multiply the effectiveness of scarce
public dollars for investment in space, if the risk / reward proposition can be
brought in line with non-space investment alternatives.
• Mitigating and reducing market, technical and financial risk for investors is
critical as new space businesses carry all of the same risks as any high tech
business, plus unique and often catastrophic risks of operating in space and a
very high degree of government policy and regulatory risk.
• Additionally, the very long development times and the large amounts of capital
required to commence service makes it difficult for companies to close the
business case to attract investors given the early stage of development of most
commercial space markets.
• The U.S. government has successfully used its resources and policies to effect
similar large scale infrastructure and transportation development in the past
(e.g. railroads, airline industry) to the significant long term benefit of its citizens.
• Commercial entities in other nations are currently winning substantial business,
with concomitant benefits for balance of trade and job formation due to
material government support and subsidization of their commercial space
industries (e.g. over $2.6 billion of recent French export credit agency, Cofacebacked loan guarantees).
• The U.S. has been losing market share in satellite manufacturing and launch
services to other nations for over a decade, in part due to government imposed
ITAR constraints.
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•

•
•
•

•

U.S. competitiveness on traditional satellite manufacturing and launch services is
likely to continue to erode as other nations gain these openly available
technologies, especially lower cost manufacturing and wage countries like India
and China.
The U.S. thus faces an imperative to increase the rate of its innovation in space
technologies and new systems development, if it is to retain its lead.
Supporting the development of commercial space will also create hundreds of
thousands of high paying jobs in one of the few industries where the U.S. still
leads the world and one of the most important ones for the 21st century.
A vibrant commercial space industry will greatly enhance the U.S.’s space
exploration achievements, accelerate scientific discovery, add a major new area
for economic growth and inspire millions of students to focus on STEM
education and careers.
Lastly, if the government supports development of the commercial space
industry, NASA will have a powerful partner in the future to off-load less
challenging activities and infrastructure development as it focuses on more
ambitious exploration and science objectives (e.g. a human Mars landing).

2.1.2 Commercialization Priorities
Having been part of the initial workshops, whereby NASA’s top commercialization
priorities were chosen from a list of eight potential topic areas (condensed from an
original 13), we can say that they were selected after significant thoughtful discussion
and analysis and with a surprisingly high degree of consensus among the participants
from across the various centers and directorates. The first two priorities, LCRATS and
CISS, were by far the most widely supported and clearly represent key infrastructure
goals that should positively affect future NASA missions, the commercial space industry
and other space users within the government. It is our understanding that these two
priorities are to receive a higher emphasis and level of monetary support. The other
three priorities, SCoLA, Lunar/NEO and CASPER were deemed to be of sufficient
importance to separate them out from the remaining candidates.
We agree all five are worthy of support. The one commercialization candidate that did
not make the cut that we feel is worthy of another look is technology development and
flight demonstrations in support of the commercial satellite industry. The commercial
satellite industry represents a multi-billion dollar segment of our high-tech economy
and is an important growth sector for the 21st century. However, U.S. competitiveness
has suffered recently from ITAR restrictions, foreign subsidization and increasing
technology gains made by low cost developing countries. As we believe there could be
many dual-use (commercial/NASA) technologies worth supporting, we suggest this idea
be further reviewed for future budgets.
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Perhaps more importantly, we note that LCRATS and CISS represent more challenging,
expensive and longer term goals than the other priorities. IF NASA is to build greater
public, industry and Congressional support for its commercialization efforts, a partial
shift of emphasis in these early years to some of the more achievable and less costly
goals makes sense to us. This is especially true for SCoLA, which seeks to increase
utilization of the new National Lab on ISS and show benefits to its continued operation.
It is also true for the Lunar/NEO priority as the discovery of water on the Moon and
increasing publicity associated with exploration by other countries (e.g. China, India) will
keep the Moon in the news. Despite the Moon being de-emphasized by NASA as a next
destination for manned space travel, supporting robotic commercial exploration could
be a less expensive way to stay in the game in the midst of all of the international focus.
CASPER too can achieve nearer term, less costly and more public achievements for
NASA’s commercialization efforts, especially in the realm of the all-important goal of
encouraging greater STEM education. Lastly, as mentioned above, there are numerous
technology development goals of interest to the commercial satellite industry that just
will not happen anytime soon unless supported by NASA or other government entities.
These goals, however, are mostly incremental involving evolutions of similar
technologies (e.g. Q-band or V-band transponders, ion propulsion) and can be achieved
with less dollars, time and risk. Getting some early victories to show the importance of
the commercialization effort should then allow NASA to attract even more support and
funding for the longer term and more challenging goals such as LCRATS.

2.1.3 State of Private Industry & Investment
There are many companies, big and small, that are actively pursuing or considering
business plans related to commercial space activities. These industry participants tend
to fall into three categories:
• Large or medium sized corporations (e.g. major aerospace companies) that are
very capable organizations with lots of financial resources, but generally publicly
traded and thus constrained as to the level of risk their shareholders will allow
them to take on new ventures;
• New companies backed by wealthy space enthusiasts, which have shown an
ability to accept a high degree of risk and have sufficient resources to fund much
of the upfront technology development, but not always sufficient funds to field
major new space infrastructure capabilities on their own; and
• Small, early stage entrepreneurial firms, generally supported by founders,
friends, family and a mix of angel investors, SBIR/STTR grants and prize awards
that despite producing important new innovations are often one financing away
from dissolution or success.
Each of these categories represents substantial potential to contribute to the
establishment of a sustainable commercial space industry and all the societal benefits
Part 2
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that entails. However, the track record to date of investment in commercial space is
fairly dismal for all three groups with few notable successes. The key to lowering
barriers to investment is, therefore, to employ a mix of programs and initiatives that
support each of these important sources of industry innovation and growth and the
sources of financing they need to move forward.
Some programs and initiatives will be applicable to all three categories. For instance, the
issues relating to NASA being a reliable, supportive and non-competitive partner, as well
as reducing the high policy risk associated with NASA budgets and contracts, relate to all
participants. Work to improve STEM education will also benefit all participants.
Additionally, NASA can take many actions that will have benefits across the board such
as developing standards for interoperability so space infrastructure can be shared with
commercial entities and adopting policies dictating commercial participation whenever
risk-adjusted benefits to the mission or taxpayer can be realized.
For the larger corporations, support will mean mostly (i) NASA supporting technology
development at the smaller firms to a level where the larger firms can justify including
such technologies in their programs (i.e. high TRL), entering into teaming arrangements
or even acquiring the firms, (ii) NASA funded technology demonstration programs for
proof of concept and flight qualification of new capabilities, (iii) NASA contracts or
funded Space Act Agreements, and (iv) tax credits and, in some cases for large
infrastructure investments, loan guarantees to close the business case and achieve
market-based, risk adjusted returns on investment.
For the companies backed by high net worth individuals, it means mostly (i) NASA
contracts, SAAs or advance purchase agreements to attract later stage venture capital
financing or facilitate initial public offerings, (ii) technology licensing and affordable
access to NASA facilities and personnel to support systems development and testing, (iii)
changed perceptions of NASA’s relationship with commercial space companies, (iv)
reduced regulatory burdens, ITAR reform and improved indemnification protection and
(v) tax credits and, in some future cases, loan guarantees for improved ROI potential.
Finally, for the early stage entrepreneurial firms, it means (i) greater early stage support
for technology development in the form of expanded SBIR/STTR awards (e.g. phase 3,
phase 4 additions), more and larger Centennial Challenges, more Seed Fund activity
from the Office of Chief Technologist (OCT) and investments from a NASA created
strategic entity like In-Q-Tel to bridge companies through the investment valley of death
to the early stage venture capital community or strategic exits to aerospace firms, (ii)
SAAs of all flavors for technology development, market building and access to NASA
facilities and expertise, (iii) free or subsidized access to space based on competitions
(e.g. voucher program), so companies can afford to test their new technologies in
preparation of commercialization, (iv) NASA agreeing to be the company’s first
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customer upon successful development, and (v) tax credits to attract investors and
lower the high cost of early stage equity.

2.1.4 Barriers to Investment
For the purposes of this Part 2 report, we have adopted the key barriers to investment
for each priority as identified by the various NASA working groups in their interviews
with industry participants. These barriers were highly consistent with the results of our
own industry interviews as well as our experience working with commercial space
companies since the mind 1990s. We do, however, have several comments related to
these barriers that we summarize below and in the individual priority sections of this
report. We also recast the barriers into the risk categories we mapped out in Part 1 for
certain analysis purposes, but otherwise organized our discussion around the working
groups’ key barriers to investment.
In our view, the major cross-cutting take-aways from the effort to identify major
barriers to investment for the five priorities are:
•

•

•

•

Market Risks: Investor concerns about the market opportunity are generally the
largest barrier to investment. These concerns include: (i) the likely size of the
market, (ii) the make-up and quality of the market in terms of government mix
and the credit quality of potential commercial customers, (iii) the timing of the
market’s development, (iv) the longevity of the market opportunity, and (v) the
levels of uncertainty in all of the above. A large and clear market opportunity
will in many cases overcome investor concerns about technology challenges,
large capital requirements, competitive risks, and even exposure to government
policy and regulatory risks. Convincing investors that the market opportunity is
real may in many cases involve NASA or other government entities acting as the
primary initial customer.
Technology Risks: Technology risks were of material concern to investors in the
more challenging priorities, but less of a concern to the commercial companies
pursuing the development. Technology itself was rarely deemed to be an
insurmountable hurdle or even the most important barrier to investment.
Financial Risks: Finding a way to close the business case and deliver a marketbased, risk adjusted return on investment was an important concern, especially
for the longer duration development efforts and the more capital intensive
projects. Convincing investors the projections underlying the potential ROIs are
real is in large part a function of demonstrating hard evidence of the market size
and its other characteristics as well as delivering confidence on the magnitude
and timing of capital needs.
Perception, Policy and Regulatory Risks: A fourth important category of risks
identified are those related to either working with NASA, investing in a company
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heavily dependent on government as a customer or being involved in a heavily
regulated industry with unique indemnification issues. These tend to be more
unique risks that investors do not generally face nor understand how to
evaluate. In many cases, investors simply choose to not participate because of
these issues. Changing perceptions, mitigating policy risks, lowering regulatory
burdens and solving the indemnification problem will all be important to
commercialization success.

2.1.5 Sufficiency and Suitability of Status Quo Programs and
Initiatives
NASA’s current commercialization programs and support initiatives are all good and
beneficial but not in our opinion capable by themselves in achieving all or even most of
the desired goals. See below for specific summaries by priority and more detailed
comments in the sections dedicated to each priority.

2.1.6 Working Group Suggestions
For the most part, we agree with the support ideas suggested by the priority working
groups. However, in some cases, we think there might be better or additional ways to
support commercialization. The sections below include more detail on these
alternatives.

2.1.7 New Support Options for NASA to Consider
In the last part of each of the five priority sections of this report, we suggest additional
ways NASA could increase its support for commercial space industry development. We
are cognizant that many of these ideas will require new legislation as well as higher
levels of budget allocation for commercialization. They may also require greater internal
buy-in at NASA as to the magnitude and pace of commercialization. In presenting these
additional support ideas we do try to state our preferences for which ones we believe
would be most beneficial, but it is too difficult to analyze the exact preferred ranking of
these ideas within the framework of a fixed commercialization budget. We suspect
many of these ideas could take years to put in to place and may be more suitable
politically and developmentally for future years.
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2.2 Low Cost Reliable Access to Space (LCRATS)
2.2.1 LCRATS Goal
Ultimately, the objective is the development of technologies and operating models that
can substantially reduce launch costs, while increasing reliability and availability. Nearer
term, NASA has identified the following areas for potential development support:
1. Suborbital reusable vehicles and point-to-point transportation;
2. Frequent, on-demand small satellite launch;
3. Medium to larger payload launches; and
4. Frequent, on-demand payload return from space.

2.2.2 Current State of Commercial Space Industry Relative to
LCRATS Goal
Companies have spent years and millions of dollars pursuing LCRATS with little success
until recently. Advances in key technologies and lower cost manufacturing processes are
starting to show incremental gains with the Falcon 9 launch being an important
milestone. Today, firms ranging from large aerospace contractors to start-ups are
engaged in LCRATS activities. NASA and Near Earth interviewed 29 such companies.
Uncertain market demand for flight rates required by LCRATS is the largest barrier to
investment. Consistently high space access costs have always affected demand and are
baked into planning and budgeting. To unleash demand and achieve LCRATS goals will
require material reductions in cost which will require a high level of vehicle reusability.
High non-recurring engineering costs will be incurred to achieve reusability, so for
business cases to close a much higher flight rate will be required than current demand
supports. The traditional commercial satellite market is not expected to generate high
enough flight rates for many years. New applications utilizing micro-, nano-, or cube-sats
may provide higher flight rates, but the business models are unproven. Consequently,
the government will need to provide or support much of the initial market demand to
attract sufficient private capital to fund LCRATS. Possible government contributors to a
higher flight rate include: DoD responsive space, COTS, orbital debris removal, and
propellant depot launches. NASA’s LCRATS goals are also designed to increase flight rate
or support RLV technology development.

2.2.3 Barriers to investment
Through its interviews with industry participants, the LCRATS working group found that
the five largest barriers to increased private investment in these areas are:
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Lack of paying customers;
Need money to establish capabilities;
Need access to government expertise, facilities and capabilities;
Development and demonstration of specific technologies and capabilities; and
Need relief from ITAR, competing NASA programs and practices, and regulatory
and legal uncertainties.

To these five barriers we would add a sixth:
(6) Perception that LCRATS is just too hard (investors & politicians).

2.2.4 Status Quo Analysis
COTS/CRS, CRuSR, Innovative Lunar Demonstrations Data (ILDD), and the establishment
of the ISS National Lab have been important steps and supportive of the LCRATS goals.
Highlights of other existing NASA programs and initiatives and our comments and
suggestions, include:
(1) Contracts: Winning NASA contracts is important to attracting capital, but we
believe contractual support for LCRATS in the near term should focus on buying
test data and technology demonstrations versus end use services (with the
exception of current programs like COTS, Commercial Crew and CRuSR).
(2) Technology Demonstration Missions: The funding of demonstration missions by
NASA for common LCRATS technologies would have a major impact on reducing
technology development risk, lowering capital requirements for flight testing.
(3) Space Act Agreements: Competitively bid, funded SAAs would be an important
tool in providing early financial support and showing NASA’s strong interest in
LCRATS. The winners would also carry NASA’s seal of approval which could help
them raise private capital. Reimbursable SAAs (RSAA) may also play a material
role.
(4) Centennial Challenges: Centennial Challenges represent a low cost option for
NASA to expand and foster innovation. We would rank it ahead of SBIR/STTR and
Seed Fund for LCRATS to the extent NASA can achieve substantially higher
funding levels.
(5) COTS-Type Contracting with Follow-on Service Contracts: The combination of a
funded SAA program of a COTS type magnitude and the potential for follow-on
contracts worth even larger amounts is a very powerful inducement to private
investment as it addresses almost every major risk category.
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2.2.5 Evaluation of Working Group Conclusions
New Paying Customers – To dramatically increase flight rates, new paying customers
are needed.
• While currently under consideration, most satellite operators are many years
away from including in-space assembly and fuel depots in their planning and
unlikely to take advantage of them until well proven. Government is thus likely
to be the market for these capabilities for many years. However, launch of
propellant to depots could be an important new market for increasing flight
rates. Having NASA architecture its missions to use such depots is the logical first
step.
• Government space vouchers (GSVs) could greatly expand the level of commercial
microgravity experimentation, if companies are provided free or subsidized
access to ISS, as well as increasing development of space applications dependent
on more affordable space access – priming the demand pump that can
ultimately lower costs through higher launch rates. We suggest that NASA grant
GSVs for use with a third party commercial broker of integration and flight
services. Otherwise, there would be the risk NASA would compete directly
against such companies. NASA is already providing similar support in granting
free up and down mass to NanoRacks LLC for its provision of services to
customers carrying out nano-cube sized experiments on ISS.
• ILDD was a good first step for stimulating commercial space exploration demand,
but most of the financial support comes only after the first lunar mission. We
suggest NASA consider expansions of ILDD to focus on financial support during
the development stage for milestones of interest to NASA.
• The LOFT program (Lunar Orphan Flight Test) is an excellent idea which could be
expanded to include orphan payloads from other governmental entities and
academic institutions.
Opportunities for Securing Money:
• We agree with the working group that SAAs, grant programs and contracting
should play an important role.
• The Commercial Space Economic Model the team suggested is an interesting
idea, but it will be difficult to achieve the desired objectives even with material
external assistance. We suggest NASA first update the 1994 Commercial Space
Transportation Study.
• Loan guarantees are the most tax payer efficient method of supporting the large
capital needs of LCRATS companies, but they should only be used when loan
default risk is low. For earlier stage development, funded SAA’s are the most
efficacious.
• We suggest an In-Q-Tel model, however, direct investing is likely to have limited
application. Tax credits are the preferred option.
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Opportunities for Access to Government Capabilities - Identifying and providing “best
practices” for Reimbursable Space Act Agreements (RSAAs) should improve interactions
with industry, however, it does not remove the issues of pricing and high costs for
capital constrained companies. Helpful, but the “coupon” based Non-reimbursable
Space Act Agreement (NRSAA) approach is preferable as it provides competitively based
financial support.

2.2.6 Opportunities for Developing New Technologies and
Capabilities
We agree the proposed Technical Roadmap is important to create, but primarily as a
tool to build awareness and increase coordination as opposed to a material means of
providing economic support. We suggest NASA publish specific target goals for LCRATS
as a guide to industry of the capabilities NASA wants to support. Increased advocacy
(internally and externally) for commercial space should also be a priority for NASA, but
like the Technical Roadmap will not directly advance commercial development.
However, NASA-funded integrated flight demonstrations would directly benefit the
entire industry and show clear advocacy and guidance along the Technical Roadmap.
The NASA working group thought it important the Federal government “provide relief
from ITAR, competing NASA programs and practices, and regulatory and legal
uncertainties.” We agree strongly. NASA should openly support ITAR reform. As to
concerns about NASA competing with industry, the fears are high and widespread based
on our interviews. We strongly suggest NASA consider an initiative to determine and
then publicize which space activities will be supported for commercialization and when
(a Commercialization Roadmap). Once established, this Commercialization Roadmap
should serve as an Agency-wide policy document with deviations and revisions the
subject of careful deliberations at the highest levels and subject to clear evidence of
the inability of private industry to meet previously determined metrics. In particular,
for LCRATS, we believe NASA should advocate for flexible regulations for the emerging
RLV industry, just as with the early airline industry, to avoid overly constraining design
solutions and operating procedures before best solutions / practices are determined. As
for third party indemnification, industry cannot accept the high level of risk and needs
more certainty of permanent government protection.
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2.2.7 Additional Options Proposed by Near Earth
Our key suggestions for ideas NASA should consider for LCRATS are:
Advance Purchase Agreements - Once the technology is developed, the best form of
support is for NASA to be a major and initial customer. If investors know there is at least
a real government customer they may be willing to invest to support the company until
a larger commercial market develops. The National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency
(NGA) support of satellite remote sensing companies is a good model.
Open IDIQ Advance Purchase Agreements - NASA could offer to buy delivery services
for propellants to a designated NASA operated fuel depot based on a list of mission
specifications. Pre-approved launch providers who charged the lowest price per
kilogram of propellant delivered would get the orders. Alternatively, for the case of a
fuel depot owned and operated commercially, NASA could offer similar IDIQ advance
purchase agreements for refueling of its space vehicles, with such advanced purchase
agreements being used by the commercial operator to support financing of the
development of the fuel depot and contracting for commercial launch providers to
deliver propellant to the fuel depot. Similar purchase agreements could be structured
for payload return services from ISS, with in this case down mass and volume being the
primary contracting parameter. In either case, NASA would define for the market a
specific amount of funded demand and delivery time frame with individual quantities
and delivery dates for various commercial providers left indefinite.
Direct Equity Funding - Direct equity funding may be more useful for component
technology development versus vehicle developers given the limited amount of
investment funding likely to be budgeted by Congress.
Super SBIR/STTR - Larger SBIR/STTR awards would allow NASA to target technologies
focused on its mission needs versus dual-use technologies funded with strategic venture
capital.
Super Challenges - Really large prizes will be politically difficult, however, materially
increasing the size of Centennial Challenge awards and instituting two-tier competitions
with larger company participation should expand innovation and private investment.
Customer #1 Procurement - As part of SBIR/STTR, direct investing or challenges, NASA
could further help attract private capital by agreeing to be those entities’ first customer.
As discussed in Part 1, this is an expansion and relaxation of the existing flight
demonstration program to accommodate component level support and technologies
with slower infusion into known NASA missions. We would expect many of the
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beneficiaries to be companies previously supported with SBIR/STTR grants where such
grant funding was not sufficient to reach product commercialization or space flight
certification.
Space Private Investment Corporation (SPIC) - Given the large amounts of capital
required to field working LCRATS systems, we believe loan guarantees and larger scale
equity investment support of private investors will be required once the participants
mitigate some of the earlier technology and market risks. We believe the best way to
administer such support is through an entity external to NASA. The model we like is the
Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC). A self-sustaining space equivalent
would allow a center of expertise for making such loan guarantees and investments.
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2.3 Commercial In-Space Servicing (CISS)
Our discussion of CISS is focused along the four areas of greatest interest to NASA, as
determined by previous workshops:
• Satellite refueling, maintenance, repair, etc.
• Orbital debris removal and mitigation
• Orbital transportation and transfer
• Propellant transfer and storage (depots)
• On orbit assembly
The fifth subsector, “On-orbit assembly,” was deemphasized by the NASA working group
due to a lack of any significant, identifiable near or middle-term industry investment
activity and will not be covered in this Report. The relative maturity of these remaining
four subsectors varies widely – with orbital transportation and transfer being proven
historically. Satellite refueling, maintenance and repair capability is close behind,
building on the demonstrated success of the Orbital Express mission and the Russian
ability to transfer propellant since the late 1970’s (i.e. Salyut 6). In both of these areas,
commercial firms have attempted to launch service-based enterprises.
To date, these prospective service operators have faced substantial financial challenges
surmounting a very substantial “chicken and egg” challenge – where potential interest
from both insurance companies and satellite operators in buying a proven service is
balanced against investors’ reluctance to fund a project based on a new, unproven
service with no solid demand visibility. A further chicken and egg problem challenging
CISS is the fact that today’s satellites (with exceptions such as HST) are generally not
designed for in-space servicing and owner/operators are not taking servicing capabilities
into account when conducting long term planning for future capacity additions.
Consequently, the potential range of in-space servicing options is more limited for the
near and intermediate terms.
Fortunately, during our interviews with potential in-space service operators (and their
potential investors), technical risks were considered manageable. The chief focus of
investors was market risk, which can be addressed through several methods as we detail
herein.
In the area of orbital debris removal, several credible options are being proposed for
technology development to address this ever more important issue. While additional
technology development is clearly required in this area, and could take several years,
even greater challenges exist in both regulatory and, most importantly, in the area of
finding a funding mechanism for removal of space debris (which is generated to varying
degrees by all spacefaring nations).
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To help address these barriers, we note several applications of both existing
mechanisms as well as the applicability and usage of the programs we proposed in Part
1 of our study. In addition to these approaches, we also considered the ideas and
options suggested by the CISS working group.
While there is some benefit to be derived from many of the current proposed support
structures for CISS, in our view, the most effective actions to promote development of a
CISS capability are the following:
•

For orbital transportation/transfer, the principal risks that were identified to us
in interviews are market based, while technical risks, though substantial are
secondary. We believe the existing NASA contract regime could prove quite
powerful if implemented with requirements that preserve value following the
initial demonstration. In particular, we believe that NASA could acquire through
existing FAR Part 12 commercial procurement methods (or a COTS like funded
Space Act agreement)) a flight article that, following a successful demonstration
mission, could be usable commercially. This is a variant of the already proven
Technology Demonstration Mission concept and the proposed GEO Commercial
Servicing Competition format. Following a successful demonstration, it could be
auctioned to a commercial operator, or alternatively, if the original contract was
for a service, it could revert to the original contractee. Under such a scenario,
the prospective bidders would be expected to adjust (downward) their bids
(which would apply strictly to the demonstration portion of the mission) to
reflect this retention of residual value. Given the potential cost effectiveness to
the nation at large, we believe that an early demonstration that demonstrates
this capability on a high value military or national security satellite would make
the most sense, if security issues can be resolved. Failing that, or perhaps in
conjunction, a mission for a low value, old commercial satellite could be
performed. Depending on pushback from the aforementioned satellite
owners, an initial demonstration on a retired NASA satellite in a graveyard
orbit could serve as an effective demonstration. This is particularly true for
demonstrating capabilities for “uncooperative” satellites that do not actively
control their attitudes or provide tracking data. Alternatively, a COTS/CRS type
structure could be employed to share development costs and then support
through firm fixed price contracts more than one design solution. While
potentially more expensive than the single solution, fixed-priced FAR
procurement, this alternative would provide a parallel path to improve
probability of success and create greater market competition.

•

For in-space maintenance and repair, the degree of technical challenge is much
higher and we believe a fixed-priced FAR contracting structure would not attract
many serious or economic bids, nor do we believe cost plus contracting provides
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enough risk sharing. The COTS/CRS funded SAA structure with follow-on fixed
price contracts would be more effective in this case. This is also an area where
we believe taking “baby steps” is the right approach. Near term development
should be focused on technology demonstrations utilizing ISS as is already being
discussed.
•

In-space refueling appears to be the most technically achievable of the in-space
services being considered (excluding transportation/transfer). The market
challenges we discovered in our interviews are twofold: (1) commercial
operators are hesitant to contract for refueling and risk losing insurance
coverage or incurring new third party liabilities (e.g. rogue satellite or debris
creation) until the capability has been successfully demonstrated at least once,
and perhaps a few times, and (2) operators rarely see scenarios where a few
years of life extension on an old satellite is worth large payments for refueling.
NASA
funded
technology
demonstrations
as
mentioned
for
transportation/transfer can help solve the first issue, but to solve the second
issue and get to price points attractive to the commercial sector will require a
refueling capability that can be used numerous times over many years to
amortize its cost. Such a capability will require additional technology
development support and operating strategies involving fuel depots to refuel
the servicing vehicle itself.

•

In the case of orbital debris, unlike the other CISS subsectors, there is not an
apparent or reasonable potential for the emergence of commercial demand for
the foreseeable future. Given the relative immaturity of the technology and the
greater uncertainty of demand (or, more correctly, the greater funding
uncertainty), a greater amount of support is likely to be required. Given the
seriousness of this problem, and the likelihood of the eventual response having
a substantial American component (which seems appropriate given the
substantial amount of space debris with an American origin), we believe that
supporting development of a domestic capability makes a lot of sense. We do
note, however, that developing this capability before a funding mechanism can
be defined does represent material risk as to sustainability of the effort.
However, even if American companies can only capture a portion of the overall
debris removal market, this is a very large problem that, given a funding
mechanism and regulatory clarity, offers a substantial commercial opportunity.
Thus, developing the technology in parallel with efforts to close the regulatory
and funding gaps makes a lot of sense. To support technology development
towards a debris removal capability, we suggest use of NASA’s traditional
advanced technology R&D mechanisms (SBIR/STTR, Seed Fund, CRADAs,
Challenges) plus the addition of larger phase 3 and phase 4 SBIR type awards and
larger phase 2 Challenges, including participation by larger firms. To support
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development of a commercial orbital debris mitigation capability, we suggest
NASA use the existing contract, SAA and technology demonstration constructs. A
risk sharing approach, where in lieu of greater funding up front “bonus” awards
(“bounties”) are provided for the actual removal of real debris, could be used to
encourage greater participation, though we believe it may be too early in the
development cycle to garner material interest by industry in this approach. In
addition, before bounties could be set, NASA and perhaps others, would need to
prioritize debris for removal, a study that may require additional debris
detection and tracking capabilities as well as greater international cooperation.
•

In the case of propellant transfer/depots the risks from both markets and
technology are very substantial. In the case of market risk, the only identifiable
U.S. customer for the near future appears to be NASA itself, especially for
operations beyond LEO. While commercial approaches to serving NASA’s needs
certainly are applicable, we note that given the poor visibility of demand, and
the political risk posed by changing exploration objectives beyond LEO (in
contrast to resupply and crew transfer for ISS) that commercial implementation
(and funding by private means) of propellant depots is a daunting task indeed. A
COTS/CRS-like program, though potentially limited to a single vendor (due to
demand), seems to us the best approach. For commercial ownership and
operation of a fuel depot to make sense the user base may need to be expanded
to include military/intelligence applications, international space agencies and
supporting lunar/NEO commercial users. Such an expanded customer base
would improve the future ability to support multiple commercial operators of
propellant depots. We also note the economic functioning of such depots also
implies success on achieving LCRATS goals to allow affordable propellant transfer
to the in-space fuel depots.

2.4 Space Commercial Laboratory Applications (SCoLA)
2.4.1 Current State of Commercial Space Industry Relative to
SCoLA Goals

Despite the presence of a few organizations that have been active in payload integration
and microgravity experiments, the microgravity user base and payload brokerage
industry is extremely new and nascent.
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2.4.2 Barriers to investment

The working group concluded that the major barriers affecting development of research
and development activities aboard microgravity platforms related primarily to (i) market
development (insofar as there continues to be minimal awareness by industry on the
availability and benefits of microgravity services), (ii) operational deficiencies in the
current infrastructure (in the form of low flight frequency, long lead times and
inadequate return capability) and (iii) the high cost of accessing LEO. We would also add
the cost, time and challenge to deal with the red tape and bureaucracy involved with
gaining access to ISS facilities. We are not sure having part of ISS become a National
Laboratory will materially reduce this burden, especially as there may frequently be a
need to also interface with international constituents.
Status Quo Analysis: Analysis of NASA’s current support mechanisms indicated that
most programs were focused on supporting non-commercial R&D and educational
initiatives related to microgravity research. Some, like FAST, provided a subsidized
stepping stone to microgravity use that allowed developers to qualify equipment and
experiments without requiring space transport. To the extent that this support goes to
buy-down technology risk and broaden the microgravity knowledge base, we view these
as worthwhile, but limited in supporting true commercialization. Only Space Act
Agreements were providing the flexibility to accommodate commercial activities on the
ISS itself by granting commercial entities certain rights to the ISS facilities. These rights
are a powerful stimulus to commercial utilization of the ISS National Lab.

•

•

•

2.4.3 Evaluation of Working Group Conclusions

We concur with the working group’s assessment on the use of grants, SAAs and
contracts to kick start activities in this space, though we note that any such
structure should involve “skin in the game”. Requiring “skin in the game”, even if
at relatively modest levels, should help winnow the field and produce selfselection towards projects that have private financial support, committed
management teams, commercial application and value.
Regarding a direct investment entity structured like In-Q-Tel, we believe that in
most instances this type of support will be of less value in this setting. This is
because we believe that many of the entities that will be able to effectively use
the National Laboratory will be entities that are well past the startup phase that
venture capital firms focus on. However, direct investments alongside venture
capital firms to support development of commercial intermediaries to provide
services to end users of ISS might make sense.
Demonstration of the U.S. space logistics chain awaits successful implementation
of the commercial cargo program with Orbital and SpaceX. Recognizing that
there is value in “kick starting” the process, NASA could agree to partially or
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•

•
•

•

•

completely subsidize early micro-gravity participants. We would suggest using
a Free Flight Challenge.
To the extent that NASA could guarantee that high priority commercial payloads
going to ISS could get a ride on the ATV and HTV vehicles in the event the U.S.
logistics chains were unavailable, it would provide greater planning certainty for
industry and improve receptivity to using the National Laboratory.
A space oriented R&D tax credit would be very effective at encouraging new
research by taxable entities, which in turn could lead to innovation that creates
new uses for space.
Addressing logistics gaps as an extension of COTS makes a lot of sense. Critical
items and capabilities, including specialized cargo racks and return capacity, can
be additional development programs run out of C3PO, followed by award of
commercial service contracts.
Concerning provision of National Laboratory business services to support
customers, we do not think NASA should be in the business of providing these
services, only working to help others provide them. A commercial resale provider
would be strongly incented to solve these problems. Our suggestion is that
NASA focus on educating and supporting a small number of commercial
entities to act as “middle men” between the users and NASA or the users and
the National Lab. These companies can then compete to educate the various
user groups as to the benefits of the ISS National Laboratory and then sell them
preparation, logistics and mission execution services. Business models that we
think make sense include commercial entities bidding for access under either
“rent and sublease” contracts or contracts involving revenue sharing to NASA
with guaranteed minimums.
Concerning legislative enablers, we support NASA’s proposed language, but
there is clearly no substitute for higher budget allocations and consistent
internal NASA support to meet these objectives.

2.4.4 Additional Options Proposed by Near Earth
The key barriers to the development of a vibrant microgravity research market and the
commercial use of the ISS National Laboratory derive more from a lack of market
development and the industry’s lack of key operational capabilities. Support
mechanisms should incentivize the creation of this operational capability and enable
commercial firms to pursue business opportunities in the user base (e.g. pharmas,
biotech, etc…). For early stage or small companies, tax credits, enhanced SBIR and
possibly direct In-Q-Tel type equity investments make sense. A Free Flight Challenge
focused on the ISS National Laboratory may make sense, but should be focused initially
on building operational capabilities. In addition, regulatory holidays relieving users of
liability towards the ISS facilities could work to reduce insurance costs and providing or
subsidizing termination liability insurance will decrease political risk on ISS users. Lastly,
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it may make sense to seek a targeted tax holiday on research conducted in
microgravity facilities versus just R&D tax credits. This could be a limited program
similar to the Scientific Research and Experimental Development (SR&ED) Tax Incentive
Program used extensively in Canada.

2.5 Lunar / NEO Commercial Services
2.5.1 Current State of Commercial Space Industry Relative to
Lunar/NEO Goals

The lunar and NEO services industry is very nascent and consists primarily of participant
teams in the Google Lunar X PRIZE (GLXP). Although no participant has started
operation, some have accumulated early investment and academic or strategic
partnerships. Six teams have become beneficiaries of the NASA ILDD program, the
announcement of which has enabled all, to varying degree, to gather further attention
and market recognition. Few to none are believed to have reached a stage of
development necessary to attract significant institutional or strategic capital.

2.5.2 Barriers to investment

The working group concluded that the most relevant barriers to developing commercial
lunar or NEO services are: (i) uncertain markets, (ii) financial (magnitude of capital,
uncertain costs and need for large upfront capital), (iii) technical challenges resulting
from landing and rendezvousing, and (iv) regulatory risks (relating to policy directions
and uncertain space property rights). We concur with the focus on these barriers and
would add that the uncertain market opportunity is by far the most important based on
our experience talking to investors, particularly given the de-emphasis of the Moon in
NASA’s current exploration plans.

•

2.5.3 Status Quo Analysis

Competitively awarded contracts are good for established aerospace firms, if
they are willing to work on more commercial terms (i.e. not cost plus basis), less
so for emerging companies (i.e. GLXP teams) who suffer a credibility gap and as
such would be less likely to prevail in a head to head contract competition where
financial backing or technical heritage were key determinants. The best
utilization of normal contracting structures is where the technologies involved
have been developed and the service capability has been established by multiple
commercial players. In the near term, NASA may want to consider new
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•

•

•

•

•

•

contracting strategies to avoid crowding out the small, innovative participants.
An example today of where traditional contracting could work is for Lunar/NEO
telecom services.
COTS-type contracting for lunar/NEO transportation services is a goal worth
pursuing, but approached in increments for needs that supplement NASA’s core
science and exploration activities. To the extent such missions are first time or
one-of-a-kind missions; there would be less advantage to outsourcing the
transportation segment to commercial providers.
NASA should support greater use of RSAAs for Lunar/NEO commercialization. We
would note, however, the RSSAs need to be structured so that the commercial
entity knows what they are getting for their money up front and on what
schedule and has normal commercial controls. RSAA funding for NASA can be
escrowed, but payments should be made upon NASA’s satisfaction of agreed
milestones.
Industry cooperation mechanisms, such as the Seed Fund, Cooperative
Agreement Grants and CRADAs are useful to engage industry and share costs.

2.5.4 Evaluation of Working Group Conclusions

We agree with the working group that it is critical to ensure that the investment
community believes NASA will have a material ongoing role as a customer for
commercial lunar/NEO services. This can be accomplished, in part, by continuing
to make policy statements and to codify the potential for Stand-Alone Missions
of Opportunity Notices (SALMON) for commercially operated missions.
Processes similar to the ILDD BAA are very helpful in demonstrating NASA’s
commitment and we believe ILDD was an important step for NASA to take.
However, ILDD’s structure was impacted both by fiscal 2010 budgetary
constraints and the need to tie payments primarily to the flight phase. As a
result, less funding opportunities exist in the pre-flight stages even though ILDD
was structured appropriately to allow for earlier milestone-based payments
across the project life cycle. We are concerned, therefore, that ILDD’s main
benefit may be to amplify the Google Lunar XPRIZE awards (or provide a
separate “prize” for non-GLXP contenders) rather than provide material
incremental early milestone based awards to offset the considerable costs of
developing and demonstrating enabling technologies. The additional ILDD award
opportunities also come with increased mission and technology development
burdens to satisfy unique ILDD requirements.
The specific additional Centennial Challenges proposed by the working group are
all good ideas. Challenges which supplement existing non-NASA challenges (e.g.
the GLXP) or which reward activities associated with existing challenges (a “prize
on prize”) are useful and enhance early revenue-generating opportunities for
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participants in this market. However, the upside of a prize does not necessarily
outweigh the downside risk associated with not winning the prize. Supplemental
prizes, milestone-based prizes and even second or third place prizes are useful
in removing the “winner take all” aspect of some challenges. The ILDD BAA is a
good example of a supportive milestone based structure.
We agree with the idea that NASA work to establish a contract backlog with
leading service providers. However, NASA must be careful that its contractual
commitments match its stated ongoing needs, otherwise the effort can and will
be undermined. It should be noted that new and challenging commercial
services generally require large non-recurring development capital to implement
and, as a result, it is often unreasonable to expect that a company will risk
substantial development capital in pursuit of 100%-pay-on-success contracts.
NASA should be willing to pre-pay a small percentage of its contracts, in the
form of deposits and/or milestone-based payments, to help early stage
companies fund development.
If the appetite for broader tax credits is not apparent, we would support limited
tax credits or tax incentives focused on commercial activities outside the
immediate vicinity of Earth, avoiding definitional issues that might otherwise
make the existing and established GEO/LEO commercial satellite industry
eligible.
We believe that it would be helpful to start an international conversation on the
role of private organizations in exploiting and utilizing space resources, especially
as it concerns potential property or other exclusive rights that can drive asset
value for private financings.

2.5.5 Additional Options Proposed by Near Earth
•

•

We are big believers in the COTS/CRS method of supporting major new
commercial space capabilities and suggest NASA consider a COTS-like program
dedicated to developing lunar and NEO transport solutions, followed by
competitively-awarded transport procurements.
Super challenges, perhaps supplementing or complementing the GLXP
competition and the ILDD program would be worth pursuing to stimulate
development as would offering a limited number of free flight(s), perhaps
including a transfer stage or even a lander, under a Free Flight Challenge
program. Some combination of the two would be ideal to support both
technology / system development and defray the cost of first flight, after which
it would be far easier to attract commercial customers. For instance, participants
in competitions offering a free flight may include those teams which have
already won smaller, more limited competitions (similar to a poker-style
‘satellite’ tournament competition where the stakes get higher as winners move
up to the next tournament).
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We believe that the need for telecom relay services presents an excellent
opportunity to cooperate with existing commercial satellite operators and
manufacturers.
In the long run, the best support for long term development of the Moon and
NEOs is the development of resource utilization which will require recognition
of various forms of commercial property rights. Achieving broad based
recognition of this need within NASA and the Federal government is the first
step. The next step is to then develop the associated legal framework,
government policies and legislation to implement such new commercial rights,
including international coordination and treaties. NASA’s advocacy for the U.S.
government’s active role is pushing this agenda forward is a worthwhile
endeavor.

2.6 Commercial Application of Space in Education and
Recreation (CASPER)
2.6.1 CASPER Goals
The working group’s goals for CASPER are to:
1. Foster, facilitate and inspire greater national interest and participation in
Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) education and career
opportunities to help keep our country on the cutting edge of technological
development and remain highly competitive in the global economy.
2. Expand and develop opportunities to use space for entertainment and
recreation, including facilitating commercial human spaceflight.

2.6.2 Current State of Commercial Space Industry Relative to
CASPER Goals
Current commercial interest relative to CASPER is largely in the areas of entertainment
and recreation. This activity includes space tourism, zero gravity parabolic flight
experiences, and robotic or other forms of tele-presence for enterprise and consumer
markets. The participating firms have generally been financed by founders and angel
investors, including wealthy space enthusiasts. In most cases, to take their business
plans to the next level, they will need to attract substantial private capital from
institutional investors.
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2.6.3 Barriers to investment
Through its interviews with industry participants, the CASPER working group found that
the three biggest barriers to increased private investment in these areas are:
• Market development (issues restricting market development)
• Policy & regulatory risks
• Perception of NASA as a poor commercial partner from outside and within NASA

2.6.4 Status Quo Analysis
Several existing NASA programs, as summarized below, can support CASPER
commercialization goals.
• While the CASPER market is largely non-government, some contract
opportunities may exist in areas such as astronaut training, capacity on
commercial space stations and sub-orbital or LEO flight demonstrations. There
may be limited opportunities for use of funded SAAs, which can materially offset
capital requirements and help attract investors. Reimbursable SAAs may also be
of benefit for access to NASA facilities. For education and entertainment
applications, Non-Reimbursable SAAs may make sense to create content or a
program with dual commercial / government purposes.
• We envision that the near term benefit of FAST is the potential savings
commercial space companies may gain by using FAST to conduct R&D and
training before their privately funded capabilities are developed. This benefit is
offset by longer term competition.
• Cooperative Agreement Grants improve perception of NASA as a supportive
partner. Good for cooperative education programs. Maybe appropriate for
development of space recreation applications that serve a potential future NASA
need like training.
• CRADAs have been important in supporting the micro-gravity research
community.

2.6.5 Evaluation of Working Group Conclusions
The CASPER working group suggested options for programs and initiatives based on the
questions below. Here is a summary of their ideas and our comments:
• We agree CRuSR is an important support program for CASPER. Adding Cubesat
projects and committing to LEO orbital services would also help build the market
and support an evolution of systems from sub-orbital to orbital capabilities.
• CASPER goals will require development of high flight rate, reusable vehicles
with man-rated reliability. Shared development funding by NASA will most
likely be required. We agree the CCDev model is a good one to consider. The
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•

•
•

NACA approach is also advisable and may be crucial to getting RLV technology
from sub-orbital to orbital. Investor tax credits would be very helpful. Loan
guarantees should be held in reserve for when the aggregate risk level has been
reduced.
Challenges can expand participation, accelerate innovation and create helpful
publicity. However, we suggest prizes be based on achieving interim capabilities
(i.e. baby steps). As for “space lotteries,” we prefer broadly based competitions
targeted at specific groups (e.g. teachers) to random lotteries for space access,
although some catch-all competition for the general public could have merit.
Hosted payload and ride share programs can save significant costs, however, we
are not sure reducing spaceflight non-recurring expenses (NRE) is a fair goal for
CASPER versus LCRATS. CASPER’s focus should be getting the “ilities” right (i.e.
reusability, maintainability and operability) to improve safety and reliability for
the educational and recreational markets and on seeding demand for payloads
by supporting scientists, educators, students and commercial users through
grants and competitions. This seeded demand will help get flight rates up and
recurring costs down.
Several programs were proposed to allow private participation in NASA missions.
We like the idea of getting students involved in “real” projects and suggest this
be done through highly public, national competitions with meaningful awards
or scholarships. The suggestion that NASA sell ad space on missions may seem
too commercial for many citizens, but we believe that it would be popular and
less objectionable if tied to funding for educational missions.
We like the idea of providing seats for commercial passengers on NASA missions
and think it may be best accomplished through a Flight Challenge competition, if
demand exceeds supply, and based on an alignment with NASA goals. Otherwise,
seats could be provided under standard negotiated contracts with commercial
entities such as is done by NASA with its international partners on ISS. We do not
suggest NASA get directly involved in negotiating contracts for the provision of
space access for wealthy individuals and space tourists, as has been done for
flights on Soyuz.
Inspirational, STEM oriented advertisements seem appropriate and ideally suited
to NASA. We suggest NASA engage marketing experts to evaluate advertising
sponsorship options. Partnering with corporations to better tell NASA’s story
and support shared STEM goals is also advisable, especially with major media
and entertainment companies.
We agree it is necessary to remove flight regulation risk uncertainty and that
NASA should play a key role. Suggest NACA approach in early years.
The “class room of the future” effort is a natural fit for NASA. One of the key new
technologies NASA could bring into these new classrooms is tele-presence
connecting students with people and robotic explorers around the world and in
space.
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The working group suggested many efforts to improve outreach from using
classic marketing to find out what the public wants, to making a better effort to
tell people what they are seeing, and distributing project results more
effectively. The ideas we particularly liked were building an education roadmap
and bringing people along for the ride through participatory exploration.

2.6.6 Additional Options Proposed by Near Earth
For early stage financial support, we would add a direct equity investment capability
through an In-Q-Tel type strategic investment entity. The larger second stage of financial
support could benefit from addition of a Super SBIR/STTR grant program and larger
Challenge awards. The most desirable mix of support would be broad and open small
dollar support mechanisms up front to increase the universe of participating companies,
followed by larger, narrower competitive support mechanisms that focus resources on
identifying and supporting the strongest participants. One additional idea for market
development is for NASA to agree to be customer number one for any new product or
service from a company it has previously backed. This would at least allow companies to
get fully developed products or services tested by a serious customer like NASA and take
the risk away from commercial customers who are reluctant to go first.
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3 Low Cost Reliable Access to Space (LCRATS)
3.1 LCRATS Goal
The working group identified four areas of potential commercialization support activity
as LCRATS goals:
1. Suborbital reusable vehicles and point-to-point transportation;
2. Frequent, on-demand small satellite launch;
3. Medium to larger payload launches; and
4. Frequent, on-demand payload return from space.
Ultimately, the LCRATS objective is to substantially reduce (e.g. by an order of
magnitude) the cost per flight and per kilogram of payload, which many believe to be
the most significant financial barrier to expanding the use of space. A second, and no
less important, objective is to maintain or even increase the level of reliability and safety
for such flights. The industry has come to expect, and will most likely require, steadily
improving reliability if it is to attract many new businesses, end users and investors to
space commerce. A third objective, in addition to lower cost and higher reliability, is to
improve the availability of access to space. Having to schedule launches a year or more
in advance and then being subject to costly and lengthy delays beyond one’s control can
be death to many business plans and represents an additional barrier to the full
exploitation of space. Many business models require frequent assured access to space
as a pre-requisite to success and even market feasibility.

3.2 Current State of Commercial Space Industry Relative to
LCRATS Goal
The goal of LCRATS has been a shared objective of the space community for many years.
In the past two decades, several entrepreneurs and investment groups have spent years
and millions of dollars chasing this “holy grail” of significantly cheaper access to space,
but with little success until recent times. Today, several of the companies listed below
have made important advances in developing technologies and even flight systems. The
inaugural flight of SpaceX’s Falcon 9 is perhaps the most notable of these achievements,
but other entities such as Virgin Galactic, Armadillo Aerospace, Masten Space Systems
and XCOR have also demonstrated new flight hardware or key components like rocket
engines.
These new technologies and systems have not generally been based on the creation of
fundamentally new science. The underlying physics of rockets has not changed.
However, improvements in engine efficiencies, lower cost manufacturing processes,
superior materials, better systems design, advanced electronics and controls, and new
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operating strategies have all contributed to impressive incremental gains over past
performance metrics. The industry as a whole is still a long way from fielding truly
revolutionary flight systems, but appears to be on several promising paths.

3.2.1 Industry Participants and Capabilities
Given how crucial LCRATS is to opening up the promise of space commercialization and
the potential financial rewards for success, many companies are dedicating significant
resources to executing business plans in this field. Below, we list 28 companies
identified by NASA and Near Earth that are engaged in various LCRATS related activities.
These companies range from large aerospace prime contractors to smaller and early
stage entrepreneurial firms.
Large Aerospace
ATK
Boeing
EADS Astrium
Lockheed Martin
Northrop Grumman
Orbital Sciences
Pratt & Whitney
Raytheon
United Launch Alliance
Vought Aircraft

LCRATS Focus
Propulsion systems
CCDev

Smaller Companies
Advant Launch Services
Andrews Space
Armadillo Aerospace
Blue Origin
CE Dev (AND Rockets)
Firestar Engineering
Garvey Spacecraft Corp.
Go Hypersonics
Masten Space Systems
Microcosm
Orbitec
Orion Propulsion
Scaled Composites
Sierra Nevada
Spaceworks Engineering
SpaceX
TGV Rockets
XCOR

LCRATS Focus
Propulsion systems, Sub/orbital VTHL
HTHL, hypersonic vehicles
Suborbital VTVL
Suborbital VTVL, CCDev
Suborbital VTHL
Propulsion systems
Propulsion systems, nanosat launch
Hypersonic engines & testing
Suborbital VTVL
Sub/orbital launch vehicles
Propulsion systems
Propulsion systems
Suborbital composite aircraft
CCDev, reusable return vehicle
Nanosat launcher
COTS, CCDev, launch vehicles
Propulsion systems
Suborbital rocket plane

COTS, launch vehicles
Rocket engines
Launch services
Aerostructures

Financial Backing
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
50/50 joint venture BA & LMT
Division of Triumph Group (TGI)
Financial Backing

John Carmack
Jeff Bezos
Founder

Founder and Angels
Corporate financing
Dynetics
Northrop Grumman
Privately owned large aerospace
Elon Musk, Founders Fund, DFJ
Angels, Desert Sky Holdings

The list above is only a partial one and there are likely to be numerous other small
aerospace companies and new start-ups that seek to play a role in the development of
components, systems and services important to the fulfillment of LCRATS objectives.
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3.2.2 Current and Expected Market Demand
The market for LCRATS is the biggest issue and the largest barrier to investment. No
success can be achieved unless a large enough demand for access to space can be
created to amortize the high costs of developing LCRATS systems. However, significantly
growing the demand for access to space requires first dramatically lowering the cost of
such access. This “chicken and egg” problem has stymied the industry for decades.
To better understand the dynamics of this “chicken and egg” problem, here is a
summary of the current state of the general market for LCRATS. These comments below
were inspired and influenced by a list provided to us by Douglas Stanley, Visiting
Professor – Aerospace Engineering at Georgia Tech and member of the National
Institute of Aerospace.
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Commercial and government space market growth has been severely limited by
decades of consistently high costs of space access
Only high value systems and applications get funded and launched, so current
market is fairly price inelastic
Launch rates have actually decreased versus past decades as satellites have
grown larger, more reliable and designed for longer average lives
o Global market today of roughly 60 launches per year (half addressable by
U.S. suppliers)
o Global market two decades ago was 120 launches per year
Currently a glut in global launch capacity as many nations view independent
launch capability as a national security need
o Average number of annual launches per vehicle is 2.5
Significant cost improvements are not possible without meaningful levels of
reusability
o Fully reusable systems may require 30 or more flights per year to
amortize the high development costs
o Partially reusable systems may require 15 or more flights per year
Reusable systems could achieve cost reductions of 2x to 3x with higher
incremental gains possible at even higher flight rates
Current and expected commercial markets will not in the near future be
sufficient to provide the required flight rates, even if development costs are
partially subsidized
o Traditional commercial satellite communications market demand likely to
remain steady or even decrease slightly in coming years and is not very
price elastic
o New commercial applications (e.g. satellite broadband, machine-tomachine data networks) may add moderately to flight rate if launch
prices decline by 50% or more, but cost of satellites and end-user market
demand drives launch rate
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•

o Satellite servicing and refueling market demand would offset launches or
delay of new satellites
o Space tourism for orbital flights limited to a few seats per year at current
pricing, but market is probably highly price elastic, so a 2x or 3x
improvement in price could have an even larger increase in demand for
seats
Government will need to provide initial on-orbit mass markets to enable raising
of sufficient private capital
o Current DoD applications represent a relatively stable market demand
and are price inelastic
o DoD responsive space plans could add 5 – 10 flights per year
o COTS (cargo and crew) could add 5 to 10 flights per year, but replacing
Shuttle
o Orbital debris removal could add flights, but no funding
o Propellant depot market could add 10 – 20 EELV class missions per year
(largest near term potential for flight rate increase)

In addition to the general comments above, market demand is also a function of
application. For the four LCRATS objectives listed above, we would summarize current
and expected market demand as follows:
3.2.2.1 Suborbital reusable vehicles and point-to-point transportation
Current Demand: At present, there are no providers of suborbital point-to-point
transportation and therefore no current measurable demand. Existing commercially
available suborbital flights are either not point-to-point or do not employ reusable
vehicles (e.g. sounding rockets). Existing demand for suborbital flight is almost entirely
tied to climate and other scientific measurements and research and development.
Expected Demand: It is difficult to estimate future demand for suborbital point-to-point
services as the demand will largely depend on the pricing offered per kilogram or per
person and the track record established for reliability and availability. While it may be
conceivable RLV technology could advance to the point that suborbital flight was
affordable enough for scheduled air passenger service, we doubt such price points could
be achieved for decades. The Concorde supersonic transport market was relatively thin
in both routes and customers at a price point roughly 3x that of first class airfare. If the
price for suborbital flight were in the $200,000 or even $50,000 range that would
represent a much higher premium to first class airfare (e.g. 10x to 40x) and would
generate an even thinner passenger market. Examples of other point-to-point markets
frequently cited include: high value and time sensitive package delivery (e.g. human
organs, medical isotopes, critical spare parts) and national security needs. It may be
more likely that non-point-to-point suborbital services are developed first, particularly
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for space tourism applications as being planned by companies like Virgin Galactic and
XCOR.
• Space tourism and passenger service: Futron Corporation predicts that by 2021
the space tourism market could be worth $700 million annually and launch
14,000 tourists a year. Based on a ticket cost of $200,000, Futron concluded
from interviews with potential customers that roughly 1,000 customers per year
would sign up for the service today if it were offered. We agree there is likely to
be a meaningful market for such flights if price points stay in the $200,000 and
less range. Wealthy adventure seeking tourists spend amounts approaching this
level for certain climbing expeditions (e.g. Everest), remote destinations (e.g.
Antarctica) and around-the-world, first class vacations with expert guides and
private planes. However, it is likely that costs to travel significant distances
point-to-point sub-orbitally (e.g. trans-Pacific) may materially exceed the price
points offered for the shorter take-off and return flights currently envisioned for
most space tourism offerings. We would thus expect the overall market demand
for suborbital human point-to-point services to be a much smaller fraction of the
overall suborbital space tourism market.
•

High value and time sensitive package delivery: Using the $200,000 per flight
pricing for space tourism as a benchmark for what unpressurized cargo delivery
might cost for the longer suborbital point-to-point delivery service, yields a price
of roughly $2,000 per kilogram. Package delivery is a very competitive and global
business. For instance, DHL will ship a kilogram sized package from the U.S. to
Hong Kong for guaranteed next business day delivery by 9:00am for under $130.
For very time sensitive delivery, DHL offers a Jetline service using the next
available flight to 220 countries and door-to-door service. This will often get the
package to the desired destination in the same day for prices in the hundreds of
dollars (for a kilogram sized package). There are certainly situations where “same
day” delivery may still not be fast enough (e.g. organ transplants, critical parts
replacement to avoid expensive downtime), but in most cases by the time the
package reaches a suborbital spaceport, flies to the nearest international
suborbital spaceport and then gets the package to its final destination, in any of
220 countries, the total duration of that trip is most likely going to be similar to
that of existing logistics solutions. The hours of flight time saved may be lost to
the longer terrestrial delivery times resulting from fewer spaceports than
airports. We believe it will be very difficult for a suborbital point-to-point service
to compete with a global package delivery business in end-to-end delivery cost
and schedule unless it can take off and land at most international airports. At
best, they may be able to offer their spaceport to spaceport suborbital services
to existing package delivery companies for those special situations where such
delivery will be faster than traditional routes. There could be some value to this
business application, if tied into an existing logistics chain like DHL, but it is hard
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to estimate the ultimate size of this market opportunity. We suspect it will be
very small for many years.
•

National security needs: We will not speculate on the potential military and
intelligence applications requiring suborbital flight, but believe this is an
important national security capability worth developing. It is probably the
application most likely to drive serious investment in R&D and systems
development over the near term and medium term. Once funded and developed
for these national security purposes, the technologies and systems may migrate
to more commercial uses.

3.2.2.2 Frequent, on-demand small satellite launch
Current Demand: The key words here are frequent, on-demand and small. No one is
offering such a service today (other than perhaps the LGM-30 Minuteman). However,
there are many launches of small satellites each year on smaller launch vehicles like
Pegasus XL, Falcon 1, Kosmos 3M, Molniya, Dnepr, Rocket, PSLV and the various smaller
versions of Long March. In 2008, there were approximately 20 launches using these
rockets involving payloads to LEO of less than 4,000 kilograms. Many of these launches
were for non-commercial purposes. Small satellites are also launched on larger rockets
in groups of two or more, for instance using an ESPA ring on a Delta IV or Atlas V. Small
satellites can also ride share on a larger rocket as a secondary payload or fly as a hosted
payload on a larger satellite.
Currently, there are approximately 225 commercial satellites in LEO, MEO and HEO
orbits that would be considered small when compared to the larger geosynchronous
orbit telecommunications satellites. Approximately 140 of these satellites belong to
three MSS constellations: Iridium, Globalstar and ORBCOMM with replacement
satellites already under construction and planned for launch over the next several years.
In addition to the near term demand represented by this fleet replenishment, there are
another roughly 20 commercial earth remote sensing satellites that generally have
shorter average useful lives than telecommunications satellites (i.e. 5-7 years versus 15
years). Other than the new systems deployed by GeoEye and DigitalGlobe, these tend to
be smaller satellites. Lastly, there are generally on the order of 10 small satellites
launched each year for scientific or space exploration purposes. In summary, there is
currently a meaningful ongoing demand for small satellite launches, which may
experience a material if temporary boost over the next several years due to MSS LEO
fleet replacement. Many of the commercial launches will utilize larger rockets to fly
multiple satellites at a time or seek ride sharing to lower launch cost. The use of small
rockets to launch single small satellites will mostly involve scientific, civil and military
satellites. Greater launch availability would be a big benefit to all of these satellite
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owners in terms of scheduling and risk reduction, but greater frequency and on-demand
service is not currently a barrier to success for the commercial entities.
Expected Demand: With the exception of the “once every dozen years” replenishments
of the LEO fleets, which will be largely complete by 2015, the existing small satellite
markets discussed above are expected to continue for the foreseeable future at roughly
the same launch rates. These satellites range from a few thousand kilograms to a few
hundred kilograms in size. For instance, an existing Iridium satellite is 680 kilograms and
the next generation ORBCOMM satellite is designed for 142 kilograms. An initial cluster
of six Globalstar second-generation satellites was successfully orbited in November,
2010 on an Arianespace Soyuz mission, which was conducted by its Starsem affiliate
from Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan. These new Globalstar satellites weighed
approximately 700 kg each.
However, the introduction of even smaller micro (10-100 kg), nano (1-10 kg) and pico
(0.1-1 kg) satellites offers the possibility of radically new services and operating models
that could significantly increase the need for frequent, on-demand launches of small
satellites utilizing future LCRATS launch vehicles. The key applications we see driving this
new demand are (among many others):
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Communication constellations: New satellite communication services such as
Automatic Identification System (AIS) ship tracking and other machine-tomachine (M2M) applications such as automated meter reading.
Remote sensing constellations: Large constellations of small, low orbit satellites
to provide 24x7 Earth coverage at low to medium resolutions.
Earth observation and space science: Constellations of small satellites to provide
simultaneous multipoint sensing of the Earth, its atmosphere or space for
scientific study or weather prediction (e.g. GPS radio occultation measurements).
Virtual space instruments: Distributed satellite sensors interlinked to create a
larger virtual instrument for observation or scientific measurements.
Fractionated swarm satellites: Groups of small wirelessly-linked modules in orbit
operating as a single large spacecraft to improve capacity scalability, add greater
redundancy for failure and increase survivability (i.e. can scatter to avoid attack
then reform when safe).
Remote inspection: Missions to inspect health and condition of larger satellites
and space systems.
Flight hardware test bed: Serve as a low cost test bed for flight qualification of
new space hardware.
Academic teaching tool: Means to engage students in STEM education and
opportunity to work as a team on a small scale space project with actual flight
capability.
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In studying a similar set of potential application for smallsats, Futron estimated in 2008
that the total addressable market was 39 – 76 satellites per year at a value of $292 $570 million per year assuming an average smallsat cost of $7.5 million. We believe the
applications suitable to nano-sats and pico-sats would be in addition to these estimates.
We note, however, that it could be many years before most of these new smallsat
applications reach commercial viability.

3.2.2.3 Medium to larger payload launches
Current Demand: Demand for launching medium to large satellites is comprised
primarily of (a) commercial satellites to GEO and (2) military/intelligence satellites to
LEO/MEO/HEO, although the exact opposite destinations are used to a lesser extent. As
of September 30, 2010, there were 61 satellites launched in 2010. Twenty of these
satellites went into GEO orbits with the other 41 satellites going into to non-GEO orbits.
Twelve of the satellites were commercial with the other 49 satellites being noncommercial. Note, these numbers also include small satellites like Glonass and the
aggregate number of launches is less as more than one satellite can be carried by a
single rocket.
Focusing on the commercial side, there are currently roughly 330 active geostationary
communications satellites. Approximately 215 of these satellites provide fixed satellite
services and are owned and operated by roughly 40 commercial entities. Approximately
135 of these FSS satellites (63%) are controlled by just five entities (Intelsat, SES,
Eutelsat, Sky Perfect JSAT and Telesat). Launches of these satellites can cost $60 million
to $140 million and are generally single satellite or in some cases dual satellite launches.
There are typically 15 to 25 commercial GEO satellites launched each year for a market
value of $1.5 - $2.0 billion. The most frequently used launch vehicles include Ariane V,
Proton, Zenit, Delta IV and Atlas V. The non-commercial launches of medium to large
satellites use similar or heavier lift versions of these rockets and costs can significantly
exceed the commercial launch prices for the very large satellites.
Expected Demand: The manufacture and launch of medium to large satellites is
somewhat cyclical, reflecting rounds of new capacity additions and then end of life
replacements. We are currently coming off a launching peak for the commercially driven
GEO market. Projections by COMSTAC and the FAA show launch expectations for
medium to large commercial GEO satellites declining to approximately 18 this year and
gradually decreasing to a rate of 13 per year by 2015 for an average of 15 launches per
year from 2010-2017. For the NGSO medium to large satellite market, COMSTAC and
the FAA show projections of 6 launches for 2010, increasing to a high of 13 launches by
2014 and averaging 8 launches per year for 2010-2017. The total market is therefore
expected to average roughly 23 launches per year with a range of 19 to 27 launches.
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The key question is how would the achievement of LCRATS objectives affect these
launch forecasts? For instance, if SpaceX were to offer launch services at 50% or less
than the current market rate, would companies choose to build and launch more
satellites? For the near term and medium term, we would be surprised if reduced
launch costs had much of an effect on the large FSS operators. They tend to plan their
capacity additions years in advance based on the identified needs of their multi-national
media and telecommunications customers. The high cost of payloads for most current
space business models, and the fact that launch costs are only a fraction of total costs,
means that reductions in launch costs have a muted effect on demand for these owner /
operators. However, we do think there could be a material effect on the business plans
and financings of smaller FSS operators, particularly new countries wanting to join the
league of space faring nations, and for the introduction of new services like satellite
broadband in more uncertain markets. In these cases, a savings of many tens of millions
of dollars on launch could be the difference in a business case closing or not. In other
cases, the reduced cost of launch could allow a satellite owner/operator to choose a
larger satellite with greater capacity for the previous cost of launching a medium sized
satellite. We would also expect, with the advent of LCRATS, new business models to
emerge that employ cheaper payloads, such as micro or nano-satellites, where lower
launch costs can have a much greater relative impact. Lastly, as it is widely expected
that achievement of significantly lower launch cost may require achievement of
reusability, or at least much more frequent launch rates, this higher frequency of launch
could in itself be a substantial benefit to FSS and other commercial satellite operators as
the more timely availability of launch service can have a material effect on time to
market and the capturing of valuable market demand.

3.2.2.4 Frequent, on-demand payload return from space
Current Demand: Frequent, on-demand payload return from space is not currently
offered, so it is difficult to estimate a current demand. It is not even clear if the potential
users of ISS and other space platforms such as Bigelow Aerospace’s inflatable habitats
are seriously including such a high frequency return capability in their near term
planning. We would note, however, that NanoRacks has funded and built two racks for
ISS microgravity experiments and intends to expand capacity beyond that level for the
market demand it projects. As for Bigelow Aerospace, they have now signed six
Memorandums of Understanding with space agencies, government departments and
research groups in Japan, the Netherlands, Singapore, Sweden, Australia and the United
Kingdom. According to Michael Gold, Bigelow Aerospace’s Director of Washington, D.C.
operations, “Not only is there a commercial market, but it’s one that’s robust and
global.” Bigelow Aerospace also claims that their customers’ demand for activities in
space go beyond just microgravity research.
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Expected Demand: Future demand will be a function of several key factors, including (i)
the cost of conducting microgravity research and, eventually manufacturing, in space,
(ii) the level of effort and expertise required to satisfy regulatory, safety and other
“paper work” requirements, (iii) the ability to conduct high quality experiments and
production with acceptable levels of effort, reliability and repeatability, (iv) the
availability of real time or near real time data on experimental results or production
status, (v) return of experimental samples or production units on a reasonable time
frame, (vi) the availability and cost of terrestrial alternatives and (vii) the commercial
success of products researched or produced in space. As on-demand payload return is
only one of the important factors to building successful and sustainable demand, it is
difficult to project future demand for microgravity activities in space. Each of the above
factors has played a role in constraining demand, so until progress is made on all fronts
it will be hard to assess the true potential of an in-orbit microgravity capability like ISS.
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3.3 Barriers to investment
Through its interviews with industry participants, the LCRATS working group found that
the five largest barriers to increased private investment in these areas are:
(1) Paying customers
• Existing demand for space access too small
• Larger future sources of demand too uncertain to attract sufficient private
capital to justify expenditure to create the capability
(2) Money to establish capabilities
• Achieving LCRATS involves developing RLVs which are difficult, high risk and
capital intensive projects
• Accessing large amounts of capital for such projects is challenging even in
better economic periods
• Combination of large capital needs and high return expectations given the
high risks involved makes it difficult to close business cases
(3) Prompt and reliable access to government expertise, facilities and capabilities
• Particularly launch, engine test and wind tunnel facilities on an economical
basis with limited attached liabilities.
• Cannot take six to nine months to negotiate and execute an agreement to set
up a test.
(4) Development and demonstration of specific technologies and capabilities
• No breakthrough technologies are on the horizon
• Primary technical barriers to achieving LCRATS may be significant
improvements in reusability, maintainability and operability of systems based
largely on incremental improvements to existing technologies.
(5) Relief from ITAR, competing NASA programs and practices, and regulatory and
legal uncertainties.
• Participants need an unobstructed broad international market to maximize
demand for their services
• Participants need certainty that NASA will not choose to compete against
them in the future or create an uneven playing field by “unfairly” “choosing a
winner” from among their competitors for special treatment
• Participants need regulatory flexibility during the industry’s early years to
avoid overly constraining innovation in design and operating procedures
• Participants need the government to provide indemnification against major
losses
To these five barriers we would add a sixth:
(6) Perception that LCRATS is just too hard (investors, politicians and government
officials)
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•

•

History of costly government sponsored failures or cancelled programs,
either to demonstrate LCRATS or to build market demand based on new
technologies: Shuttle (cost & flight rates), NASP, the super heavy lift rocket
programs Advanced Launch System and National Launch System, the X
programs X-33 and X-34, and the Military Spaceplane which was cancelled
History of costly commercial failures: Kistler, Kelly Space, Pioneer
Rocketplane, Rotary Rocket, Space Access

Using the investor risk profile chart we developed in our Part I Report, these barriers to
investment can be mapped as shown below:
Investor Risks

Focus

Technical: Developing new technologies
Technical: Manufacturing difficulty
Technical: Obsolescence
Technical: Launch & in-orbit operation
Market: Size
Market: Quality and reliability
Market: Development timing
Market: Longevity
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Financial: Time to Exit
Financial: Uncertainty
Financial: ROI hurdle
Competitive: Amount of competition
Competitive: Nature of competition
Competitive: Barriers to entry
Political / Regulatory: Policy & budgets
Political / Regulatory: Regulatory compliance
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemnification
Perception
Execution / Operating: Management quality
Execution / Operating: Availability of talent

Barrier

High
Moderate

3, 4
3, 4

High
Moderate
High

1
1
1

Moderate
High
High

1
1, 2, 3
1, 2

Moderate
Moderate

2
1, 2

High
High
Moderate
Moderate

5
5
5
3, 5, 6

For instance, the focus on “Paying Customers” as a key need and barrier highlights the
importance to investors of understanding the potential size of the market for LCRATS
related services and how soon these markets will develop. It also suggests a concern
over the quality of the market (paying customers versus window shoppers) and the
general uncertainty in all aspects of market size, development, quality and longevity. An
investor focus on paying customers also suggests concern over financial risks,
particularly the ability for nearer term customer revenues to help offset the high up
front development and operating costs of new LCRATS services in order to achieve a
reasonable return on capital.
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3.4 Status Quo Analysis
First of all, we note that NASA has already initiated several very helpful programs and
initiatives that should have a material and positive impact on LCRATS goals. These
include COTS/CRS, CRuSR, ILDD, and the establishment of the ISS National Lab. As these
are already in progress, we will not cover them in this report, but fully support their
objectives.
What else could NASA do using its existing programs? Focusing just on the above
identified barriers to investment, the table below presents a mapping of NASA’s current
support programs that best match these risks. Note that the impact levels included in
the table are from our first report and represent an average impact over many different
types of objectives. They will not always perfectly align with the LCRATS objectives,
meaning in some cases the impact might not be “High” for the particular risk category in
consideration.
Investor Risks
Technical: Developing new technologies
Technical: Manufacturing difficulty
Market: Size
Market: Quality and reliability
Market: Development timing
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Financial: Uncertainty
Financial: ROI hurdle
Political / Regulatory: Policy & budgets
Political / Regulatory: Regulatory compliance
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemnification
Perception

LCRATS
High
Moderate
High
Moderate
High
Moderate
High
High
Moderate
Moderate
High
High
Moderate
Moderate

NASA
Contracts

Tech Demo
Missions
High
Moderate

Moderate

SAAs

Patent
License

CRADA

SBIR / STTR

IPP Seed

High
Moderate
Moderate

High
Moderate
Moderate

High
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

High
Moderate

Moderate
High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

High
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate

Centennial
Challenges
High
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

High

COTS Type
Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate
High
High
High
High
High
Moderate
Moderate
High

Contracts: Lack of paying customers was listed by the working group as the single
largest barrier to attracting private capital. Giving investors greater visibility and
predictability to the revenue potential of a commercial LCRATS service should therefore
be a key goal in supporting the development of a commercial space industry. One way
to support commercial industry is for NASA to issue standard FAR part 12 compliant
contracts for commercial purchases, as it has done with CRS. However, we suspect
standard government contracts for delivery of services would be difficult to structure
and execute given the current lack of service capabilities ready for purchase. Contracts
would need to be forward looking and contingent upon certain capabilities being
developed and demonstrated. Given these constraints, we doubt if the impact on
investors’ market risk concerns would be more than moderately impacted. This is
especially true when one adds the fact that such contracts could be terminated by
government action. Lastly, while NASA contract revenues would be important to any
commercial space company, the need for revenues during the potentially long LCRATS
development period is even more crucial. For this reason, we believe any NASA
contractual support for the next several years should be focused on buying test data and
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technology demonstrations versus end use services. Such contracts could have an
important impact on early funding and offset the amount of very expensive early equity
capital required. A good example of this type of contracting is the CRuSR contract
recently awarded to Masten Space Systems and Armadillo Aerospace for four flights and
three flights, respectively, of test payloads on their next-generation vehicles.
CONCLUSION – Standard FAR part 12 commercial contracting for pure launch services
does not offer sufficient risk mitigation on its own. A focus on the purchase of flight test
data and demonstrations related to near-term technology development goals would
provide early revenue streams for these emerging launch services and provide valuable
additional risk mitigation.
Technology Demonstration Missions: It is likely that commercial companies pursuing
LCRATS business plans will share the need for several enabling technologies that may be
common to all participants. Examples of such technologies include: reusable rocket
engines, durable thermal protection systems, and lightweight reusable fuel tanks. To the
extent NASA can fund a mission or missions to develop and then demonstrate one or
more of these common technologies; it would be extremely beneficial to the entire
industry segment. Such technology demonstrations would have a major impact on
reducing technology development risk as well as showing that key technologies could
actually be manufactured and operated as designed. The funding of demonstrations by
NASA would also have a moderate, but meaningful impact on the amount of capital
required to be raised by the commercial entities as well as reducing the uncertainty in
required funding by reducing the funding uncertainty related to the technologies
demonstrated. Lastly, and perhaps just as importantly, NASA’s funding of technology
demonstrations would send a loud and clear signal of the Agency’s serious intent to
support the commercial sector and accelerate the development of LCRATS capabilities.
CONCLUSION – Would be very powerful, if done right. The difficulty is two-fold: first
choosing which common technologies to develop, demonstrate and hand-over to the
private sector and second, doing so in a manner that does not unfairly tilt the
competitive playing field, for instance by allowing the prime contractor selected for the
demonstration mission to gain advantages over other companies.
Space Act Agreements: Any SAA with NASA carries with it the perception that NASA
supports the commercial effort and is willing to use alternative contracting methods to
do so. A funded SAA for technology development and demonstration can also materially
reduce the amount of initial capital required to be raised and also help attract private
investors. To the extent the funded SAA is a precursor to NASA contracts like with COTS,
it can also help substantiate the size of the market opportunity for investors.
Reimbursable SAAs may also be of benefit to LCRATS commercial participants that need
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NASA unique facilities or capabilities the companies can obtain in an economic manner
(e.g. launch facilities).
CONCLUSION – Competitively bid funded SAAs could be an important tool in providing
early financial support and showing NASA’s strong interest in supporting LCRATS. The
winners would also carry NASA’s seal of approval which could help them raise private
capital. If the pricing and availability of NASA facilities can be figured out, reimbursable
SAAs may also play a material role in supporting LCRATS.
Patent Licensing: NASA has spent millions of dollars over the years on propulsion and
rocket related technologies. We are not qualified to judge the applicability and
desirability of such technologies to potential LCRATS companies, but would be surprised
if there were not some technologies of interest, especially in the propulsion, fuels,
GN&C and aeroframe structure areas. However, we have not seen significant private
industry interest in licensing NASA rocket technology, so suspect the benefits may be
moderate. To the extent there are valuable technologies NASA can license, it would
have the effect of reducing development costs and/or improving performance, both of
which can have a material positive impact on market size and capital raising. NASA’s
willingness to license its technology helps improve perceptions about the seriousness of
its commercialization efforts and reduces the threat that NASA would be a future
competitor to private industry using its own proprietary technologies. We note that
NASA is actively pursuing licensing of many of its internally developed technologies
through third party expert marketers like Fuentek.
CONCLUSION – Helpful, but impact on commercial companies difficult for us to
estimate.
Cooperative Research and Development Agreements: We see the primary benefit of a
CRADA being NASA’s ability to negotiate an agreement with a single company for a
specific purpose without having to run a competition. However, we do not see many
cases where NASA would want to enter into a one-off cooperative agreement versus
supporting multiple parties equally to increase prospects of eventually having multiple,
and at least one entity, successfully providing the desired commercial service.
CONCLUSION – Prefer funded or non-reimbursable SAAs to CRADAs in most
circumstances unless the CRADA counter-party to NASA has special capabilities not
elsewhere available.
SBIR / STTR: Development and demonstration of technologies was listed as one of the
key barriers and SBIR/STTR programs have been effective in supporting early stage
technology development. However, given the small level of funding these programs
provide versus the enormous technology development task these LCRATS companies
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face, we doubt if SBIR/STTR programs will have a significant impact on those seeking to
develop new launch services. For companies seeking to develop enabling technologies
or processes to support LCRATS service operators such as advances in operability,
maintainability or reuseability, SBIR/STTR grants might be of a size to make an
important financial impact.
CONCLUSION – Helpful in limited circumstances, but primarily for small, early stage
companies developing enabling reusable launch vehicle technologies, processes or
subsystems versus developers of new launch systems.
Seed Fund: The small size of the seed awards means the potential impact will be small
compared to the amount of financing required to achieve a functioning LCRATS service.
However, the Seed Fund may be very useful in facilitating NASA’s outreach to a variety
of corporate, academic and non-profit groups with ideas, technologies or capabilities
that may be beneficial to LCRATS development. This could be particularly true for the
small, early stage commercial space companies that need such seed capital to get their
businesses off the ground.
CONCLUSION – Good, but with limited applicability to financially supporting major
technology development.
Centennial Challenges: The level of potential funding to challenge winners is generally
similar in magnitude to the Seed Fund and SBIR/STTR, however, the particular
advantages of the challenges are the large number of diverse contestants they attract
and the increased probability of novel ideas being proposed. Winners also gain an even
stronger marketing advantage when raising capital versus, say an SBIR winner who had
fewer competitors. Given the significant need for new launch concepts and technologies
to achieve the goals of LCRATS, we believe challenges may represent an important tool
in uncovering new areas worth pursuing and supporting. The Lunar Lander Challenge
won by Masten Space Systems in October 2009 is a good example of the kind of private
capital leverage these challenges can create.
CONCLUSION – We believe Centennial Challenges represent a low cost option for NASA
to expand and foster innovation. We would rank it ahead of SBIR/STTR and the Seed
Fund to the extent NASA can achieve higher funding levels.
COTS-Type Contracting with Follow-on Service Contracts: The combination of a funded
SAA program of a COTS type magnitude (i.e. $500 million) and the potential for followon contracts worth even larger amounts is a very powerful inducement to private
investment as it addresses almost every major risk category in some way or another.
However, the percentage of NASA’s over stretched budget that would need to be
dedicated to support a new COTS-style program makes it very difficult to implement. To
reach that level of consensus within NASA and Congress, the commercialization
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objective must be very deserving, somewhat time critical and have multiple qualified
competitors for the funded SAAs. We doubt there are many situations today where all
of these attributes exist, but strongly expect there will be many worthwhile candidates
in the future for new COTS/CRS-style programs, including potentially new RLV service
providers.
CONCLUSION – When and where politically possible, find ways to duplicate the success
of COTS/CRS.
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3.5 Evaluation of Working Group Conclusions
The LCRATS working group has developed several options and suggestions, including
new programs and initiatives, directed at lowering the barriers to investment it
identified. Below is a discussion of those ideas organized by barrier to investment and
our thoughts on their relative merits and applicability. The working group data is taken
from a September 23, 2010 PowerPoint presentation “Low-Cost, Reliable Access to
Space” authored by Daniel J. Rasky of the Emerging Commercial Space Office.

3.5.1 New Paying Customers
“The working group’s general comment is for NASA to support and promote the other
four commercial space priorities: (i) commercial in-space services, (ii) space tourism and
education, (iii) space laboratory services, and (iv) commercial Lunar and NEO missions.
Specific new activities suggested by the working group, include:
•
•

•

Promoting space exploration architectures that engage commercial
transportation providers, such as the use of fuel depots and in-space rendezvous
and assembly.
Use of government space vouchers (GSV) to defray expense of space
transportation services for space users. The working group notes that GSVs were
demonstrated in a 1990’s pilot program and Congressional authority is still in
place. They believe GSVs might be implemented as an extension to the
SBIR/STTR programs.
Support and expansion of the new ILDD program and the proposed Lunar
Orphan Flight Test (LOFT) program.”

COMMENTS: We agree with the concept that supporting new businesses in the other
commercialization priorities will drive demand for more frequent access to space and
thereby help convince private investors of the depth and breadth of the market
opportunity for LCRATS. To the extent this indirect support of LCRATS increases actual
launch rates, it should help drive down launch costs through learning curve effects and
volume purchasing.
As for use of fuel depots and in-orbit assembly, our conversations with satellite
owner/operators suggested they were many years away from considering such activities
in their planning and unlikely to take advantage of such new capabilities until they were
well proven. Their primary interest, though still relatively modest, was for in-orbit
refueling for life extension. For the foreseeable future, NASA and other government
agencies will most likely represent the lion’s share of the market for fuel depots and inorbit assembly. We do agree, however, that the launch of propellant to depots could
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be one of the most important new markets for substantially increasing flight rates.
Having NASA architect its missions to use such depots is the logical first step.
We think the GSV idea is very interesting and see its potential use in place of cash grants
or prizes for all kinds of competitively awarded financial support, including challenges.
Access to space for testing of new hardware can sometimes be the constraining factor
to gaining flight qualified status and commercial marketability. As we noted in Part I of
our Report and earlier in this section, one of the greatest challenges for private
investors is assessing demand for LCRATS if it were available. GSVs that greatly reduce
the cost of accessing space provide actual experimental evidence of demand at low
price points which mitigates this crucial risk element. Using GSV structures that
significantly reduce the cost of access, but that still require some private expenditure,
will ensure that market discipline applies. Restricting the GSVs to new commercial
applications will also ensure they go towards de-risking new business cases. The only
major concern we have is how such GSVs would be administered. Our preference
would be for NASA to grant the GSVs to awardees for explicit use with NASA-certified
third party commercial providers of payload integration and flight services. If that
were not the case, there would be the risk NASA would compete directly against such
commercial providers with free or subsidized space access and make it difficult for
them to survive.
ILDD as currently structured was a very good first step, but most of the financial support
comes after the first lunar mission is conducted. We suggest NASA consider expansions
of ILDD to focus on financial support during the development stage such as new funding
for reaching technology development milestones of interest to NASA or agreeing to be a
customer of commercial services during the flight or on the lunar surface. The LOFT
program is also an excellent idea which could be expanded to include orphan payloads
from other U.S. governmental entities, as well as research and academic institutions.

3.5.2 Opportunities for Securing Money
“The second risk identified by the LCRATS working group was finding money to establish
capabilities. Their suggestions were to:
•
•

Promote and support formal working arrangements with emerging commercial
space companies, e.g. Space Act Agreements, Space Grants and Contracts.
Develop a publicly available, open source Commercial Space Economic Model to
support commercial leveraged exploration architectures, and emerging
commercial space business cases.
o Interactive open source computer-based economic model of each major
market segment covering the period from 2011-2020, that is easy to use,
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•

adaptable, upgradeable and based on validated inputs to the extent
possible.
o Model should help people understand (i) key customers, users, and
stakeholders, (ii) the cost structures and value propositions for each, (iii)
interactions and linkages between market segments, (iv) growth
prospects over time and sensitivity to new technological capabilities and
falling prices, and (vi) impacts new technological capabilities and new
competitors will have on each market segment.
Promote and support loan guarantees, special investment funds (e.g. Red Planet
Capital), and tax incentives for emerging commercial space companies.”

COMMENTS: As discussed in Section 2.4, we agree that SAAs, grant programs and
contracting should play an important role in NASA’s support of LCRATS objectives.
The Commercial Space Economic Model is a very intriguing idea, but one that we
suspect will prove difficult to construct in a way that satisfies all of the stated objectives.
It will most likely serve as a decision support tool within NASA as opposed to a resource
to be used by or with private investors to inform their investment decisions. Such a
model is likely to be a major undertaking that will require, or at least benefit materially
from, expertise external to NASA such as consulting firms that specialize in space related
market forecasts, financial analysis and modeling firms, and consultants that focus on
the impacts of technological innovation. A first step might be for NASA to fund an
update to the 1994 Commercial Space Transportation Study.
In our Part #1 report, we discuss our views on loan guarantees, special investment funds
and tax incentives. In summary, we believe loan guarantees may be the most efficient
method to support the large capital needs of new launch service companies employing
LCRATS technologies, but they should only be deployed at a later stage of
development when the risk of loan default is sufficiently low. For earlier stage
development, funded SAA’s that combine public and private capital for development
of an initial operational capability appear to be the most efficacious approach.
Our preferred option for a direct investment fund is the In-Q-Tel model versus Red
Planet Capital, primarily because it acts strictly as a strategic investor with no overlap
in structure, investment style or operation to a traditional venture capital firm.
However, given the magnitudes of capital likely to be required, even an In-Q-Tel
model is likely to have very limited application in this area except for developing
components rather than systems. Lastly, tax incentives in the form of tax credits is our
preferred option, especially if qualifications for such credits can be made broad
enough to not discriminate against a company simply due to its geographic location.
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3.5.3 Opportunities for Access to Government Capabilities
“The third risk identified by the LCRATS working group was the ability of industry
participants to gain access to government expertise, facilities and capabilities. The
group’s suggestions for addressing this barrier to investment were:
•
•

Identify and provide “best practice” examples and models for reimbursable Space
Act agreements (RSAA)
Establish “Government Furnished Services (GFS)” as a new streamlined process
for securing government services.
o Establish “coupons” in varying amounts that are distributed to emerging
space companies through a competitive process
o Can be redeemed for services from NASA centers as part of a nonreimbursable Space Act Agreements (NRSAA)
o Funds stay on the government side and are distributed to the center
performing the service after the NRSAA is signed
o Provides a means for monitoring and assessing level of need for
government services, facilities, and capabilities.”

COMMENTS: We agree with the goal of determining and disseminating “best practices”
for RSAAs across NASA centers. This should greatly improve the interactions with
potential corporate clients. However, it may not completely remove the tricky issue of
pricing and, of course, would still require capital constrained companies to go out of
pocket for such services. We much prefer the “coupon” based NRSAA approach as it
not only provides competitively based financial support but also mitigates, and in
some cases may eliminate, the need for companies to negotiate pricing for the use of
NASA facilities and people.

3.5.4 Opportunities for Developing New Technologies and
Capabilities
The fourth barrier listed by the working group is “Development and Demonstration of
Specific Technologies and Capabilities.” Many investors would have expected to see this
technology-related risk higher in the ranking of barriers. However, we agree with the
working group that most participants in LCRATS believe the technology development
will be a costly and perhaps lengthy endeavor, but does not necessarily pose an
insurmountable hurdle. Markets and financing are bigger issues. This belief on the part
of the participants derives largely from past lessons learned and a general focus on
achieving reusability in stages as opposed to attempting to develop a single stage to
orbit (SSTO) reusable launch vehicle (RLV) for an immediate 10x reduction in launch
cost. Instead, we believe most participants will focus efforts on achieving an initial 2x to
3x reduction in cost via hybrid RLV / expendable solutions (i.e. reusable first stage and
expendable second stage). A next step, and potential further 2x to 3x cost reduction,
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could come from participants making the upper stage also reusable. LCRATS efforts also
seem to be focused on smaller payloads to easier LEO orbits versus medium to heavy
payloads to GEO. Much of the focus may also be on improving operability and
maintainability of the vehicles which represent important but less risky technology
challenges than say, major leaps in propulsion technology. Lastly, some participants plan
to begin in the less challenging sub-orbital realm and then scale up and migrate the
technology to orbital capability.
“The potential activities the working group identified to address this barrier include:
• Help support OCT Technical Roadmap and solicitation activities to get industry
needs on the table
• Advocate full responsive access to and from space
o Important for space bio-tech and other commercial space activities where
getting payloads back promptly is required for the business case
• Propose integrated flight demonstrations that support commercial space industry
needs (e.g. X-34 flights) without creating a government funded competitor to
commercial RLV firms
o Can provide important advanced technology integration, as well as
efficient operational methods development (e.g. IVHM/ISHM)”
COMMENTS: We understand technical roadmap support is underway and agree it is
important for NASA to stay abreast of industry’s needs and how their progress and plans
evolve and overlap with NASA’s mission objectives. With this knowledge, NASA can
more efficiently support development of enabling technologies on the road map
through programs like SBIR/STTR, the Seed Fund, Centennial Challenges, CRADAs and
even funded SAAs. However, the roadmap work is primarily a tool to build awareness,
track progress and inform NASA support decisions versus the actual industry support
itself. Likewise, advocacy for fully responsive space access is important, but in and of
itself does not move forward technological development. The last activity suggested,
seems to be the most powerful in terms of potential impact. NASA funded integrated
flight demonstrations for key LCRATS technologies would benefit the entire industry in
the same way the Advanced Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS) program
benefited the commercial satellite communications industry. Another suggestion we
would add is for NASA to create and publish specific target goals for LCRATS. This could
be a feature of the technology road map and a guide to industry of what specific
capabilities NASA is willing to support. For instance, instead of saying NASA is interested
in supporting frequent, on-demand small satellite launch, say NASA is interested in
supporting the commercial development of commercial capabilities to launch nano-sat
class satellites into polar orbits of 600 – 1,000 kilometers at a cost of $1,000 per
kilogram or less within six weeks of launch go-ahead with two-week maximum intervals
between launches. Although this example was purely arbitrary, NASA could create a list
of specific capabilities (i.e. JOBS) it was interested in supporting. We believe that
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specificity would help guide commercial participants to develop capabilities that had a
better chance of satisfying real end user markets.

3.5.5 Provide Relief from ITAR, Competing NASA Programs and
Practices, and Regulatory and Legal Uncertainties
“The fifth and last of the major barriers listed by the working group captured a host of
external government-related factors making it difficult for LCRATS participants to raise
capital. These factors are largely or even completely outside of the companies or their
investors control and therefore represent a serious level of uncertainty in business plan
execution. The potential activities suggested by the working group to address these
issues were:
•
•
•
•

Support ITAR reform being proposed by the administration
Be cognizant of potential competitive aspects for proposed NASA programs
Be vigilant at identifying and challenging NASA competing with the private
sector and other predatory practices
Work with FAA and other government entities to resolve regulatory and legal
uncertainties”

COMMENTS: NASA joining the commercial sector in loudly and frequently supporting
ITAR reform would be helpful, but obviously the issue is very political and tied to
national security and so truly subject to challenging barriers to change. We agree,
however, that the case for ITAR reform is strong and such reform represents an
important factor in NASA’s goal to support development of the U.S. commercial space
industry.
Based on our interviews with dozens of industry leaders , entrepreneurs and investors,
the fear of competition from NASA is very high and scares away numerous potential
investors leading many entrepreneurs to avoid any involvement with NASA. We do not
believe NASA being cognizant of potential competitive aspects of its proposed programs
and being vigilant in challenging predatory practices will be sufficient. Such a policy is far
too internal to NASA (i.e. lacks transparency) and far too uncertain. We strongly suggest
NASA implement an initiative to determine what space activities will be supported for
commercialization and over what time frame (i.e. a commercialization roadmap) and
then publicly announce the decisions. Private industry and investors need more
certainty in terms of government competition before they will spend their time,
treasure and talent on new ventures. Once in place no NASA center or directorate
should propose a program that conflicts with this commercialization roadmap.
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In addition to committing to work with the FAA and other government entities on
regulatory and legal uncertainties, we believe NASA should actively advocate within the
Administration for flexible launch and safety regulations for the emerging RLV industry
just as was done by the government for the early aircraft and airline industries. A certain
higher level of experimentation and risk should be tolerated in these early years to
avoid overly constraining design solutions and operating procedures before we know
what may work best. At the same time, the industry really needs more certainty
regarding indemnification for third party liability. Most investors cannot afford to “bet
the farm” even if the probability of a catastrophic mishap is small. This is a risk only the
U.S. government can accept in return for industry funding a new capability that will
benefit the nation.

3.6 Additional Options Proposed by Near Earth
As outlined in our first report, there are several additional options available to NASA to
support the development of the commercial space industry. The table below shows
those additional options that we believe might be most applicable to addressing some
of the key barriers to investment identified by the LCRATS working group. As before, the
likely impact of the various options against specific risk categories is marked as either
“High”, “Moderate” or left blank meaning little to no material impact expected.
Investor Risks
Technical: Developing new technologies
Technical: Manufacturing difficulty
Market: Size
Market: Quality and reliability
Market: Development timing
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Financial: Uncertainty
Financial: ROI hurdle
Political / Regulatory: Policy & budgets
Political / Regulatory: Regulatory compliance
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemn.
Perception

LCRATS
High
Moderate
High
Moderate
High
Moderate
High
High
Moderate
Moderate
High
High
Moderate
Moderate

Tax Credits

Loan
Guarantees

Anchor
tenancy

Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate

High
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate

High
High
Moderate
High
High

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

High

High

Other
Government
Direct
Super
Customer #1 Free Flight
purchase
Trust Fund Super SBIR
Investment
Competitions Procurement Challenge
agreements
(SPIC)

Moderate
Moderate
High

High
Moderate

Moderate

High
Moderate

Moderate

High
Moderate
Moderate

High
High
High
Moderate
High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

High
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Bounties on
orbital
debris

Moderate

High
High
High
High
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate
High
Moderate

Some of these options were either suggested by the working group or have been
covered in the section above under COMMENTS. For instance, we have already
commented on tax credits and loan guarantees. Here is a summary of our views about
the merits of some of the other alternatives.
Advance Purchase Agreements: Ultimately, the best form of support is to be a major
and initial customer. If investors know there is at least a real government customer to
use the LCRATS capability they may be willing to invest to support the company until a
larger commercial market develops. This was the case for the satellite remote sensing
companies GeoEye and DigitalGlobe as well as for ISS cargo delivery for SpaceX and
Orbital Sciences. The large customer contracts provided by the National GeospatialIntelligence Agency (NGA) served as an anchor tenancy allowing these commercial
entities to raise sufficient private funds to build high resolution satellites to serve the
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NGA and their commercial customers. In a similar fashion, it is expected that the ISS
cargo delivery commitments with NASA will provide a good underpinning for any future
private or public financing for SpaceX.
Open IDIQ Advance Purchase Agreements: We think new forms of purchase
agreements can be a very useful tool for NASA and other government entities to
encourage investment in LCRATS capabilities. For instance, NASA could offer to buy
delivery services for propellants to a designated NASA operated fuel depot / orbit within
a certain period of time based on a list of mission specifications and subject to minimum
/ maximum delivery volume. The provider who charged the lowest price per kilogram
while meeting the list of specifications would get the delivery order. Alternatively, NASA
could become a customer of a commercially owned / operated fuel depot with similar
open IDIQ type advanced purchase commitments for fuel delivery services in-orbit. The
commercial operator could then contract with commercial launch service providers for
fuel delivery to its depot. Similar purchase agreements could be structured for other
LCRATS objectives, for instance, agreements to buy payload return services from ISS
based on best pricing per kilogram and volume. In some ways, such purchase
agreements would combine the flexibility of traditional indefinite delivery, indefinite
quantity (IDIQ) contracts with large scale, high value contract competition based on
pricing and to some extent quality.
Direct Equity Funding: As mentioned above, we believe a direct funding capability is
important to NASA reaching a broader section of potential technology. We believe the
In-Q-Tel model is best at aligning NASA’s strategic investment interests with a desire to
leverage co-investments from the venture capital industry. However, while an important
capability for NASA to have, we believe for LCRATS other activities like NASA funded
technology demonstrations and patent licensing may have even larger and more
immediate impacts. Direct equity funding may be more useful for component
technology vs. system or vehicle developers given the limited sum of investment
possible.
Space Private Investment Corporation (SPIC): Given the large amounts of capital
required to eventually field working LCRATS systems, we believe loan guarantees and
larger scale equity investment support of private investors will be required once the
participants mitigate some of the earlier technology and market risks. We believe the
best way to administer such support is through an entity external to NASA and NASA’s
budget. The model we like is the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC). A
space equivalent, SPIC, would allow establishment of a center of expertise for making
such loan guarantees and investments and create a potentially self-funded and selfsustaining entity.
Super SBIR/STTR: As noted in our Part I report, we believe the addition of larger followon phases to the existing SBIR/STTR programs can be very advantageous to NASA in
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bridging companies and technologies of interest from the prototype stage to having a
product or service ready for commercial sale. In order to create private capital leverage
similar to what is achievable with direct strategic investing, these Phase 3 and Phase 4
awards could be subject to matching private investment requirements. The advantage
of larger SBIR/STTR awards over direct investing would mostly be in NASA’s ability to
target technologies that were more focused on NASA’s mission needs and not necessary
as dual-use as those funded by a direct investment entity with venture capital support.
Super Challenges: There is varying opinion within industry as to the merits of super
challenges, meaning competitions where the potential prizes are significantly larger
than Centennial Challenges or even XPRIZEs. A minority think all NASA needs to do is
create a big enough pot of gold at the end of the rainbow and then let industry compete
to get it. Others think the competitive approach should be constrained to the
contractual whelm when dollar amounts get large. The pros include: (i) larger awards to
better attract and match levels of capital required to compete, (ii) increased
participation interest from larger companies and other entities more likely to be able to
achieve the competition goals, and (iii) a higher level of publicity. The cons include: (i)
low probability of Congressional budget approval given existing unfavorable view of
competitions as a means of allocating tax dollars, (ii) uncertainty tied to probability and
timing of expenditure of a larger percentage of NASA’s budget, and (iii) potential
reluctance of large companies and other entities to risk significant capital in pursuit of a
winner take all award. We believe these are all valid concerns and suspect for now the
cons will overpower the pros in any budgetary debate. Perhaps the best NASA can hope
to achieve in the near term is to incrementally increase the size of Centennial Challenge
awards and find clever ways to meet NASA mission or technology roadmap objectives
through innovative support of private prize competitions (e.g. ILDD and GLXP).
Customer #1 Procurement: As part of other support activities such as SBIR/STTR grants,
direct investing and challenges, NASA could further help attract private capital by
agreeing to be those entities’ first customer, subject to the companies’ satisfaction of
agreed product or service level specifications. For instance, for frequent on-demand
small satellite launch, NASA could offer to provide the first payload for new launch
vehicles that have successfully completed an agreed number of test flights. Likewise,
NASA could agree to be the first customer for a suborbital point-to-point vehicle after it
has undergone some prior check out flights. This differs from an Advance Purchase
Commitment mainly in the scope and duration of the commitment. As opposed to
acting more like an “anchor tenant” to provide a material base of initial market support,
in this case NASA is merely being a first customer to help flight prove the
product/service and hopefully unleash or encourage greater commercial market
demand.
Free Flight Challenge: This idea serves essentially the same purpose as the Government
Space Vouchers (GSV) suggested by the working group in that it defrays the major cost
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of space access for promising new technologies to get tested in space and flight
qualified. If the GSVs could be awarded as part of the SBIR program as suggested that
would add the competitive aspect of a challenge.
Bounties on Orbital Debris: The large amount of orbital debris and the increasing
importance of its removal present an interesting opportunity for government to both
create a common good and support development of a market to drive significantly
higher launch rates (as well as in-orbit servicing missions). As this truly is a problem
much larger than NASA, we would hope DoD and perhaps other government agencies
would participate in any orbital debris removal program. Making it an internationally
funded effort would add complexity, but the shared funding may be more than worth
the effort. To start the process, we propose NASA conduct a study to rank the most
“dangerous” debris objects and the most sensitive orbits. This study could inform
government’s decisions on the size and nature of any bounties to be offered, by object
class and orbit, and the priority in terms of timing. We note Marshall Space Flight Center
has been considering a debris tracking satellite to cover the smaller, but still threatening
pieces of debris difficult to track from Earth’s surface. A parallel effort to develop a
space-based debris tracking system might make sense if NASA decides to support a
bounty program for orbital debris removal. The bounties themselves could be offered in
a variety of forms, including bounties: (1) specific to particular objects; (2) calculated on
a per object and/or per kilogram basis with premiums for more difficult orbits, and (3)
paid as a service for initially clearing and then maintaining clearance of a specific orbit or
volume of space of debris over a given size (e.g. street cleaning, janitorial services).
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4 Commercial In-Space Servicing (CISS)
4.1 CISS Goals
The working group prioritized five specific emerging market areas of “In-Space
Servicing” it believes have potential for high commercial utility and the creation of
capabilities fully extensible to its exploration objectives. These are:
• Satellite refueling, maintenance, repair, etc.
• Orbital debris removal and mitigation
• Orbital transportation and transfer
• Propellant transfer and storage (depots)
• On-orbit assembly
The fifth area, “On-orbit assembly,” was deemphasized by the NASA working group due
to a lack of any significant, identifiable near or medium-term industry investment
activity.
Each of these areas is relevant to NASA’s own mission of exploration and technology
development, and to varying degrees (as discussed below in the “demand” section)
these areas also have relevance to commercial interests.

4.2 Current State of Commercial Space Industry Relative to
CISS Goals
As detailed more completely below, the technology foundation for CISS varies from
being largely theoretical to being largely ready for implementation.
The most mature of these four areas, from a technology perspective, appears to be
orbital transportation and transfer, where there is historical experience providing orbit
transfer products at a number of firms. Reusable relocation/orbit transfer vehicles (i.e.
“space tugs”), while not commercially available , do not appear to be a significant
technological stretch, given the relatively mature designs that are seeking funding by
very real companies such as MDA, Orbital Satellite Services and the now defunct (but
“real” at the time) Orbital Recovery. This is particularly the case in that much of the
addressable market for such services includes “cooperative” satellites that are tracked
and that have attitude control capability. More advanced designs in this area have been
developed by The Boeing Company and others, though these are clearly for a later stage
market. While the technology for initial operating systems thus seems largely
developed, none of the proposed projects has raised sufficient funding to initiate
commercial service. We suspect for this market to reach its full potential additional
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advancements in ion propulsion and spacecraft power management may be required,
and there appear to be several firms engaged in such research and development.
With the success of the Orbital Express demonstration mission, satellite
refueling/maintenance/repair technology also has advanced significantly. While the
technology appears fairly mature, only MDA has proposed a near term commercial
venture that would attempt significant mechanical interactions beyond docking (i.e.
propellant transfer, battery replacement, etc.) between the servicing vehicle and a
client satellite.
Propellant transfer capability has a substantial record of technological success as
demonstrated by the various ISS resupply tugs (e.g. Progress) that routinely transfer
propellant to the station, as well as by the successful Orbital Express mission. However,
while the capability clearly exists today (at least for satellites that have been designed to
accept refueling), only MDA has seriously proposed commercially performing this task
for commercial satellites that have not been previously designed for refueling. Likewise,
while propellant depots have been proposed, there have been no serious efforts to
finance or build one using a commercial service model.

4.2.1 Industry Participants and Capabilities
The current industry participants with CISS capabilities break down as follows:
Company

Satellite
Refuel, etc.

Debris
Removal

Satellite
“Tugs”

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MacDonald Dettwiler and Associates
OHB Technology
The Boeing Company
Orbital Satellite Services
Star Technology and Research
Tethers Unlimited
Aerojet
Orbital Sciences
Lockheed Martin
RKK Energia
EADS Astrium
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

•
•

Propellant
Transfer/
Storage
•
•
•
•

•
•

A brief description of these capabilities and the financing sources the companies (where
the entities are private) are utilizing follows:
• MacDonald Dettwiler and Associates (Canada): MDA has been aggressively
marketing an in-orbit “Space Infrastructure Servicing” capability focused on
refueling, towing and possible replacement of components for commercial and
government satellites. While the exact level of development is uncertain, the
preliminary design is probably complete and the TRL appears to be quite high
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•

•

•

•

based on MDA’s extensive experience in space robotics and the demonstrated
success of the Canadarm, the Orbital Express demonstration mission and finally
the fact that the company has been seeking launch customers. In a September,
2010 conference call, management indicated that technical issues were
essentially solved, and the company’s focus was on negotiations of commercial
terms with prospective customers under a proposed service model that the
company would fund itself. The company also indicated that it was pursuing a
system model where it would simply deliver hardware to a customer. MDA has
funded the development so far internally, and has also received support from
the Canadian government most recently through a $46 million award from the
country’s space agency.
OHB Technology (Germany): OHB is the prime contractor for system definition
studies for DEOS, a demonstration project for the DLR Space Agency. This
project would be similar in scope to the Orbital Express demonstration, with
robotics, repositioning and refueling capabilities to be demonstrated. The actual
mission has not yet been funded.
The Boeing Company (USA): Boeing built the XSS-10 satellite that demonstrated
autonomous approach and formation flying in 2003. More recently, Boeing was
the prime contractor for the Orbital Express demonstration mission, integrated
the ASTRO servicing spacecraft and developed the autonomous rendezvous and
proximity operations systems. Orbital Express cost over $300 million and was
funded by a combination of DARPA, NASA and internal R&D funding from Boeing
and its subcontractors. Orbital Express demonstrated autonomous navigation
and docking, propellant transfer in zero G and replacement of components on
the NextSat satellite. Boeing is currently developing under Phase II research
contract to DARPA a program called FAST to develop and deploy a satellite with a
30 kW high specific energy solar array. The firm is also promoting a solar electric
power tug concept called FAST Nimitz designed specifically for debris removal
and that could have additional capabilities depending on the design variant.
Orbital Satellite Services (European): Has designed an “Orbit Life Extension
Vehicle” through preliminary design review with private funding. OLEV, as
designed, is capable of providing enough delta-V to provide 12 years of
additional station keeping for a 2000 kg satellite. It can also be used for
repositioning, orbit transfer and removal of old operating satellites from the GEO
belt. The company is a consortium composed of Kayser-Threde GmbH, Swedish
Space Corporation and Sener, S.A. It has been funded by these firms to date, and
is seeking funding to complete construction and deploy the capability.
Star Technology and Research, Inc. (USA): Star Technology is a privately funded
SBIR recipient that has designed a vehicle concept called EDDE (ElectroDynamic
Debris Eliminator) that is intended for capture and disposal of tracked space
debris. Several elements of the EDDE design are protected by patents. The
company is currently seeking government funding for a demonstration version of
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•

•

•

•

•
•
•

EDDE. The Star design relies on tethers to be supplied by Tether Applications,
Inc., which has manufactured and successfully flown more operational tether
systems than any other firm.
Tethers Unlimited (USA): Tethers Unlimited has developed a concept called
RUSTLER which used an electrodynamic tether spacecraft and a proprietary net
called GRASP that can be used to snare uncooperative target spacecraft. They
have also developed a passive tether called “Terminator Tape” that can be
incorporated in small low orbiting spacecraft and potentially attached to defunct
spacecraft to de-orbit them. The firm claims their core technology is at TRL 5.
Tethers Unlimited has principally been funded through its founders and SBIR
grants.
Aerojet (USA): Aerojet is a leader in space electric propulsion, with the world’s
largest installed base of Hall Effect and Ion thrusters. In addition to their thruster
technology, Aerojet has also developed the supporting electronics and power
conditioning equipment. A variety of thrust/power levels are flight qualified or in
development. Aerojet has developed concepts for a Solar Electric Power tug
propelled by its electric ion thrusters. Working with NASA’s Glenn Research
Center, Aerojet has proposed concepts for lunar cargo transfer based on their
technology, and is seeking funding for demonstration missions.
Orbital Sciences (USA): Orbital was the prime contractor for the Demonstration
of Autonomous Rendezvous Technology (DART) mission. While the mission itself
was not completed successfully, Orbital nevertheless developed substantial
engineering capabilities applicable for mission design, tracking and rendezvous
during the effort and the subsequent failure investigation. DART was
government funded. Orbital is also developing the Cygnus line of space tugs for
ISS resupply. These spacecraft will not feature full independent docking
capability, but will rather fly in formation with the station and be retrieved and
berthed by the Canadarm.
Lockheed Martin (USA): Lockheed Martin built the XSS-11 technology
demonstration satellite, which successfully demonstrated autonomous
approach, proximity navigation and formation flying with a number of orbiting
objects in 2005.
RKK Energia (Russia): RKK manufactures the Progress line of space tugs used to
ferry supplies and propellant to the ISS. Progress has more than two decades of
proven autonomous docking and hypergolic propellant transfer capabilities.
EADS Astrium (Europe): The Automated Transfer Vehicle has similar capabilities
to the Progress, but greater mass capacity.
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (Japan): The HTV provides approach and formation
flying for retrieval and berthing via the Canadarm for ISS resupply. The first HTV
flight was in 2009 and several more are planned, beginning in 2011.
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Please note that the list above is focused on prime contractors and that many
subcontractors have individual capabilities that are applicable to CISS. We also note
that NASA Glenn Research Center is developing the NEXT Ion Thruster, which is
approaching TRL 6. This high efficiency, high thrust xenon ion thruster could be used
as a building block for various missions.
While no operational commercial systems have been deployed, several government
funded space systems are used today and there have been several technology
demonstration missions. Active systems include the Canadarm/Space Shuttle,
Canadarm/ISS, ATV and Progress propellant transfer for ISS orbit maintenance. Some of
the more important and applicable technology demonstration missions to date have
included XSS-10, XSS-11, DART and most notably Orbital Express.

4.2.2 Current and Expected Market Demand
Demand for CISS varies by market segment as follows:
• Satellite Refueling, Maintenance and Repair: In discussing market demand, we
note the robotic servicing of satellites that has been demonstrated to date has
been limited only to situations like Orbital Express, HST and the ISS, where the
satellite targeted for servicing has been designed a priori for such activity, and
was cooperative in the sense that it was tracked and had attitude control. Given
the nascent technology development status to date, we believe that additional
technology demonstration for this capability will be required in order to stoke
demand. This belief is underscored by skepticism that was expressed to us
during interviews with industry executives in the target customer community.
The Dextre program currently planned for ISS will help to address this concern.
While satellites can fail for a wide variety of reasons, two of the principal
predictable life-limiting factors are exhausting station-keeping propellant and
battery degradation from excessive charge/discharge cycling, and as such the
“market” for servicing is initially likely to be dominated by these services.
Because of the very substantial costs of military/NRO satellites and NASA
satellites as compared to most commercial satellites, we believe the most logical
initial market for such a service lies with these government satellite operators.
Over time, we expect a greater proportion of satellites to be designed to be
more serviceable, and the robotic capabilities of servicing spacecraft to become
more robust and flexible (and thus able to respond to more unanticipated failure
modes), which in turn will expand the market.
From our interviews with commercial satellite operators, the nearest term
potential commercial market was thought to be in-space refueling of
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cooperative, station-kept satellites for life extension. There was little current
interest in using a refueling capability to launch satellites dry, or with less than a
full life’s worth of fuel, in order to reduce launch weight and cost or to increase
payload mass. The risks in servicing a new satellite were deemed too high as was
any potential delay getting the new satellite in service. In addition, for life
extension refueling, these operators noted that the pricing levels they have been
quoted by potential service providers were not sufficiently attractive to change
their current fleet replacement planning and practices. For instance, businesses
cases involving the cost of a dedicated mission to refuel a single satellite did not
close for them. A refueling system in-orbit amortizing its cost over numerous
missions was thought to have a better chance, but would need to be
demonstrated a few times before they would be willing to try it on a revenuegenerating commercial satellite.
Perhaps more problematic was a general belief among operators that given the
typical age of onboard technology at end of life (i.e. 15 years), there was some
net economic advantage to replacing capacity versus extending life to maximize
the value of the spectrum rights at the orbital slot. At most they thought there
would be interest for three years of fuel/life as other components would then be
likely to impact life, if longer extensions were sought. Operators also said they
are given options by manufacturers to launch with an extra three years of fuel at
a much lower cost than in-space refueling, and so their plans for the satellite
capacity in-orbit would need to have changed materially for them to want to pay
more for fuel at end of life than for the option they rejected pre-launch. Lastly,
operators noted the increasing utilization of inclined orbit operations at end of
life and expected this trend to continue with advances in tracking antenna
technology. Therefore, instead of having pure upside from extended revenue
generating operations, the net gain of the refueling would be reduced by the
value they would obtain by operating in inclined orbit, further undermining the
business case for refueling.
•

Orbital Debris Removal and Mitigation: The loss of Iridium 33, through an inorbit collision with space debris, certainly motivated satellite operators
everywhere to recognize the value of preserving the emptiness of space.
However, while there is thus substantial “demand” for space free of debris,
today there exists no means to connect that demand to a payment mechanism.
Given that all spacefaring nations and commercial entities share an interest in
preserving space, an international cooperative framework like the International
Telecommunications Union or perhaps an international treaty with a built in
funding mechanism will be required to generate true commercial demand for
such a service. Failing that, the most likely source of demand is through direct
government contracts or bounties for CISS operators from the leading
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spacefaring nations. Despite the benefit to all, these leading nations benefit the
most by ensuring that space remains safe and navigable and may be willing to
take on the burden of keeping the “commons” clean.
•

Orbital Transportation and Transfer: There has been a proven, although narrow,
market for orbit transfer capabilities ever since Boeing’s Inertial Upper Stage
(IUS), McDonnell Douglas’s Payload Assist Module (PAM), and Orbital Sciences’
Transfer Orbit Stage (TOS) orbit boosting modules became available in the
1980s. Those systems were integrated with their payloads prior to flight,
however. New proposed systems would involve rendezvous and docking
between a “space tug” and the target satellite. These operations could be either
routinely incorporated into the mission design (i.e. planned boost to operational
orbit via tug) or could be unplanned (typically a rescue mission in response to a
launch vehicle anomaly, though some proposals have included “life extension”
operations where the vehicle remains with the client and provides ongoing orbit
control).
During our conversations with executives at space insurance and satellite
operators, there was some interest in rescue missions for newly launched, and
other commercial satellites with many years of life remaining, as well as
transportation and transfer services related to de-orbiting or moving of “rogue”
satellites to safe graveyard orbits. The key value of such recovery missions to
satellite operators is the quicker availability of the lost satellite capacity to
generate revenues and maintain customer relationships versus the reinvestment
of insurance proceeds in building and launching replacement capacity. The value
to the insurance underwriters is the chance to reduce large claims payouts.
However, it was far from clear how the operator’s desire for recovery of lost
capacity would relate to the insurance claim for such loss and who would pay for
the recovery mission. Typically, we heard that insurance underwriters do not
want to take possession of satellites and deal with rescue missions. They would
prefer to leave the asset with the operator and negotiate a reduction in claim to
the extent there was salvageable value. On the other hand, operators are
hesitant to take the financial risk of a recovery mission since they are already
fully covered for the loss. There thus appears to be a need for a third party
intermediary to fund such operations, which indeed has historically been the
case, such as the rescue missions performed by Hughes Global Services in the
early 2000s. These new space capabilities will need to inspire new business and
insurance practices to become fully utilized.

•

Propellant Transfer and Storage Depots: Propellant depots offer a means to
reduce or eliminate the need for Heavy Lift Vehicles for exploration beyond LEO.
The Boeing Company, Northrop Grumman and the United Launch Alliance have
proposed a variety of cryogenic propellant depot concepts for use as part of the
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NASA lunar/NEO/Martian exploration efforts. The development and use of
propellant depots would also improve the flight rates and thus viability for both
existing expendable launch vehicles and future reusable launch vehicles.
Supporting these depots represents one of the most powerful options for
increasing flight rates to levels necessary to amortize costs in support of LCRATS
objectives. We also note that modular spacecraft that can be assembled in orbit
would also be a strong driver of flight rate and eliminate the heavy lift vehicle
development cost.
While it is conceivable that these depots could be operated under a commercial
model like COTS/CRS, given that NASA is the only near term identifiable
customer, and further given that depot fueling would principally apply to a
subset of NASA activities, it is unclear that sufficient demand will exist in the
early years for multiple vendors as under the ISS Commercial Resupply model.
We would need to better understand NASA’s long term requirements for
propellant from such depots to determine if there were enough flights and
revenues to amortize more than one firm’s non-recurring engineering costs and
sustain ongoing overhead and operations. One way to increase propellant depot
utilization would be to encourage international participation in both the supply
and use of the propellant for their own space exploration missions. To the extent
that the commercial lunar and NEO market develops, that would also represent
potential near term demand. Lastly, another way to increase the ability to
support multiple vendors would be to help develop the CISS market for refueling
of GEO commercial satellites. This, however, would require depots for multiple
propellant types.
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4.3 Barriers to investment
The CISS working group identified several prioritized barriers to investment, most of
which applied across the various subsectors. These principal risks included:
• Market risk/customer demand/NASA demand risk
• Investment risk
rd
• ITAR/Political/regulatory/diplomatic/3 Party liability risk
• Technology risk
• Propellant launch costs
Using the investor risk profile chart we developed in our Part I Report, these barriers to
investment can be mapped as show below. Since CISS represents such a broad range of
projects, we address each subsector separately.

Satellite Refueling, Maintenance and Repair

Investor Risks

Technical: Developing new technologies
Technical: Manufacturing difficulty
Technical: Obsolescence
Technical: Launch & in-orbit operation
Market: Size
Market: Quality and reliability
Market: Development timing
Market: Longevity
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Financial: Time to Exit
Financial: Uncertainty
Financial: ROI hurdle
Competitive: Amount of competition
Competitive: Nature of competition
Competitive: Barriers to entry
Political / Regulatory: Policy & budgets
Political / Regulatory: Regulatory compliance
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemnification
Perception
Execution / Operating: Management quality
Execution / Operating: Availability of talent

Focus

Moderate

Moderate
High
High
High
Moderate
High
High

High
High
High
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Orbital Debris Removal and Mitigation

Investor Risks

Technical: Developing new technologies
Technical: Manufacturing difficulty
Technical: Obsolescence
Technical: Launch & in-orbit operation
Market: Size
Market: Quality and reliability
Market: Development timing
Market: Longevity
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Financial: Time to Exit
Financial: Uncertainty
Financial: ROI hurdle
Competitive: Amount of competition
Competitive: Nature of competition
Competitive: Barriers to entry
Political / Regulatory: Policy & budgets
Political / Regulatory: Regulatory compliance
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemnification
Perception
Execution / Operating: Management quality
Execution / Operating: Availability of talent

Focus

High

High
High

High
Moderate
High

Moderate
High
High
High
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Orbital Transportation and Transfer

Investor Risks

Technical: Developing new technologies
Technical: Manufacturing difficulty
Technical: Obsolescence
Technical: Launch & in-orbit operation
Market: Size
Market: Quality and reliability
Market: Development timing
Market: Longevity
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Financial: Time to Exit
Financial: Uncertainty
Financial: ROI hurdle
Competitive: Amount of competition
Competitive: Nature of competition
Competitive: Barriers to entry
Political / Regulatory: Policy & budgets
Political / Regulatory: Regulatory compliance
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemnification
Perception
Execution / Operating: Management quality
Execution / Operating: Availability of talent

Focus

Moderate

Moderate
Moderate

Moderate
High

Moderate
Moderate

High

Propellant Transfer/Storage Depots

Investor Risks

Technical: Developing new technologies
Technical: Manufacturing difficulty
Technical: Obsolescence
Technical: Launch & in-orbit operation
Market: Size
Market: Quality and reliability
Market: Development timing
Market: Longevity
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Financial: Time to Exit
Financial: Uncertainty
Financial: ROI hurdle
Competitive: Amount of competition
Competitive: Nature of competition
Competitive: Barriers to entry
Political / Regulatory: Policy & budgets
Political / Regulatory: Regulatory compliance
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemnification
Perception
Execution / Operating: Management quality
Execution / Operating: Availability of talent

Focus

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
High
High
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate
High

High

High

4.4 Status Quo Analysis
The tables below show our mapping of the effect NASA’s current programs might have
on the key barriers listed above. Note, these programs may also reduce other risks not
listed (or shown in the table) as major barriers. Assuming NASA could only use its
existing programs to support CISS commercialization, it appears progress could be made
on the identified barriers, but perhaps not sufficiently for the level of success desired.
We note that, given its relatively advanced stage of development, along with the
clearest commercial demand available to augment NASA participation, that Orbital
Transportation and Transfer appears to represent the case where NASA can make the
most progress, soonest.
As before, we evaluate each CISS sector in turn. Please note that while individual
programs may not address a particular risk(s), any program that removes any risk is of at
least some value as investors typically gauge all risks when making an investment. As
noted in Part 1 of our study, this sensitivity to types of risk does vary by investor.
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Investor Risks

Satellite Refueling, Maintenance and Repair
CISS Barriers

Technical: Developing new technologies
Technical: Launch & in-orbit operation
Market: Size
Market: Quality and reliability
Market: Development timing
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Political / Regulatory: Policy & budgets
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemnification
Perception

Investor Risks

CISS Barriers
High
High
High
High
Moderate
High
Moderate
High
High
High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate
Moderate

SAAs

CRADA

COTS Type

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
High
High
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

NASA
Contracts

Tech Demo
Missions

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
Moderate

Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

SAAs

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

CISS Barriers
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate
High

CRADA

SBIR / STTR

COTS Type

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

NASA
Contracts

Tech Demo
Missions

Moderate

Moderate

SAAs

CRADA

COTS Type

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

High
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate

Propellant Transfer/Storage Depots

Technical: Developing new technologies
Technical: Manufacturing difficulty
Technical: Launch & in-orbit operation
Market: Size
Market: Quality and reliability
Market: Development timing
Market: Longevity
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Political / Regulatory: Policy & budgets
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemnification
Perception

CISS Barriers
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
High
High
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate
High
High
High
High
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Moderate

Patent
License

Orbital Transportation and Transfer

Technical: Developing new technologies
Technical: Launch & in-orbit operation
Market: Size
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Competitive: Amount of competition
Competitive: Barriers to entry
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemnification

Investor Risks

Tech Demo
Missions

Orbital Debris Removal and Mitigation

Technical: Developing new technologies
Technical: Launch & in-orbit operation
Market: Quality and reliability
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Competitive: Barriers to entry
Political / Regulatory: Policy & budgets
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemnification
Perception

Investor Risks

Moderate
Moderate
High
High
High
Moderate
High
High
High
High
High

NASA
Contracts

NASA
Contracts

Tech Demo
Missions

Moderate

Moderate

SAAs

CRADA

COTS Type

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
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FAR Contracts: As noted above, for contracts we have assumed that NASA would
procure (preferably and if possible under a fixed price FAR part 12 structure to minimize
cost growth risk) a flight article which could potentially provide some service to NASA
directly. Following completion of this service, provided it had been developed for dual
use, the same article or a derivative could be used as the basis for a commercial service.
In the event the same article was used, it could be auctioned to a service provider or
alternatively the original construction bid could be structured to allow the bidder to
retain title, leading to a more competitive (i.e. cheaper to the taxpayer) bidding process.
This is in many ways a logical extension of the “Customer #1” program we identified in
Part 1 of this Report where NASA would contract to buy the first of a new product or
service produced, though in this case we note that it need not formally be such a
program (since by definition all of CISS requires unflown designs initially). We also note
that this is a variant of a Technology Demo Mission, which thus has the same
effectiveness in our table.
By virtue of making government money available to solve a lot of the non-recurring
engineering associated with developing the first flight vehicle, NASA contracts can
provide substantial mitigation of the risks associated with developing new technology.
Such contracts can also provide some degree of market visibility through the demand
represented by the service portion of the contract itself, especially in instances where
the government is expected to be a major or perhaps sole customer (i.e. debris
mitigation and propellant depots). We note, however that this market visibility is only as
good as the durability of the policy that drives the original procurement – this meaning
that market reliability becomes a factor, especially where commercial sector demand is
likely to be poor.
We also note that to the extent contractors deem the technical challenges to be serious;
a fixed-priced FAR part 12 structure is unlikely to attract serious or economic proposals.
The FAR part 35 fixed price contracting structure, generally used for complex
development stage projects, has not enjoyed much if any success over the years. Thus, if
the technology development risks on the project are high, NASA’s normal FAR
contracting mechanisms are unlikely to be of much benefit and other structures such as
funded Space Act Agreements or Advance Purchase Commitments may need to be
employed. The alternative of cost plus contracting may not involve enough risk sharing
for NASA’s commercialization purposes.
CONCLUSION – Where technical challenges are manageable, properly structured, NASA
FAR part 12 contracts can be effective at kick-starting a commercial in orbit refueling,
maintenance and repair industry sector. But, generally, we believe other non-FAR
contracting mechanisms will be required.
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Funded Studies: The absence of good, independent market and technology studies can
represent a moderate constraint on capital raising. NASA’s funding of such studies
would be helpful, but funded studies by themselves are not likely to have a major
impact or be effective at mitigating investor risk perceptions. Actual market demand is
better than projected market demand, even if NASA helps with the projections. Actual
technology development and demonstration is better at risk reduction than favorable
technical reviews from NASA of undeveloped new technologies.
CONCLUSION – Funded studies can be helpful as part of a broader mix of support
activities, and we do encourage them, but they are not a substitute for more direct and
substantial support given the scale of investment required.
Cooperative Agreement Grants: Given the scale of investment required, cooperative
agreement grants are not likely to be effective at sufficiently mitigating investor risk
perceptions.
CONCLUSION – Helpful, but small impact.
Space Act Agreements: SAA’s, by virtue of their inherent flexibility, offer considerable
potential.
CONCLUSION – Level of SAA support may be moderate given level of overlap with
NASA’s near term mission needs, but still an important support tool.
Patent Licensing: Given the multiple approaches available to addressing the various
technical challenges involved with these four areas, we believe that in most cases
patent licensing will be of little value in terms of addressing investor concerns. The one
exception is the case of on orbit debris mitigation, which is clearly more nascent and
where a “killer app” may yet be found.
CONCLUSION – Modest impact expected, except perhaps for orbital debris removal.
Cooperative Research and Development Agreements: Given NASA’s statutory authority
to enter into SAAs and their greater flexibility compared to CRADAs, we do not view
CRADAs as being an effective tool for attracting additional investor interest.
CONCLUSION – Little or no impact.
SBIR / STTR: While SBIR and STTR offer the promise of developing contributing
technologies for use in CISS, by themselves the technologies are unlikely to address the
major financing and market concerns which drive this sector.
CONCLUSION – Helpful in limited circumstances, but no large impact.
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Seed Fund: While much technology development has already been accomplished for
several CISS capabilities, there is still a need for further innovation. The Seed Fund
represents a good way to combine resources from established industry participants and
NASA centers to work on new technologies of dual interest.
CONCLUSION – Could be very useful.
Facilitated Access to the Space Environment for Technology Development and Training
(FAST): Some of the CISS companies have accessed capabilities addressed by FAST, so
we envision that FAST and similar programs could have some value for early stage
development of technologies for CISS. However, as noted above for SBIR, technology
development is important, but not really the “long pole in the tent” for most CISS
applications, so the benefit from FAST is muted at best.
CONCLUSION – Potential medium and long term benefit in developing new technology,
but not likely to have major near term impact.
COTS-Type Contracting with Follow-on Service Contracts: As can be seen from the table
above, this support mechanism is the most powerful of all the currently used programs
and initiatives when applied to the specific barriers to investment affecting CISS. This is
particularly true for those cases (i.e. propellant depots, in-space repair and assembly,
and debris mitigation/removal) where the technical challenge is higher and where public
funding is likely to be the principal revenue source for the foreseeable future. It is also
true to a lesser extent for other CISS subsectors, like in-space refueling and transport,
given the weakness and uncertainty of current commercial demand. While theoretically
more expensive than the fixed-priced FAR structure, employing a COTS/CRS model to
share system development costs and support more than one design solution would
provide a parallel path to improve probability of success and create greater market
competition. We also suspect, based on history, that the COTS/CRS approach would
actually save the government money.
CONCLUSION – If we assume that COTS like structures are “silver bullets” to be used
sparingly, they should preferentially be applied to CISS sectors where technical
challenges are high and where government demand is likely to dominate for some time.
This runs the real risk that in these cases the government may wind up being the sole
customer, but for those cases that risk was present to begin with.
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4.5 Evaluation of Working Group Conclusions
The CISS working group has developed several options and suggestions, including new
programs and initiatives, directed at lowering the barriers to investment it identified.
Below is a discussion of those ideas organized by program and our thoughts on their
relative merits and applicability.

4.5.1 GEO Commercial Servicing Competition
Description: NASA conducts open competition to purchase 1-2 satellite refuelings at
GEO. Industry designs, develops, finances and launches the missions using a 100%
commercial model. NASA provides technical expertise via N.A.C.A. model.
Comments: As discussed above, commercial demand for in-space refueling is uncertain,
but would in almost any case require economical solutions that have first been well
demonstrated on government or other’s satellites. For early demonstrations on
commercial satellites, operators would want to start with old or damaged satellites that
have more limited commercial value to bound the risk. Given that the commercial value
of such missions would be low, the satellite operators would want the government to
fund all or a material portion of the missions as suggested by the NASA working group.
These relatively low value commercial satellite missions should be thought of as
technological pathfinders (and risk reduction) for future high value commercial
missions. The pathfinder missions could be rationalized as a national investment to
create a national capability. We note that this same approach makes even more sense
for military/national security satellites, for several reasons. First, these satellites tend to
have much higher cost/value than generic commercial satellites. Second, some of these
satellites are in orbits with considerably lower energy than GEO, which greatly lowers
the cost of the demonstration. Third, given the low occupancy of the operational orbits
of these satellites as compared to the GEO belt, risk of third party damage is reduced.
Fourth, by operating on U.S. assets, both ITAR technology transfer and issues of
taxpayer funds benefiting non U.S. satellite operators are avoided. Given the obvious
military benefits, cost sharing between NASA and DARPA or other military organizations
should also be explored.
Care should be exercised when organizing the competition to ensure that it is a “one
shot deal” open to all U.S. competitors to avoid the perception that NASA is competing
with private sector solutions. Even with these precautions, NASA may still, somewhat
justifiably, be subject to criticism that it is “picking winners” under this scenario. A
competition with more than one winner would at least maintain a pipeline of
competitors on a level playing field.
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Opening the competition to the U.S. subsidiaries of companies from allied countries may
also be worth considering to the extent a majority of the expenditures would go to
support U.S. jobs and technology advancement. Given current U.S. law restricting NASA
contract awards to companies 51% or greater owned and controlled by U.S. citizens, this
would require legislative action.

4.5.2 GEO Graveyard Orbit Servicing Competition
Description: Same as above except with demonstration using a “retired” NASA satellite
in GEO orbit.
Comments: If a defunct satellite is to be used, then its value is less important. Such a
mission could also benefit from using a “demonstration” amount of propellant, which
would lower the mass and thus mission cost. However, given the relatively low ratio of
the propellant lifting cost to servicing spacecraft value (i.e. given that the cost of
launching more propellant is small compared to overall mission cost), it may make more
sense to launch a servicing craft fully capable of providing additional commercial inspace services following successful demonstration on a retired satellite. This would
allow for cost sharing structures with industry that could include: (i) sharing initial
development costs in return for NASA “abandoning in place” the spacecraft after
completion of the demonstration, (ii) industry purchasing an option to use the in-space
servicing spacecraft for its own mission(s) following demonstration on the retired NASA
satellite, or (iii) the sale/auction of the in-space servicing spacecraft to a commercial
operator following a successful demonstration, any of which could allow NASA to
recoup a significant portion of its expenditure. By combining in-orbit demonstration
with initial operations, this approach could also result in a commercial capability much
sooner than sequential demonstration and operational missions. It would, however, add
to mission complexity and cost.
It should also be noted that a defunct satellite that has been deactivated and that
cannot cooperate by maintaining attitude control and providing tracking data is
significantly more difficult to service than working with a satellite that provides these
services. Thus, if such a satellite is used it imposes significant additional risk on the
demonstration.

4.5.3 Multipurpose Servicing Mission
Description: Combination of the two plans above using NASA assets such as HST or
TDRS.
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Comments: This is simply a pure government client version of what we propose above,
and could be a viable alternative if a commercial partner cannot be identified. We prefer
a joint government / commercial mission to all government to begin the
commercialization process earlier and insure the systems developed for the
demonstration meet commercial needs. However, a multipurpose mission makes for a
far better in-space servicing demonstration for risk mitigation than a single purpose
mission as only multipurpose systems are likely to deliver the economics necessary to
close the business cases for most commercial in-space servicing missions.

4.5.4 Commercial Servicing Open Demonstration
Description: NASA makes agreements to make funds available contingent on select
technology being developed that would be shared with qualified U.S. industry.
Comments: We are unsure why any company would want to develop technology that
gets shared with its competitors unless NASA covered all of the costs and risks and
guaranteed a profit.

4.5.5 American Satellite Refueling Demonstration Consortium
/ Program
Description: Under this scenario, a consortium consisting of satellite manufacturers,
operators, launch vehicle providers and potentially other industry players would form a
consortium to share risk, costs and responsibility for developing such a capability.
Comments: While any actual system deployed is likely to combine the capabilities of
many American and potentially foreign firms, and technologies from industry,
government and academic sources, formation of an “American Consortium” has the
potential to run afoul of both domestic antitrust and international WTO rules if it does
anything more than develop industry standards and share R&D. A consortium of this
nature can, however, add substantial value in setting standards for the industry and
sharing R&D burdens, but potentially at the cost of constrained innovation and
competition. We would not think a consortium of this nature would make sense unless
the idea originated with industry and included a very high level of industry participation.
Even in this case, NASA sponsorship of such a consortium and its sharing of technology
and R&D efforts would risk complaints from those not participating in the consortium
that NASA was picking winners and destroying the level playing field for competition.
A consortium tasked with actually developing and fielding an in-space refueling
capability, as opposed to sharing R&D, also involves the risk of a top down approach
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being implemented, where the government (with or without NASA participation)
dictates much of the final solution. For all of the above reasons, we do not believe this
approach merits NASA’s consideration.
Many readers of this Report may be familiar with the Advanced General Aviation
Transport Experiments (AGATE) consortium supported by NASA for the general aviation
industry in the 1990’s. AGATE did achieve some success in developing industry
standards and sharing R&D which had a positive effect on reviving the general aviation
industry in the U.S., so we feel some discussion is in order of this consortium approach
to developing technologies and flight systems for space applications.
AGATE was created in 1994 as a response to the collapse of general aviation in the U.S.
from a production rate of roughly 18,000 general aviation aircraft in 1978 to an all-time
low of 954 in 1993. Initiated through meetings between NASA Administrator Daniel
Goldin and industry, AGATE created an Alliance which at its peak included over 100
entities from 31 states, including companies, universities, non-profit organizations,
NASA and the FAA. The AGATE Alliance worked together to develop safer, more
affordable general aviation aircraft and user-friendly flight systems to improve pilot
training and simplify operations at congested airports. Its ultimate goal was to create a
Small Aviation Transportation System (SATS) of single-pilot, affordable light airplanes as
an alternative to short-range automotive trips for both private and business
transportation needs. The AGATE Alliance was designed by American Technology
Initiative, Inc., a non-profit corporation retained by NASA to organize public/private
technology alliances. The Alliance’s first meeting was held at the NASA Langley Research
Center which was designated as NASA lead for general aviation. The Alliance was
supported by the NASA General Aviation Program Office (GAPO) that coordinated
Federal input from the FAA and DOD. The dual structure created one of the largest
public/private membership alliances in the United States and was part of the Clinton
Administration and Congress' commitment to "reinventing government." NASA also
used its SBIR and STTR programs to support AGATE objectives.
As summarized above, AGATE was very much a NASA initiated and supported
public/private consortium. AGATE members shared technical resources and contributed
funding on a 50/50 basis. Together, almost $300 million was provided. The Alliance
operated under a unique process called the Joint Sponsored Research Agreement (JSRA)
created under the 1958 U.S. Space and Aeronautics Act. Research conducted under a
JSRA permits building collaborative projects in a broader scale then permissible under
the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR), allows use of generally accepted accounting
principles (GAAP) instead of FAR part 31 for reporting, and provides a five year
exemption from the freedom of information act (FOIA) to give consortium participants a
head start over international competition for technologies developed in part with public
funding.
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Although not without its challenges and “lessons learned”, studies of AGATE’s
accomplishments have generally credited the consortium with accelerating the
development of cost saving industry standards and providing for accelerated research
and development (due to cost sharing) and faster, broader transfer of government and
academic technology to industry. However, there are others who believe much of the
industry’s troubles that lead to the formation of AGATE were due to U.S. regulatory
policies and restrictions, the recession of the early 1990’s and rampant liability claims
that drove up aircraft prices and reduced funding available to support product
innovation. Many general aviation companies and suppliers that went bankrupt in the
period before AGATE did so largely because of product liability lawsuits. In 1994, the
same year AGATE was begun, the General Aviation Revitalization Act (GARA) was
passed. GARA established an 18-year time limit for liability claims against the
manufacturers of aircraft with 20 or fewer seats, including all aircraft-related
components, engines and airframes. It is thus very hard to judge how much of an impact
AGATE had in the revitalization of the general aviation industry versus GARA or the
general improvement of economic conditions. It also is probably fair to conclude from
the present state of affairs in general aviation that AGATE’s primary goal of creating
SATS, was not meaningfully achieved.
Theoretically, a similar JSRA could be used to create a new public/private consortium for
commercial space development objectives like spacecraft refueling, but should NASA
pursue one? We believe in this specific case the risks of a dysfunctional consortium
outweigh the potential benefits for the following reasons:
•

•

•

Unlike the AGATE case where the underlying industry was both mature and in
dire circumstances, the commercial space industry sectors being considered
herein (e.g. spacecraft refueling) are relatively nascent and developmental. For
participants in these space sectors, technology is a key differentiator of achieving
an initial capability and enjoying competitive success versus primarily a means to
lower manufacturing costs to satisfy safety standards and reach consumer price
points. Industry participants may therefore be much less willing to share
technology and R&D with a consortium.
Given the early stage of technology and system development, a consortium also
creates the risk that the industry is locked-in too early on specific standards and
key technologies versus allowing competing entities to develop their own
innovations along very different paths before creating a consortium to manage
technology toward greater affordability.
The commercial space industry is comprised of a mix of large, profitable
aerospace companies and early stage commercial space companies seeking
capital. A consortium that fairly included both types of participants would be
very challenging to organize and operate. For instance, does a small start-up
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•

company get equal access to jointly developed consortium technology funded
disproportionately by the major aerospace prime contractors?
Many industry participants may also be less interested in joining any government
sponsored consortium given perception problems and concerns around working
directly with government.

4.5.6 NASA Vision and Strategy for the Future of Satellite
Servicing
Description: Drawing on its technical expertise, NASA elaborates a vision and strategy
for satellite servicing.
Comments: While we agree it would be important for NASA to share its vision and
strategy with the commercial market and prospective investors to provide clarity and
help attract capital, doing so really doesn’t address the main concerns that have
repeatedly been expressed in all sectors – the lack of an initial customer, reduction in
technology risk via demonstration and overall market visibility.

4.5.7 Refueling of a Non-NASA U.S. Government Satellite
Comments: As we noted in section 6.5.1 above, this approach makes a lot of sense for a
host of reasons. Please see that section for greater detail.

4.5.8 Orbital Debris Mission
Description: An orbital debris demonstration mission could provide on orbit
demonstration of both the capture technology for an uncooperative satellite as well as
electrodynamic tether operations and/or mission design. Depending on funding and
design constraints, the demonstration could remove actual debris on an operation basis.
Comments: Given the relative immaturity of the technology, the very substantial
funding issues around sustained orbital debris mitigation, and the complex international
political issues involved, funding an orbital debris demonstration mission now
represents some risk of putting the cart before the horse. In the event the political
issues are not settled and/or a long term funding mechanism does not emerge, or if one
emerges that effectively excludes U.S. firms from some significant portion of the
business (e.g. Non-U.S. orbital debris), the funding for the demonstration mission could
become a stranded investment with many years before hope of any commercial
industry developing.
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With the aforementioned cautions, we note that proceeding to develop and
demonstrate these technologies in the near term would offer U.S. firms an important
opportunity to garner a technological lead that can provide an important barrier to
entry. Furthermore, we suspect that as a major contributor to space debris, carbon
emissions and pollution in general, the U.S. could garner significant public relations
value from leadership in this area.
From the view of private investors, addressing the large technology, market, political
and financial risks will require substantial government participation. A demonstration
mission would achieve exactly that. While simply procuring a vehicle to perform the
mission has some advantage, NASA should also consider a risk sharing approach where a
relatively lower level of development funding is provided but investor returns have the
potential of being enhanced by service contracts for particular debris removal or
bonuses paid based on the amount and priority of debris removed.

4.5.9 TDRS Satellites and Propellant Depots
Description: The TDRS 3-7 satellites reaching end of life over the next several years
represent a substantial store of hydrazine on orbit that if accessed could collectively
represent an on-orbit cache for refueling operations.
Comments: First, it should be noted that these satellites use monopropellant hydrazine
reaction control systems. Most other satellites in service use hydrazine derivatives (i.e.
MMH and UDMH) and oxidizers such as Nitrogen Tetroxide that are not available from
the TDRS satellites, so only a partial benefit, at best would come from accessing the
TDRS supplies. In addition, to simplify docking and accessing the propellant, the end of
life TDRS satellites would have to be operated until such time as the propellant could be
accessed, which would impose significant costs on NASA. Alternatively, these TDRS
satellites could be removed from service, but under such circumstances docking would
be complicated and the propellant could potentially be frozen at the time of docking.
Assuming such technical hurdles could be solved, these satellites could extend the life of
an in-space servicing vehicle by allowing it to restock.
Given than such advantage would only accrue after the completion of the primary
mission, plus the technical challenges noted, in our view it would likely not represent a
sufficient appeal to drive the funding process for the venture.
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4.6 Additional Options Proposed by Near Earth
Most of our specific programmatic options and suggestions are embodied in the
comments above, but some additional ones relate to one or more new support ideas
discussed in our Part I Report that were not covered above. The table below highlights
those programs having a material potential impact on the CISS barriers to investment.
As before, we evaluate each CISS sector in turn. Please note that while individual
programs may not address a particular risk(s), any program that removes any risk is of at
least some value as investors typically gauge all risks when making an investment. As
noted in Part 1 of our study, this sensitivity to types of risk does vary by investor.

Investor Risks
Technical: Developing new technologies
Technical: Launch & in-orbit operation
Market: Size
Market: Quality and reliability
Market: Development timing
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Political / Regulatory: Policy & budgets
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemn.
Perception

Satellite Refueling, Maintenance and Repair

CISS Barriers
Moderate
Moderate
High
High
High
Moderate
High
High
High
High
High

Tax Credits

Flowthrough
Shares

High
High

Moderate

Moderate

Other
Direct
purchase
Investment
agreements
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Super SBIR

Super
Customer #1 Alternative
Competitions Procurement budgeting

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Discussion: Based on our interviews and review of the materials we have accessed, the
technical risks can be addressed through NASA’s existing programs and the ideas
suggested by the working group, in particular, R&D grants to perform risk reduction
engineering and government funded technology demonstration flights. Market risks
have dominated our discussions with vendors, and as such programs that involve some
commitment by NASA to serve as a market (either as an anchor tenant or launch
customer) are most effective. Financial assistance that provides front loaded funding, be
it through the financial side (i.e. investor tax credits) or alternatively through subsidized
non-recurring engineering (i.e. super SBIR grants for smaller companies) is helpful.

Investor Risks
Technical: Developing new technologies
Technical: Launch & in-orbit operation
Market: Quality and reliability
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Competitive: Barriers to entry
Political / Regulatory: Policy & budgets
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemn.
Perception

Orbital Debris Removal and Mitigation

CISS Barriers
High
High
High
High
Moderate
High
Moderate
High
High
High

Tax Credits

Flowthrough
Shares

High
High

Moderate

Moderate

Part 2

Other
Direct
purchase
Investment
agreements
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Super SBIR

Super
Customer #1 Alternative
Competitions Procurement budgeting

Moderate

Moderate
Moderate

Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
Moderate

Moderate
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Discussion: The efficacy of these programs to address technology risk, which is even
more important in this subsector (where development is less mature), is similar to that
for satellite refueling, maintenance and repair. Here, because there are no apparent
commercial funding sources, and because of the international nature of the problem,
the ability to get paid is the paramount component of market risk – there is no question
about the need and magnitude of the problem. New types of purchase agreements and
long term budgeting help address these concerns. Given the immaturity of the proposed
technical solutions from a TRL perspective and the probable need for additional
innovation to create more affordable and efficient debris removal systems, we believe
there is a need to go beyond NASA’s existing support programs and utilize a mix of new
initiatives like super SBIR grants, super challenges and direct strategic investing.
However, we note that for NASA’s direct investing to attract a desirable level of coinvesting by venture capitalists the market opportunity would have to be more evident
and predictable than it is today.

Investor Risks

Orbital Transportation and Transfer
CISS Barriers

Technical: Developing new technologies
Technical: Launch & in-orbit operation
Market: Size
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Competitive: Amount of competition
Competitive: Barriers to entry
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemn.

Flowthrough
Shares

High
High
High
Moderate
High

High
High

Other
Customer #1 Alternative
purchase
Procurement budgeting
agreements
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
High

Discussion: Orbital Transportation and Transfer is perhaps the most developed, lowest
risk type of CISS being considered. However, there are always some risks associated with
a new vehicle and mission, but these generic risks essentially “go with the territory” and
as such are not meaningfully mitigated by any of these programs. In the case of market
demand validation, any actual procurement actions from NASA, especially though long
term commitments, would be helpful.

Investor Risks
Technical: Developing new technologies
Technical: Manufacturing difficulty
Technical: Launch & in-orbit operation
Market: Size
Market: Quality and reliability
Market: Development timing
Market: Longevity
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Political / Regulatory: Policy & budgets
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemn.
Perception

Propellant Transfer/Storage Depots

CISS Barriers

Tax Credits

Flowthrough
Shares

Other
Direct
Super
Customer #1 Alternative
purchase
Investment Competitions Procurement budgeting
agreements

Moderate
Moderate
High
High
High

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate
High
High
High
High
High

Moderate

High
High

Moderate
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Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
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Discussion: As noted above for orbital transfer, the inherent technology risks from new
programs, even those based on proven technology, remain and are not mitigated. The
most important risk associated with propellant depots is that NASA is likely to be the
principal customer for quite some time, and furthermore that even NASA principally
needs this capability for activity above LEO. Thus advance purchase agreements and
alternative budgeting that give greater visibility and certainty to the magnitude and
timing of NASA’s internal needs for propellant delivery and transfer have the greatest
efficacy. With substantial political risk remaining to be addressed, propellant depots will
be quite difficult to achieve using these programs unless they are used in conjunction
with COTS like funded Space Act Agreements, outright procurements and other
methods discussed previously.
We also note the much larger strategic issue facing NASA, of heavy lift development for
deep space missions versus the use of propellant depots along with existing/planned
ELVs and eventually RLVs. We do not possess the engineering or cost estimation skills to
weigh the relative costs and benefits of one alternative versus the other, but do
recognize the additional benefits of using propellant depots to (i) amortize RLV
development through higher flight rates, and (ii) support future CISS for the commercial
sector.
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5 Space Commercial Laboratory Applications (SCoLA)
5.1 SCoLA’s Goals
The working group’s SCoLA’s goals were to identify barriers to commercial industry in
space laboratory sciences. More specifically, the SCoLA working group was tasked with
analyzing potential next steps for increasing and accelerating important new
applications from space laboratory R&D that benefit the public by leveraging the range
of existing and emerging U.S. commercial and government assets. These assets include
the ISS National Laboratory as well as contemplated commercial space laboratories such
as SpaceX’s DragonLab and Bigelow Aerospace’s inflatable modules.
In addition, the SCoLA group made the following observations about the nature of
microgravity research utilization of space facilities.
1) Over many decades, experiments have shown that microgravity opens a unique
window on biological and physical processes
2) Suggests the possibility of a large industrial customer base, such as:
a) Using microgravity-induced changes in gene expression to identify targets for
vaccine development and production of new plant cultivars
b) Research in biological processes for drug discovery
c) Growing high-fidelity tissues for pharmaceutical testing
d) Experiments in combustion, fluids, materials, metallurgy, etc.

5.2 Current State of Commercial Space Industry Relative to
SCoLA Goals
Microgravity research aboard space facilities has had a long but very mixed history, with
few prominent commercial successes thus far. NASA missions, first with Skylab and then
later with the Shuttle, have long involved science experiments of various types, often
with dedicated platforms (such as the Spacelab and SPACEHAB modules). In many
instances, commercial partners, including pharmaceutical companies and materials
companies, have been part of space experiments. Through much of the Shuttle era, the
NASA Centers for Commercial Development of Space (CCDS) were responsible for
partnering with the private sector on microgravity research, and providing free flight
access aboard the Shuttle to interested parties. Particularly relevant commercial
initiatives of that era included SPACEHAB, a successful commercial venture to provide
augmentation modules to the Shuttle, and the Industrial Space Facility, the ultimately
unsuccessful venture by Space Industries Inc. to build a free-flying space station facility
for microgravity activities. A couple of enterprises, including Instrument Technology
Associates and Payload Systems Inc., specialized in providing smaller scale hardware
interfaces for microgravity experiments.
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Although commercial partnerships and participations resulted in the investment of
hundreds of millions of dollars in research money dedicated to many activities aboard
the Shuttle, the demand for microgravity research opportunities from industry never
reached particularly high levels. Common complaints of the era (as recorded by the
Commercial Space Transportation Study (CSTS) of the early 90s) included the low and
uncertain Shuttle flight rates and the high cost and difficulty of interacting with NASA.
Also noted was the degree to which the market (e.g. pharma, materials companies, etc.)
was unfamiliar with the microgravity facilities and capabilities available and how to
access them effectively.
The combination of the above factors combined with long gaps in Shuttle flights
(particularly resulting from the Columbia disaster in 2003), a shifting in focus of the
Shuttle to ISS assembly activities and a general strategic shift by NASA towards
exploration-oriented goals has meant that much of the momentum on microgravity
research was slowed during the 2000s. Microgravity researchers moved to other
interests often without passing along their work to their colleagues.
The completion of ISS assembly, the increase of the ISS’s permanent crew to six, and the
designation of the U.S. section of the ISS as a National Laboratory, through the 2005
NASA Authorization Act, have all given impetus for greater cooperation with agencies
and commercial entities to utilize the ISS for microgravity research. Agreements and
memoranda are now in place with several U.S. agencies, including the NIH, USDA, NSF
and the DoD. Moreover, NASA has entered into Space Act Agreements with seven
private entities. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ad Astra Rocket Company for the demonstration of the VASIMR propulsion
system aboard the ISS.
Astrotech Corporation (formerly SPACEHAB, Inc.) for utilization of the ISS as a
National Lab. Much of Astrotech’s activities have been centered on
Astrogenetix’s vaccine research.
BioServe Space Technologies for utilization of the ISS as a National Lab. Bioserve
was previously a CCDS and has a long history of enabling microgravity
experiments.
The Boeing Company for EXPRESS Payload Simulator flight operations
Microsoft Corporation for cooperation with NASA on STEM Education with
space operations.
NanoRacks, LLC for operation of the NanoRacks system aboard the ISS National
Laboratory. NanoRacks is providing a turnkey small experiment platform to
market to microgravity customers.
Zero Gravity, Inc. for utilization of the ISS as a National Lab.
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While the involvement of such players is significant and encouraging, given the relatively
low utilization of the ISS resources and the still low awareness in the non-space world
about the benefits of microgravity research, there is still much that needs to be done
and developed to fulfill NASA’s objectives. In particular, in order to truly expand the
level of microgravity research, access to space laboratories must become more
frequent, more reliable in terms of predicable schedules and more affordable. Equally
important is frequent, reliable and affordable sample return. The researchers do not
consider these capabilities as “nice to haves”, but basic requirements.
Given the large sunk investment, the U.S. and its international partners have a great
incentive to encourage greater utilization of ISS capacity. Improved access to ISS is
important, as mentioned above, and is expected to get better as Progress, HTV, and ATV
are joined by Space X’s Dragon and Orbital Sciences’ Cygnus, but private industry also
needs other incentives to change their behavior pattern. NASA, has made good progress
in this area as well with a willingness to provide free rack space, astronaut time, power
and communications to encourage private firms to conduct research on ISS.

5.2.1 Industry Participants and Capabilities
Despite the previous decades’ activities, the industrial participation in microgravity
activities is relatively sparse. It is believed that there is currently only one commercial
enterprise dedicated to conducting its own microgravity research activities,
Astrogenetix, the subsidiary of Astrotech which is developing vaccine candidates.
Astrogenetix’s website lists nine agents it has developed through its research, which it
believes have potential to be effective therapeutics. However, only one, the salmonella
vaccine candidate, has moved to the pre-clinical phase. Astrogenetix is financially
backed by its parent, Astrotech, although it may also be seeking outside capital.
Other participants include ‘brokers’, or providers of research platforms or business
‘interfaces’ for potential microgravity users. Currently, only a few organizations provide
this capability through Space Act Agreements:
• NanoRacks / KentuckySpace: A new company providing cubesat-sized research
platforms aboard orbital platforms. Financial backing: Founders, angels and the
University of Kentucky.
• Bioserve Space Technologies: A Center within the University of Colorado,
specializing in conducting microgravity life science research and designing and
developing space flight hardware. Financial backing: University of Colorado.
• Zero G Corporation: Provides zero gravity parabolic flights and training. Financial
backing: Founders and angel investors. Acquired by Space Adventures.
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Certain other industry participants intend to provide their own in-space research
capacity or to resell others’ capacity. All such ventures are pending the first launch and
the initiation of operations of their intended platforms.
• Spaceflight Services: A company formed by small aerospace company Andrews
Space to offer capacity on SpaceX’s DragonLab missions. Also offers cargo to
GTO and lunar orbit. Financial backing: Andrews Space, founders.
• SpaceX: New player in launch services is offering a standalone DragonLab
mission for microgravity research using its Dragon module. Financial backing:
Elon Musk, Founders Fund, DFJ, NASA COTS.
• Bigelow Aerospace: Developing privately owned inflatable space stations to
allow commercial access to orbital micro-gravity environment for a wide range
of individual, enterprise and governmental customers. Financial backing: Robert
Bigelow.
Despite the lengthy history of microgravity research, it is clear given the number of
players listed, that the commercial industry for these services is still very immature. Two
of the companies (NanoRacks and Spaceflight Services) were only very recently
established and two others (SpaceX and Bigelow Aerospace) have other core business
objectives to fulfill before focusing more resources on microgravity research capabilities.
In addition to these microgravity service providers, we note that there are a number of
research institutes and biotech companies that have expressed interest in pursuing
microgravity research. Some of these organizations include:
• Fox Chase Cancer Center
• The BioDesign Institute
• Dana Farber Cancer Institute
• J. Craig Venter Institute
• Vivo Biosciences
• Veterans Administration Medical Research
• Center for Space Resources, Colorado School of Mines

5.2.2 Current and Expected Market Demand
Given the lack of an established industry, estimating what the market for microgravity
services may be is difficult. Although researchers devoted several hundred million
dollars to microgravity programs over the life of the shuttle, much of that early
momentum was lost for many of the reasons described above.
A variety of activities have been looked at for microgravity commercialization, including
protein crystallization, production of alpha interferon, polymer formation and
investigations of new alloys and combustion techniques. The following table, which was
included in SPACEHAB’s annual 10-K filing with the SEC on September 9th 1996,
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illustrates many of the applications and activities that have occurred in the context of a
commercial provider offering a platform to other commercial entities.
Sponsor

Microgravity Research conducted on SPACEHAB
Experiment

Upjohn Co.
Eli Lilly and Co.
Chiron Corp.
Schering-Plough Corp.
Bioserve Space Technologies
Paragon Vision Sciences
Kennametal Inc.
Parker Hannafin Corp.

Malic enzyme crystallization
Human insulin crystallization
Immune suppression
Alpha interferon crystallization
Plant cell and hormone mixing
Polymers
New metal alloys

Application

Anti-parasite drugs
Time-release diabetes drugs
AIDS symptoms relief
Cancer treatment
Improved crop yields
Improved contact lenses
Harder tool bits

Some of the activities would have commercial benefits as research alone. In one study,
microgravity research was predicted to be capable of producing 10% improvement in
osteoporosis countermeasures, implicating estimated medical industry savings just in
Europe of more than $900 million. Further, large materials science companies in the U.S.
in recent years have spent over a billion dollars per year on R&D programs. The
potential for space investment is also high in the pharmaceutical industry. Inside the
U.S., R&D by pharmaceutical companies reached $17.2 billion in 2009. Individually, in
2009, Pfizer, the largest U.S. pharmaceutical company spent over $7.8 billion worldwide
on research and development programs. Even if only a small fraction of existing
pharmaceutical and materials science R&D spending is diverted to microgravity
activities, the market could represent billions of dollars per year, supporting additional
space facilities to accommodate the demand.

5.3 Barriers to investment
Through its interviews with the industry participants discussed above, the SCoLA
working group found that the three biggest barriers to increased private investment in
these areas are:
1) Market development (issues restricting market development)
a) Minimal awareness by industry of the benefits of microgravity
b) Minimal awareness by industry of how to access microgravity
c) Providers promote their platforms – Industry doesn’t get big picture
d) Minimal government funding for demonstrations/proofs of concept
2) Technical: Launch & in-orbit operation
a) For applications needing greater than 4 minutes: low flight frequency, long lead
times, insufficient sample return, costs of ISS payload safety
b) Minimal “plug and play” in progressing to longer durations
3) Financial: Magnitude of capital owing to high cost of access to LEO
a) High cost of commercial LEO access
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Using the investor risk profile chart we developed in our Part I Report, these barriers to
investment can be mapped as shown below. To the working group’s barriers we would
add a fourth issue; the high cost and time burden of dealing with regulatory compliance
requirements for access to ISS facilities.
Investor Risks

Focus

Technical: Developing new technologies
Technical: Manufacturing difficulty
Technical: Obsolescence
Technical: Launch & in-orbit operation
Market: Size
Market: Quality and reliability
Market: Development timing
Market: Longevity
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Financial: Time to Exit
Financial: Uncertainty
Financial: ROI hurdle
Competitive: Amount of competition
Competitive: Nature of competition
Competitive: Barriers to entry
Political / Regulatory: Policy & budgets
Political / Regulatory: Regulatory compliance
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemnification
Perception
Execution / Operating: Management quality
Execution / Operating: Availability of talent
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5.4 Status Quo Analysis
The table below shows our mapping of the effect NASA’s current programs might have
on the key barriers listed above. Note, these programs may also reduce other risks not
listed (or shown in the table) by the SCoLA working group as major barriers. Assuming
NASA could only use its existing programs to support SCoLA objectives, it appears
progress could be made on the identified barriers, but perhaps not sufficiently for the
level of success desired.

Contracts: Most concepts involving microgravity research and manufacturing intend to
ultimately benefit commercial applications on Earth (e.g. vaccines, new materials,
protein crystals, human tissues) although certain activities are NASA mission specific,
such as human effects of microgravity and ISRU research. Directly contracting
commercial entities to perform these NASA-specific research activities may be helpful in
allowing outside entities to build experience with the ISS facilities and the NASA
interface, as well as to build a contractual backlog. NASA can also use the contracting
process to develop additional platforms for the ISS or to support commercial space
laboratories.
CONCLUSION – Good for establishing initial demand, but not much help in funding up
front development. Contractual terms will need to have good termination clauses and
attractive follow-on options to be of significant value in attracting private capital.
Cooperative Agreement Grants: While any R&D support received as part of a CAG is
certainly helpful to an emerging commercial space company, the magnitude of financial
support may not be enough to overcome financial barriers to investment. This is less
true for certain small platform developers (e.g. NanoRacks using low cost Cubesat
platforms) than it would be for, say, a pharmaceutical research company requiring
development of extensive equipment, frequent and reliable launches and significant
access to ISS or commercial space laboratory facilities.
There is also the issue that NASA gets rights to any technology or data developed
through the cooperation. The key benefit of CAGs is the signal it sends to the market
and investors that NASA is interested in the company’s solution and/or service and
wants to be a partner. This is especially true given that CAGs are generally awarded
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after a competitive process. The benefit therefore is primarily one of improving the
perception that NASA is a supportive partner and is encouraging the commercial
activity.
CONCLUSION – Good for cooperative research programs where NASA has a direct
benefit in the outcome. Maybe appropriate for research and/or facility grants to
support development of ISS research facilities that may also serve a potential future
NASA need like partial-gravity ISRU and life support.
Space Act Agreements: Thus far, Space Act Agreements have been the primary
instrument through which cooperation with private entities has been conducted. The
flexibility of SAAs is critical especially since ISS cooperation requires much more than a
contract and deliverables. Among the issues include access to ISS utilities (power, water,
and ventilation), transportation access, astronaut time, intellectual property rights and
resale rights for manufactured goods. Although resolution of these issues does not
resolve market, financial and technical barriers, they go a long way to resolving
regulatory and legal uncertainty as well as signal to the market the extent to which
NASA is supporting commercial objectives.
CONCLUSION – SAAs will likely be critical to enabling ISS access for commercial service
providers and researchers in their early phases. The key is structuring the agreements to
enable and not hobble commercial users with overly onerous burdens and
requirements. Beyond that, SAAs have a limited use in overcoming other barriers in
later stage companies.
Cooperative Research and Development Agreements: Similar to Cooperative
Agreement grants. While any in-kind R&D cooperation received as part of a CRADA is
certainly helpful to an emerging commercial space company, the magnitude of support
may not be enough to overcome financial barriers to investment. There is also the issue
that NASA gets rights to any technology or data developed through the cooperation. The
key benefit of CRADAs is the signal it sends to the market and investors that NASA is
interested in the commercial space company’s solution and/or service and wants to be a
partner. The benefit therefore is primarily one of improving the perception that NASA is
a supportive partner and is encouraging the commercial activity.
CRADAs are, however, a major source of support for many commercial firms and nonprofit entities who use National Institute for Health (NIH) or philanthropic grant money
to conduct microgravity research.
CONCLUSION – Low impact for under-funded emerging commercial space companies,
except for a few special cases, but a large impact on overall SCoLA goals of supporting
microgravity research.
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SBIR / STTR: As these programs are generally used to support technology development
and technology development was not listed as a major barrier, their use may not have a
significant direct impact on ISS utilization for microgravity research. One exception may
be where the technology being developed with the grant enables an important new
area of microgravity research on ISS. For instance, using SBIR grants to lower the cost of
developing new microgravity research hardware such as general purpose test
equipment. Even in these cases, such grants are likely to have only a moderate impact
on the total amount of capital required to develop new SCoLA related hardware,
capabilities and services.
CONCLUSION – Helpful in limited circumstances, but no large impact.
Seed Fund: The flexibility of the Seed Fund to work with companies of any size as well as
academic and non-profit groups is a good fit for SCoLA and this program has been
successful historically in leveraging the small seed fund awards (e.g. $250,000) to attract
equal or multiples of that investment from private sources plus supplemental funding
from the centers. For early stage commercial space companies, this seed capital can be
very important and the cooperation with NASA can help build an early market
opportunity. More importantly, the requirement for matching funds is an opportunity to
engage partners within major pharmaceutical companies, biotech companies, materials
companies and other potential beneficiaries of microgravity science. The bigger
question is the fit with the strategic goals of the sponsoring NASA center and the fit of
SCoLA objectives to general NASA R&D goals. If developing microgravity proof of
concepts for industry is not compatible with NASA R&D interests (such as, say, human
microgravity adaptation or partial gravity experiments in preparation for planetary
exploration), then the Seed Fund may not be the best mechanism. There needs to be
sufficient government / commercial overlap for the Seed Fund to make sense.
CONCLUSION – Good, but with limited applicability.
Facilitated Access to the Space Environment for Technology Development and
Training: Insofar as FAST now allows technology developers an ability to test their
equipment in a microgravity environment at low cost, it will allow them to test and derisk new equipment for the ISS and commercial space laboratories while avoiding
significant expenditures. A FAST-like program that includes other microgravity platforms
(such as suborbital craft, orbital craft, the ISS, DragonLab, Bigelow modules) is an
excellent way for NASA to provide an avenue to conduct proof of concept experiments
at low cost.
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CONCLUSION – Moderate, but important near term benefit. Potentially higher and
longer term benefit if FAST expanded and extended to additional flight vehicles and
orbital systems such as the COTS vehicles and systems developed under CRuSR.
COTS-Type Contracting with Follow-on Service Contracts: Although SCoLA activities
suffer from barriers related to market uncertainty, burdensome safety and regulatory
requirements, and less than ideal operational parameters, they do not necessarily
suffer from the need to have large expenditures of development capital upfront, at least
not compared to other space activities such as those involving space transportation (e.g.
cargo delivery to ISS or sample return) or deployment of major new in-orbit
infrastructure like commercial space stations. Thus a COTS style agreement should not
be necessary to lower investment barriers unless something of the magnitude of a new
ISS module is required to augment capacity for commercial microgravity research. We
are excluding development of a sample return capability from SCoLA as it seems a more
natural fit with LCRATS.
CONCLUSION – We do not believe COTS-type agreements are an appropriate or
necessary support mechanism for SCoLA given the lower up front capital intensity of
required private investments.

5.5 Evaluation of Working Group Conclusions
The SCoLA working group has developed several options and suggestions (reproduced
below in italics), including new programs and initiatives, directed at lowering the
barriers to investment it identified. Below is a discussion of those ideas, organized by
barrier to investment, and our thoughts on their relative merits and applicability. The
text in italics and accompanying tables are from working group developed briefing
materials.

5.5.1 Organization
Barrier: No organization in the United States is authorized and funded with the goal of
increasing the number and kind of applications from space for important public (versus
NASA-only) benefits (e.g. medicine, materials, processes, education).
Impact: Taxpayer and commercial assets aren’t used to full potential and applications
that could benefit the public are delayed indefinitely. Barriers to discovery are not
removed efficiently. Insufficiency of synergistic discoveries fueling new applications. Too
few participants leading to low public interest and questions of relevance. For
commercial space, insufficient customer base.
Legislative: Policies that encourage/commit/require increased applications from space
for public benefit. Language that empowers implementation of an organization, funding,
incentives or all of the above to promote new applications for public benefit.
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Solution
Options

Strengths and Weaknesses

Cost/Ease of
implementation

New research and
applications program
open to all (grants,
SAAs, contracts)

Pros: Standard method. Proven effective for marshalling diverse
resources and people from multiple organizations to solve
problems and enable advancement in a wide number of fields for
decades. University, industry, government know how to work in
this framework. Could begin now.
Cons: The devil is in the details.

Easy to implement now. Matches
standard NASA practices. Notional
flight program begins at $5M and
grows to $20M over 5 years, with
evaluation then on course corrections,
continuation.

In-Q-Tel style
investment

Pros: Adds government $ to Leverage investments towards
projects of mutual interest between government and industry.
Attracts new industry talent.
Cons: Hard to direct towards flight instead of ground, doesn’t
address education

To be investigated

Authority model

Pros: Wide enough range of authorities and enablers
Cons: New idea will take time to work through bureaucracy

To be investigated

Government Owned
Corporation

Pros: Wide enough range of authorities and enablers
Cons: New idea will take time to work through bureaucracy

To be investigated

COMMENTS – We concur with the working group’s assessment (see table above) on the
use of grants, SAAs and contracts to kick start activities in this space, though we note
that any such structure should involve “skin in the game” for entities using the National
Laboratory. This should help winnow the field and produce self-selection towards
projects that have commercial application and value.
Regarding a direct investment entity structured like In-Q-Tel, we believe that in most
instances this type of support will be of less value in this setting. This is because we
believe that many of the commercial entities that will be able to directly and effectively
use the National Laboratory will be entities such as large pharmaceutical or materials
companies that are well past the startup phase that VC firms focus on, and as such the
availability of startup capital will not be a big issue for them. However, the venture
capital industry is highly interested in backing early stage medical, biotech and nanotech
companies and to the extent there is, or develops, a meaningful number of such
innovators needing microgravity for their research or development of new products, an
In-Q-Tel like funding capability could be of interest. Given that these industry sectors are
far from our area of expertise, we defer on any final judgment as to the level of
applicability of an In-Q-Tel like capability.
As discussed below, we also believe that a commercial approach to National Laboratory
access is preferable to either an “Authority” model or a government owned corporation.
Government owned entities tend to lower private investment, given the challenges of
competing with the government, and thus lower both competition and future
innovation.
Although we like and approve of the idea of NASA funding more microgravity proof of
concept experiments alongside potential users, the issue that often arises whenever the
use of a very high value (or very high cost) facility is debated is ownership of results and
control of the experiments. NASA and the U.S. Federal government, as owners of most
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of the rack space aboard the U.S. section of the ISS have a strong interest in promoting
the property for either its own activities or for the politically supported ideas of the day.
Even when it allows third-parties to participate, there is usually a strong desire to not be
seen favoring one industry or one company over another by allowing it to use the
taxpayer’s hard earned space facilities for commercial profit. Thus most microgravity
science, as promoted during the Skylab and Shuttle eras, tended to veer towards basic
or academically-supported research, as opposed to the more applied research or
manufacturing that is the focus of commercial ventures. This was one of the common
criticisms of the CCDSs by potential commercial users of microgravity.
There have been somewhat better results when the party controlling or marketing the
microgravity capacity was a commercial entity itself, rather than a government agency
or a quasi-governmental entity. SPACEHAB, which rode on the Shuttle cargo bay, but
was nonetheless a commercial operation, was able to attract some non-NASA
customers for its own microgravity facilities, although the high cost and the uncertainty
of launch opportunities depressed the demand for its services. More recently,
commercial protein crystallization experiments provided by pharmaceutical companies
were carried by Richard Garriott and Guy Laliberte as part of their respective paid trips
to space. In the case of the ISS National Laboratory, business models that we think make
sense include commercial entities bidding for access under “rent and sublease”
contracts or contracts involving revenue sharing to NASA with guaranteed minimums.
Some hybrid of these two approaches could also be effective.

5.5.2 Demonstrations
Barrier: Insufficient demonstrations of the value proposition AND the reliability of the
logistics train to, in, and from space that delivers data of sufficient quality to warrant the
cost.
Impact: Too high risk for venture capitalists, commercial firms (e.g. biotech and
pharma), and even government investors like NIH. For commercial space, insufficient
customer base.
Legislative: Policies that encourage/commit/require increased applications from space
for public benefit. Language that empowers implementation of an organization, funding,
incentives or all of the above to promote new applications for public benefit.
COMMENTS – Regarding the working group’s solution options, our view is essentially
the same as expressed above – that grants/contracts/SAAs, with the proviso of
economic risk sharing, are most effective in encouraging greater microgravity research
on ISS. Recognizing that there is value in “kick starting” the process, NASA could also
agree to partially or completely subsidize early participants above and beyond the
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current level of free services already offered on ISS. For instance, promising new
microgravity applications or experiments, perhaps as identified through a challenge,
could be chosen as a NASA funded demonstration of ISS capability.
We also note that availability of a robust U.S. controlled space logistics chain is critical
and is currently dependent upon successful completion of the systems being developed
under the commercial cargo program with Orbital Sciences and SpaceX. In our view,
nothing short of actual performance will address investor concerns in this area. In
addition, to the extent that NASA could guarantee that high priority commercial
payloads going to ISS could get a ride on the ATV and HTV vehicles in the event the U.S.
logistics chains were unavailable, ISS commercial users and private investors would have
some of their logistics concerns mitigated and be more willing to invest their own time
and capital on a lengthy microgravity experimental program on ISS. We note that
international negotiations, and potential capacity reserve payments by NASA would be
required, but this is a burden unlikely to be borne by an emerging commercial
microgravity sector.

5.5.3 Innovators
Barrier: Insufficient public funding for applications R&D that can benefit the public.
Insufficient demonstrations/proofs of concepts/validation for private/commercial
investors.
Impact: Too few minds developing the potential of space leading to too few applications
and new products. Insufficient return on the taxpayers’ investment. Insufficient
investment in universities and developing national talent pool for 21st century space
program.
Legislative: Policies that encourage/commit/require increased applications from space
for public benefit. Language that empowers implementation of an organization, funding,
incentives or all of the above to promote new applications for public benefit.
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Solution

Strengths and Weaknesses

Cost/Ease of
implementation

Challenges (e.g.
Centennial Challenges,
Business Plan
Competitions);

Pros: Proven effective for marshalling diverse resources and people
from multiple organizations to solve problems and enable
advancement. Could begin now.
Cons: Too low critical mass of R&D unless applied widely.

Easy to implement. Follows
standard NASA practices

Competitive
Grant/SAA program

Pros: Standard method. Proven effective for marshalling diverse
resources and people from multiple organizations to solve problems
and enable advancement. Could begin now.
Cons: None

Easy to implement. Follows
standard NASA practices

SBIR/STTR

Pros: Well established, proven effective
Cons: Leaves out universities

Easy to implement. Follows
standard NASA practices

Investment Tax Credit

Pros: Reduces risk for commercial user community
Cons: May not reduce risk enough; doesn’t address universities

Requires legislative action.

Prizes (e.g. External
Prize for Microgravity
Research) that
includes flight proofs)

Pros: Only pays for success. Adds government $ to Leverage
investments towards projects of mutual interest between government
and industry. Attracts new industry talent.
Cons: Requires external philanthropy and participant self-funding

To be investigated

COMMENTS – Given the poor record of private investor participation to date in this
area, outright grants that include free flight and free ISS services offer the greatest
promise to kick start commercial activities. However, as noted above, the dollar size
currently available under SBIR and other grant programs may not be substantial enough
to have a meaningful impact. If grant levels can be increased for key initial
demonstrations of promising applications/experiments and greater reliability can be
achieved on the logistics side, we believe there is substantial untapped demand that will
emerge.
A space oriented R&D tax credit would be very effective at encouraging new research by
taxable entities, such as large pharmaceutical firms, which in turn could lead to
innovation that creates new uses for space.

5.5.4 Logistics gaps
Barrier: For applications needing greater than 4 minutes: low flight frequency, long lead
times, insufficient sample return, costs of ISS payload safety, costs in general are not
compatible with contemporary best practices.
Impact: Will not enable results of high enough quality to attract investors - even
government, high risk, and angel investors.
Legislative/Policy: Can be done with NASA internal policy commitments, using COTS,
FAST, CRuSR precedents.
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Solution

Strengths and Weaknesses

Cost/Ease of
implementation

COTS model for development of
transportation services (e.g sample
return)

Pros: Proven effective for leveraging commercial
investments
Cons: None

Easy to implement. Follows
standard NASA practices

Anchor Tenant model/Government
Furnished Equipment model. Purchase
transportation and space laboratory
services from commercial providers
(e.g., FAST, CRuSR), to supplement ISS
opportunities, and for STEM;

Pros: Fixed cost. Government buys multiple flights
shared with other users. Adds government $ as an
anchor tenant and early adopter. Proves the case for
commercial customers.
Cons: None

Easy to implement for mature
technologies on fixed price contract
from multiple vendors. Voucher
program possible

SBIR/STTR

Pros: Well established, proven effective
Cons: None

Easy to implement. Follows
standard NASA practices

Investment Tax Credit

Pros: Reduces risk for commercial user community
Cons: May not reduce risk enough

Requires legislative action.

Competitive Technology Grant/SAA
program

Pros: Standard method. Proven effective for
marshalling diverse resources and people from multiple
organizations to solve problems and enable
advancement. Could begin now.
Cons: None

Easy to implement. Follows
standard NASA practices

COMMENTS – Addressing logistics gaps such as the need for specialized rack space for
launch and return, ground processing facilities, and special/hazardous materials
handling, as an extension of COTS/CRS makes a lot of sense. If commercial providers will
ultimately be responsible for the majority of the transportation and research support
services for the ISS, then their capabilities must be developed in advance of the
anticipated needs of ISS microgravity users. Critical items and capabilities, including
specialized cargo racks and return capacity, can be additional development programs
run out of C3PO, followed with service contracts. For example, a multi-year service
contract for a certain amount of down mass per year at the appropriate frequencies.
As noted previously, if it is possible to implement agreements such that commercial
payloads intended for transfer using NASA contracted capacity on U.S. vehicles can be
backstopped using NASA reserved capacity on HTV and ATV, then commercial users of
ISS and their private investors would gain increased confidence to pursue more
aggressive research programs requiring frequent and assured flight schedules.
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5.5.5 Other barriers
Barrier

Impact of Barrier

Options to
Remove/Minimize Barriers

Inconsistent government policies and
instability in government
commitments towards fostering the
development of a robust commercial
space industry apart from traditional
aerospace firms.

Private investors shy away.
Integrators and other brokers of
space assets earn an (undeserved)
reputation for unreliability
preventing development and
maintenance of a customer base.

Legislative/Policy: Develop long
term policies to promote commercial
space and multi-year funding for
maximum use of commercial space
capabilities.

Minimal awareness by potential
customers/users of the benefits of
microgravity

Industry does not see space as a tool.
This leads to a smaller customer base
for commercial space and too few
applications from space for public
benefit.

Campaign to increase industry
awareness, across all platforms and
markets. Develop and market new
participation opportunities when
they become available.

Minimal awareness by industry of
how to access microgravity

Industry does not see space as a tool.
This leads to a smaller customer base
for commercial space and too few
potentially valuable applications from
space for the public.

Commercial integrators (e.g.
Bioserve, Kentuckyspace), Online
Users Guides, hardware catalogs, and
expert contacts to support new users

COMMENTS – The barrier, as it seems to be expressed, is one of marketing and sales.
Unless the market is made aware of microgravity opportunities at ISS (and eventually
other space laboratories) and learns how to access them, then none of the other
support ideas discussed above will likely succeed. Our suggestion is that NASA focus on
educating and supporting a small number of commercial entities to act as “middle men”
between the end users and NASA. These companies can then compete to educate the
various user groups as to the benefits of the ISS National Laboratory, and the other
commercial space laboratories when available, and then sell users preparation, logistics
and mission execution services.
Barrier

Impact of Barrier

Options to
Remove/Minimize Barriers

Providers only promote their
platforms

Potential users don’t know (better)
options, have a suboptimal
experience, and don’t come back

Online Users Guides, hardware
catalogs, and expert contacts to
support new users

Too many platform unique designs
leads to higher cost and less general
utility with more expense for flight
qualification, as well as less ability to
compare results across multiple
platforms.

Facilitate payload interface
standards across commercial
providers

Too few customers

Purchase multiple flights to achieve
economies of scale. Miniaturize
payload form factors to reduce
ticket price. Use SBIRs, challenges,
prizes, technology NRAs

Minimal “plug and play” in
progressing to longer durations

High cost of commercial LEO access
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COMMENTS – The last point concerning high cost of space access relates to LCRATS and
is addressed in Section 3. The first two points concern provision of necessary business
services to support customers. A commercial resale provider of National Laboratory
access would be strongly incented to solve these problems – much as companies like
NanoRacks are doing. We do not think NASA should be in the business of providing
these services, only working to help others provide them.

5.5.6 Legislative enablers
The SCoLA working group proposed the following legislative enablers:
(general) … the general welfare of the United States requires that the unique
competence of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in science and
engineering systems be directed toward using U.S. commercial space assets to the
maximum extent possible:
• To expand the number and types of applications from space that have significant
public benefits, including medicinal, materials, and educational applications.
• To conduct activities that maintain United States leadership at the forefront of space
products and applications.
• To make the tools of space research and applications part of the American
classrooms.
• To increase the participation of its citizens in projects of public benefit in space.
(general) … tax credits of (TBD characteristics) are authorized to incentivize commercial
and philanthropic support of space research and analysis, development, test,
engineering, integration, and flight costs to develop applications of public benefit, such
as medicine, materials, and education.
(Empowering) Commercial activities have substantially contributed to the strength of
both the United States space program and the national economy, and the development
of a healthy and robust United States commercial space sector should be expanded
through investments that increase the applications from space for public benefit;
including medicine, education, novel materials, and new products that increase the
quality of life, technical literacy, and economic competitiveness of the American people.
(Accountability) NASA’s annual report will include the number of commercial as well as
government spacecraft flown (including suborbital), the number of American citizens
that have participated directly in spaceflight investigations, the number of American
citizens who have flown in space, the number of student experiments flown and the
number of students and teachers involved, the number and purpose of professional
investigations flown, and results (e.g. medical contributions, new products, discoveries,
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educational impact, other economic impacts) from prior years (with the understanding
that impacts trail flights by as many as 3-5 years)
COMMENTS – We support these sentiments and legislative enablers, but there is clearly
no substitute for higher budget allocations and consistent internal NASA support to
meet these objectives.
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5.6 Additional Options Proposed by Near Earth
Most of our specific thoughts on commercial support options are embodied in the
comments above, but some additional thoughts relate to one or more new support
ideas discussed in our Part I Report that were not covered above. The table below
highlights those programs having a material potential impact on the SCoLA barriers to
investment.
Investor Risks
Technical: Launch & in-orbit operation
Market: Size
Market: Quality and reliability
Market: Development timing
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Perception

SCoLA
Barriers
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate
High
High

0G/0Tax,
Holidays &
Deferrals

Tax Credits

Lease to
purchase

Termination
liability

Other
Direct
purchase
Investment
agreements

Super SBIR

Free Flight Non-monetary Regulatory Alternative
Challenge considerations
holiday
budgeting
High

Moderate
Moderate

High
Moderate

Moderate
High
Moderate
High
Moderate
High

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
Moderate

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

High
Moderate

High

Moderate

Moderate

As discussed throughout this section, the key barriers to the development of a
microgravity research market and the commercial use of the ISS National Laboratory
and other space laboratories derives primarily from lack of market development as well
as the absence of key operational capabilities for delivering and returning experimental
platforms, equipment and results in a commercially expedient manner. Support
mechanisms should incentivize the creation of this operational capability on a
commercially supplied basis and enable those firms to pursue business opportunities
serving the end user base (e.g. pharmas, biotech, etc…). For early stage or small
commercial space companies, investor tax credits, enhanced SBIR and possibly strategic
equity financing through an In-Q-Tel type structure make sense. A Free Flight Challenge
focused on the ISS National Laboratory may make sense, but must be focused on
building operational capabilities that work for private industry. Recall that the CCDSs
provided free Shuttle flights to users, but had poor uptake due to the high cost of
integrating and interfacing payloads into the Shuttle as well as dealing with NASA
requirements and processes.
On the regulatory and policy front, we do not believe private industry needs a
regulatory holiday in so much as they need commercial intermediaries to handle the
regulatory burden of interfacing with NASA and the National Laboratory. Customers of
ISS also need relief and indemnification from any third party liabilities associated with
use of the ISS facilities. Such indemnification should be an automatic benefit of passing
NASA’s safety certification. From a policy risk perspective, customers also need either
solid commercial termination terms in their contracts for access or need NASA to help
cover termination liability insurance (similar to the policy SPACEHAB had to procure to
obtain financing).
“Lease to purchase” may be useful if NASA wishes to procure additional unique facilities
for the ISS from an outside provider or procure dedicated facilities for NASA’s use on a
commercial space laboratory. However, this would only occur in limited cases where
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NASA had a specific need for additional specialized facilities to fulfill a NASA mission
(example: a centrifuge module for fractional gravity studies). However, we do believe
this mechanism has broad applicability.
Lastly, given that many end users of microgravity services are likely to be large tax
paying companies, it may make sense to focus on tax incentives as a mechanism to drive
micro-gravity research demand. This could be a limited program similar to the Scientific
Research and Experimental Development (SR&ED) Tax Incentive Program used
extensively in Canada where companies involved in R&D receive refunds or tax credits
directly related to the expenditures on certain R&D projects. Although such a program
may be difficult to implement politically (due to the likely demands by other industries
to receive equal treatment) a program limited to use of ISS facilities may be more
feasible. Ideally, the tax credits would apply to any space laboratory.
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6 Lunar and NEO commercial services
6.1 Lunar/NEO Goals
The Lunar/NEO working group’s goals were to identify barriers to commercial industry
in providing services to, on and around the Moon and Near Earth Objects. More
specifically, the Lunar/NEO working group was tasked with analyzing potential next
steps for increasing and accelerating important new commercial services which enable
science, exploration and utilization of these planetary bodies. Services provided
commercially could include transportation for NASA payloads to the lunar surface or a
NEO, mission datasets for NASA science, telecom/navigation services to the lunar
surface or NEOs, mining and processing of lunar or NEO resources and transportation of
lunar or NEO resources to orbit or a Lagrange point.
Regarding commercial transportation and logistics services for the Moon, the working
group made the following observations:
• Quickest route to near-term implementation (2012 timeframe)
o Get some early successes in the beyond-LEO flight test program
• Implementing the services fits well with NASA’s last 3 years of business
development/acquisition planning leveraging commercial suppliers of landers
o Commercial services offer potential to be lower cost
o Deliver services a lot faster than past NASA processes
o Spin off a new industry
• Can leverage lunar orphan flight test (LOFT) list developed within Directorate
Integration Office (DIO) for early missions
• Opportunity to leverage funds between the “Robotic Precursor Program” and
the “Technology Development Program”
• Commercial services may be able to fly every 18 months to 2-years beginning
with first flight in FY12
Regarding transportation and logistics services for Near Earth Objects, the working
group made the following observations:
• Mid-decade target schedule
• Possible blend between international participation, commercial-leveraged
landers and NASA-directed flagship missions
o If a commercial lander can support lunar landing delta-V’s, it can handle
NEO delta-Vs
• For smaller cost/size missions commercial landers could be used (fixed price)
• For larger cost/size missions NASA flagship business model could be used
• Mission content:
o NEO/asteroid content characterization (iron core vs. fluffy surface
material)
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o Scout locations for possible human missions
o Collect data for possible use in planetary protection

6.2 Current State of Commercial Space Industry Relative to
Lunar/NEO Goals
Serious attempts by commercial entities to provide services on or around the Moon or
Near Earth Objects has a relatively short history reaching back to the late 90s. Two of
these projects were described in the Case Studies of Part I of our report, the Near Earth
Asteroid Prospector mission to a Near Earth Object commissioned by SpaceDev as well
as the BlastOff! project to develop a complete lunar mission. Both of these projects are
now defunct. Other previous attempts include:
• Applied Space Resources, a venture to market materials returned from the Moon
to consumers. We have no evidence this venture ever received more than
founder or angel money.
• LunaCorp, a venture to provide an entertainment experience through lunar
rovers, similar in some ways to BlastOff! The project received some support from
Radio Shack.
• Lunar Transportation Systems, a venture to provide lunar resupply logistics
services to NASA in support of its return to the Moon in the mid-2000s. The
project was initially backed by Bob Citron and Walter Kistler, founders and
backers of SPACEHAB and Kistler Aerospace.
All of the aforementioned projects either folded or were placed in extended
hibernation. No venture has ever gotten close to commercial operation, although
BlastOff! appears to have received the greatest financial and human resources and
came closest to producing flight hardware within its short history.
As detailed below, a raft of new firms have emerged, motivated largely by the
competition for the Google Lunar X Prize, although many competitors have indicated an
intent to pursue commercial lunar transportation services as well.

6.2.1 Industry Participants and Capabilities
Current active ventures seeking to provide lunar and/or NEO services almost exclusively
consist of participants in the $30 million Google Lunar X PRIZE competition. Although
over 20 teams have entered the competition, only half a dozen or so have garnered
substantial early strategic support, meaning they have acquired a close relationship with
one or more established aerospace firms, research laboratories or universities as well as
obtained financial sponsorship of some type. None have entered into operation
(meaning attempts to complete a mission) and evidence suggests that few have
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progressed passed the planning stage to begin full scale development of hardware.
Some of the business models these firms have proposed include payload capacity sales,
sales of scientific datasets, licensing, sponsorship and merchandising based on the
publicity generated from a successful mission, and developing the material resources of
the Moon. No commercial venture is known to be active in providing communications
services beyond Earth orbit.
It is unclear whether the major aerospace firms intend to pursue lunar/NEO services.
Right now, all established aerospace firms that are involved in this sector have
positioned themselves as primes or subcontractors (i.e. equipment vendors) to the X
PRIZE teams (e.g. MDA, Sierra Nevada Corp., Dynetics, Lockheed Martin…). Thus we
consider it correct to view the current state of the industry as composed exclusively of
entrepreneurial startups.

6.2.2 Current and Expected Market Demand
Market demand is extremely difficult to estimate at this early stage, but there have
been a few studies that provide benchmarks or suggest orders of magnitude. For
instance, according to a preliminary 2009 report conducted by Futron Corporation for
the X PRIZE Foundation, the market for commercial services to support pre-cursor
scientific and exploratory missions, as well as unmanned cargo delivery and logistical
services to the lunar surface, is estimated to be in excess of $1.5 billion over the next
decade. Additionally, an internal study presented to the NASA Commercial Lunar
Working Group at the Lunar Science Forum on July 2009 predicted that the commercial
lunar services market for NASA-related surface activities alone will be closer to $3 billion
over the next decade.
A NASA robotic lunar exploration program (RLEP) study concluded that at least 20
unmanned surface missions would be required to provide reliable ground truth on the
Moon’s surface composition. While this may be a moot point if the U.S. does not decide
to return to the Moon, a number of other nations have stated aspirations for missions
to the surface of the Moon in the 2015–2030 time frame. Many of the proposed
missions over the next decade will need to be robotic precursor missions to survey lunar
landing sites and support future efforts.
These studies, anecdotal evidence of increased interest in lunar exploration and the
existing customer agreements obtained by the GLXP competitors fall well short of
indicating the level of sustained demand from high credit quality customers the
commercial lunar/NEO market will need to be viable. As such, market demand remains
highly uncertain, which we suspect has been a significant factor in the observed fact
that there has been no institutional and little strategic investment in the sector. We do
not doubt that significant demand may develop, but there is certainly a “chicken and
egg” problem associated with lack of current customer focus given the years it may take
to fund, build and execute commercial missions.
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6.3 Barriers to investment
Through its interviews with industry participants, the Lunar/NEO working group found
that the four biggest barriers to increased private investment in these areas are:
1) Financial/investment risk
a) The financial investment required to develop the systems & technology are high
b) Much investment must be expended upfront before any revenue is generated
c) Costs are often uncertain and can increase beyond expected budgets
2) Technical risk
a) Landing and rendezvousing are distinctly risky technical challenges
b) No experiences operating commercial space services beyond earth orbit
3) Market risk
a) The size of the market is very uncertain and may take longer to develop than
anticipated
b) Many market participants are small startups themselves and have uncertain
business plans
4) Regulatory risk
a) Lunar and NEO services are dependent on clear policy directions from
Administration and Congress to prove ongoing market
b) Barriers to space property rights depresses demand and increases uncertainty
Using the investor risk profile chart we developed in our Part I Report, these barriers to
investment can be mapped as shown below.
Investor Risks

Focus

Technical: Developing new technologies
Technical: Manufacturing difficulty
Technical: Obsolescence
Technical: Launch & in-orbit operation
Market: Size
Market: Quality and reliability
Market: Development timing
Market: Longevity
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Financial: Time to Exit
Financial: Uncertainty
Financial: ROI hurdle
Competitive: Amount of competition
Competitive: Nature of competition
Competitive: Barriers to entry
Political / Regulatory: Policy & budgets
Political / Regulatory: Regulatory compliance
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemnification
Perception
Execution / Operating: Management quality
Execution / Operating: Availability of talent

Moderate
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Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate
High
High
High
Moderate

Moderate
High
Moderate
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6.4 Status Quo Analysis
The table below shows our mapping of the effect NASA’s current programs might have
on the key barriers listed above. Note, these programs may also reduce other risks not
listed (or shown in the table) by the Lunar/NEO working group as major barriers.
Assuming NASA could only use its existing programs to support Lunar/NEO
commercialization, it appears progress could be made on the identified barriers, but
perhaps not sufficiently for the level of success desired.
Investor Risks
Technical: Developing new technologies
Technical: Launch & in-orbit operation
Market: Size
Market: Quality and reliability
Market: Development timing
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Financial: Uncertainty
Competitive: Barriers to entry
Political / Regulatory: Policy & budgets
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemnification

Lunar/NEO
Barriers
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate
High
High
High
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate

Contracts

Funded
Studies

CAGs

Tech Demo
Missions
High
Moderate

Moderate
Moderate

High

Moderate

SAAs

Patent
License

High
Moderate

Enhanced
Use Lease

CRADA

SBIR / STTR

IPP Seed

COTS Type

High

High

Moderate

High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate
High
High
High
High
High
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

High
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate

Contracts: Serving as a customer in competitively awarded contracts for Lunar or NEO
transportation and logistics services is one of the clearest ways for NASA to signal its
interest in the market. In the case of transportation services, awarding specific service
contracts will help generate backlog and revenue visibility to better attract capital to
emerging companies. Likewise, to the extent that technological challenges are
overcome while under a funded NASA contract, this would reduce technological risk.
On the political front, while it is far from deterministic, concrete NASA support through
the purchase of goods and/or services in this market would clearly address a portion of
the political risk, at least in the short term. It is questionable, however, that traditional
competitively awarded contracts for lunar/NEO transportation services would be the
best support mechanism for developing new participants and business models at this
point in time. Undoubtedly, NASA’s judgment of the probability of successful execution
and delivery of the services contracted would be a key component of any open
contractor selection process. At this early stage of the industry’s development, it would
be questionable whether NASA could reasonably make an award to, say, an untested
GLXP team, over an established aerospace firm even if the cost and schedule promised
by the GLXP team were superior. This may be less of an issue with an “orphan payload”,
but certainly a keen issue for any high priority NASA mission.
Given this credibility gap, we see two possible ways to support commercialization that
would include participation by the larger aerospace firms while still encouraging and
supporting participation by smaller players. The first is to establish a “set-aside”
allocation for small companies. In this case, the goal would be for NASA to achieve
better contractual terms, although by accepting greater execution risk, on lower priority
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missions. The relative success NASA has with the set-aside contracts versus the
traditional contracts would then inform their future decisions on contracting strategy.
Another alternative would be to structure the bidding requirements to favor those
companies willing to take more contractual risk (i.e. fixed price, fixed schedule,
guaranteed performance) and at more aggressive pricing. There would then be a selfselection process among bidders.
A competitively awarded contract would be better suited to Lunar/NEO telecom
services, as established satellite manufacturers are well positioned to address this
sector and need.
CONCLUSION – Good for established aerospace industry today, if they are willing to
work on more commercial terms (i.e. not cost plus basis), less so for emerging
companies who are at a credibility gap. Best benefit will be once the technology has
been developed and the service capability has been established by multiple commercial
players. In near term, may require new contracting strategies to avoid crowding out the
small, innovative participants. Could work well today for in-space telecom services.
Cooperative Agreement Grants: While any R&D support received as part of a CAG is
certainly helpful to an emerging commercial space company, the magnitude of financial
support may not be enough to overcome financial barriers to investment in large scale
service companies requiring new space systems and infrastructure. This may be less true
for developers of small platforms which may be able to fill niches in lunar surface
capability, science in cis-lunar space and others.
There is also the issue that NASA gets rights to any technology or data developed
through the cooperation. The key benefit of CAGs is the signal it sends to the market
and investors that NASA is interested in the company’s solution and/or service and
wants to be a partner. This is especially true given that CAGs are generally awarded
after a competitive process. The benefit therefore is primarily one of improving the
perception that NASA is a supportive partner and is encouraging the commercial
activity.
CONCLUSION – Good for cooperative research programs. May be appropriate for
developing small payloads and small platforms in conjunction with universities. By
itself, unlikely to lead to development of a large scale, viable commercial capability.
Space Act Agreements: At least one GLXP contender, Odyssey Moon Limited, had a
reimbursable Space Act Agreement with NASA related to the Ames Research Center
technology for its Common Spacecraft Bus. We suspect there could be many instances
where NASA possesses lander or other applicable technologies of interest to firms
participating in Lunar/NEO commercial markets. The same is probably true for NASA
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facilities and expertise. Using RSAAs would be an efficient way for NASA to share these
resources and technologies. Funded SAAs are discussed below under COTS type
contracting.
CONCLUSION – NASA should support greater use of RSAAs for Lunar/NEO
commercialization. We would note, however, the RSSAs need to be structured so that
the commercial entity knows what they are getting for their money up front and on
what schedule. RSAA funding for NASA can be escrowed, but payments should be made
upon NASA’s satisfaction of agreed milestones.
Cooperative Research and Development Agreements: Similar to Cooperative
Agreement grants. While any in-kind R&D cooperation received as part of a CRADA is
certainly helpful to an emerging commercial space company, the magnitude of support
may not be enough to overcome financial barriers to investment.
There is also the issue that NASA gets rights to any technology or data developed
through the cooperation. The key benefit of CRADAs is the signal it sends to the market
and investors that NASA is interested in the company’s solution and/or service and
wants to be a partner. The benefit therefore is primarily one of improving the
perception that NASA is a supportive partner and is encouraging the commercial
activity.
CONCLUSION – Low impact on Lunar/NEO due to amounts of funding involved and lack
of effect on demand visibility.
SBIR / STTR: As a mechanism to support certain technology development, such as for
example improved, low cost landers or autonomous rover capabilities, SBIRs and STTRs
are useful in supporting companies with unique development efforts. However, they are
of limited use to service companies which still must deal with the high costs of executing
missions as well as the uncertain market. SBIRs and STTRs will likely be more useful for
enabling service enhancements or developing customer payloads.
CONCLUSION – Helpful in limited circumstances, but no large impact.
Seed Fund: The flexibility of the Seed Fund to work with companies of any size as well as
academic and non-profit groups is a good fit for Lunar/NEO and this program has been
successful historically in leveraging the small seed fund awards to attract equal or
multiples of that investment from private sources plus supplemental funding from the
centers. This type of support could be particularly important for the early leaders in the
Google Lunar X PRIZE (as well as the participants in ILDD), as those that have received
early funding (and thus proceeding to initial technology and systems development) will
have an avenue to leverage those funds in conjunction with a NASA center.
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CONCLUSION – Good for early development stage companies with initial funding and
material technology development needs of mutual interest to NASA Centers.
COTS-Type Contracting with Follow-on Service Contracts: As transportation to the
Moon or NEOs is, conceptually, an extension of transportation to Earth orbit, this
commercial objective maps well to the COTS-style mechanisms. The key to success,
however, will require not only COTS-style development funds but also identifying,
upfront, a series of missions which serve NASA’s needs that could constitute the basis
for service contracts. This may even involve coordinating science and exploration
missions to take advantage of bulk purchases of transportation services (like in COTS).
To do this would require the reorientation of NASA’s traditional focus on driving
missions to driving payloads instead. We understand that this would constitute and/or
require a major cultural change in the NASA organization, especially for science missions
which are typically driven as whole mission projects. We are unsure of how to affect this
cultural shift, except to suggest that it be started by introducing commercial lunar or
NEO services for ancillary projects and lower priority needs before considering shifting
most scientific or exploration activities to commercial providers. It may be a long time
before the later makes sense for NASA as many of the missions are large and
complicated enough to merit or even require their own dedicated flights. To the extent
such missions are first time or one-of-a-kind missions, there may be less advantage to
outsourcing the transportation segment to commercial providers.
CONCLUSION – COTS/CRS-type contracting is a goal worth pursuing, but approached in
increments for needs that supplement NASA’s core science and exploration activities.
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6.5 Evaluation of Working Group Conclusions
The Lunar/NEO working group has developed several options and suggestions, including
new programs and initiatives, directed at lowering the barriers to investment it
identified. Below is a discussion of those ideas, organized by barrier to investment, and
our thoughts on their relative merits and applicability.

6.5.1 Defining NASA’s strategy relative to emerging commercial
service markets
Develop and distribute NASA’s long-term value proposition with respect to emerging
commercial space activities (HEFT, etc).
COMMENTS – This is critical to ensure there is a belief by the investor community in
NASA’s ongoing role as a customer for commercial services. This can be accomplished by
continuing to make policy statements that are independent of the NASA programmatic
thrust of the day. An example of this is the codification of the potential for Stand-Alone
Missions of Opportunity Notices (SALMON) for commercially operated missions, which
would allow any commercial platform to solicit payloads from NASA’s science and
exploration communities.

6.5.2 Replicate the ILDD BAA process in other high priority areas
for technology development / demonstration
Low cost, low risk, high up-side, etc.
Prevent ILDD BAA process from being a “one-and done”
• Maximize on the process, on the “buy-in”, and lessons-learned
COMMENTS – We agree that processes similar to the ILDD BAA are very helpful in
demonstrating NASA’s commitment to supporting certain technology demonstrations.
To the extent they work with and add to the motivational force of existing nongovernmental prize competitions that is even better. We are, however, concerned that
the vast majority of funding provided by ILDD occurs only as a result of an actual lunar
mission. ILDD’s main benefit, therefore, is to amplify the Google Lunar XPRIZE awards
rather than provide incremental early milestone based awards for developing and
demonstrating enabling technologies. This additional award opportunity also comes
with increased mission and technology development burdens to satisfy unique ILDD
requirements.
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6.5.3 Do more flight demonstrations
Prize – in development phase. Commercial leverage – in the demonstration phase
• Excellent for “concept validation”. It’s an attention-getter.
• Also helps buy-down risk
• Demonstrations are big difference versus “power point” presentations
• Need balance in $ to assure the right level of demonstration (per dollar) is close
enough to validate the technology.
Lunar ‘Prize-on-Prize’ Challenge Proposal
• Use commercial lander as basis for Lunar Prize for certain capabilities (Ex: Lunar
Robotics Navigation)
New Centennial Challenge Prizes
• Lunar Night Energy Storage Challenge: Relates to earth-based renewable energy
and transportation technologies. Could include power-beaming to lunar surface.
• Lunar Robotics Tasks Challenge: A new robotic task each year (construction,
drilling, resource extraction etc.) demonstrated in the lunar regolith environment.
• Laser Communications: Earth-based demonstration of effective laser
communication system.
COMMENTS – One advantage that the commercial satellite industry has gained over the
last few decades is that there is no longer any doubt that a satellite can be procured and
built successfully within a prescribed amount of time. Most of the time, there is little
doubt that the satellite will function once it reaches orbit. This is due to the long
heritage satellite buses have had in orbit as well as the long and extensive experience of
the satellite builders. Attaining this level of comfort towards execution and technical risk
by investors for new activities (say, lunar landers) will take high-profile demonstrations
and a record of success and maturity. Multiple challenges covering the breadth of the
value chain will not only encourage this march toward technological confidence, but
allow the development of an industrial base devoted to the ongoing production of these
new spacecraft.
Challenges which supplement existing challenges (e.g. the GLXP) or which reward
activities associated with an existing challenge (a “prize on prize”) are useful and
enhances the early revenue-generating opportunities for participants in this market. It
should be noted, as we have before in previous discussions of challenges, that the larger
upside of a big prize does not necessarily outweigh the downside risk associated with
not winning the prize. If larger prizes, especially those associated with the high fixed
costs of accessing regions beyond Earth orbit, are to be effective, then they must consist
of supplemental prizes, milestone prizes and even second or third place prizes for those
who demonstrate substantial capabilities. “Winner take all” may not be a good
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inducement when the required investment to compete gets large. It also does not help
build multiple participants for future innovation and competition.
The Centennial Challenges mentioned are all good ideas. We refer to our Part 1 Report
suggestions for how larger or second stage challenges could be added to leverage the
participation of larger aerospace firms without losing the breadth of innovation inspired
by the challenges.

6.5.4 Pre-purchase Agreements
Send clear and early signal to industry, the user community and investors that NASA is
seriously committed as a customer. “Contracts-in-hand” (CIH)
• Establish advanced purchase commitments
• Fixed price versus cost-plus
• 100% pay on success
• Contracts distributed upfront, but no advanced payment
COMMENTS – We agree with the idea that NASA work to establish a contract backlog
with leading service providers. Not only do these contracts add to revenue visibility, but
they signal to the market the seriousness of the demand for this service. This, along with
a sufficient amount of contractual visibility can be very helpful in raising developmental
capital. There are, however, two comments worth making:
• Even with a large contractual backlog, a startup company for Lunar or NEO
activities may still face an uphill battle of proving the existence of an ongoing
market demand for its services. In the past, this has been affected less by specific
NASA contracts than by broader NASA policies and programs (e.g. return to the
Moon needing ongoing logistics services for many years or a permanent manned
base). NASA must be careful that its contractual commitments match its stated
ongoing needs, otherwise the effort can and will be undermined. This can be
addressed by the working group’s first suggestion addressed above in Section
6.5.1.
• New and challenging commercial services generally require large non-recurring
development capital to implement. As a result, it is often unreasonable to expect
that a company will risk substantial development capital in pursuit of 100%-payon-success contracts. We expect this to be true for specialized logistics services
provided to NASA for Lunar or NEO activities and especially true when
undertaken by smaller, less diversified aerospace/space companies. If NASA is
truly serious in encouraging the development of these services, it should be
willing to pre-pay a small percentage of its contracts, in the form of milestonebased payments, to help early stage companies break the “chicken or egg”
problem get into the business. This can be a helpful trade, where small amounts
of capital can usefully buy down the risk that the service provider won’t be able
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to execute on the contract within a reasonable length of time. This is additionally
helpful when paired with outside capital from sophisticated investors. If
necessary, this can be structured to be similar to the ILDD or even as part of a
new Lunar/NEO COTS-like program.

6.5.5 Legislative Language

Legislative incentives / tax credits. (Example - “1/6th G” tax credit.)
Regulatory rights to expand on Moon Law of ’67 (Mineral rights, etc..)
In-Q-Tel model for co-investment in emerging space with private investment.
Longer term - lunar development authority. Develop lunar infrastructure (lunar research
park).
COMMENTS – Many of these thoughts are substantively similar to ideas which can be
applied to all of commercial space activities, not just for the lunar or NEO sectors.
However, a few key observations and comments are worth making:
• Tax credits or tax incentives focused on commercial activities outside the
immediate vicinity of Earth (e.g. beyond GEO or High Earth Orbits) would have
the advantage of avoiding definitional issues that might otherwise make the
existing and profitable GEO/LEO commercial satellite industry eligible for these
tax benefits. Moreover, limited tax breaks/credits are likely to be scored in the
budget process much lower than tax support for the broader space industry,
thus increasing the likelihood budgetary offsets can be found.
• We believe that it would be helpful to start an international conversation on the
role of private organizations in exploiting and utilizing space resources. With the
increasing role of private companies in space, we hope that any re-visitation of
this issue will take a more positive and encouraging stance toward private use or
ownership of lunar or NEO resources than what was posed in the Moon Treaty.
This conversation may be part and parcel with considerations into what a Lunar
Authority may eventually look like and how it may be structured.
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6.6 Additional Options Proposed by Near Earth
Most of our specific thoughts and suggestions are embodied in the comments above,
but some additional ones relate to one or more new support ideas discussed in our Part
I Report that were not covered above. The table below highlights those programs having
a material potential impact on the Lunar/NEO barriers to investment.
Lunar/NEO
Barriers

Investor Risks
Technical: Developing new technologies
Technical: Launch & in-orbit operation
Market: Size
Market: Quality and reliability
Market: Development timing
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Financial: Uncertainty
Competitive: Barriers to entry
Political / Regulatory: Policy & budgets
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemnification

Investor Risks
Technical: Developing new technologies
Technical: Launch & in-orbit operation
Market: Size
Market: Quality and reliability
Market: Development timing
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Financial: Uncertainty
Competitive: Barriers to entry
Political / Regulatory: Policy & budgets
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemnification

Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate
High
High
High
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate

Lunar/NEO
Barriers
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate
High
High
High
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate

0G/0Tax,
Holidays &
Deferrals

Tax Credits

Flow-through
Shares

Anchor
tenancy

Termination
liability

Other
purchase
agreements

Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Government
Trust Fund
(SPIC)

High
Moderate
Moderate

High
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Super SBIR
High
High

High
High
High

Super
Customer #1
Competitions Procurement
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

High
High

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Direct
Investment

Gov’t
guaranteed
completion
bonds

High

High

Moderate

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate
Moderate
High

Moderate

New COTS
style
programs
Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate
High
Moderate
High
High
High
High
High
Moderate

High

High
Moderate

Free Flight
Challenge

Space
Authority

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Non-monetary Alternative
considerations budgeting

Space access Bounties on
lotteries
orbital debris

Moderate
High
Moderate

Moderate
High

Moderate

Moderate
Moderate

High
Moderate
Moderate

High
High

High

High
High
High
High
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
High
High

To some extent, the appropriate support mechanism depends on the service provided
and needed by NASA. Transportation services to the Moon or Near Earth Objects
provide a substantially similar service as commercial cargo delivery to the ISS, albeit
with additional technical risks and somewhat different user markets (e.g. scientific and
precursor payloads vs. supplies). We are big believers in the COTS/CRS method of
supporting these program developments. Given the substantial similarity, NASA should
consider a COTS/CRS-like program dedicated to developing lunar and NEO transport
solutions followed by competitively-awarded transport procurements (anchor tenancy
for NASA science and exploration payloads).
Other mechanisms, however, merit consideration. Super challenges, perhaps
supplementing or complementing the GLXP and the ILDD program as well as offering
free flight (perhaps including a transfer stage or even a lander), or some combination of
the two can stimulate small development projects. This is especially true if each free
flight can accommodate small projects to test a variety of smaller activities. Participants
on competitions with a free flight may include those teams which have already won
smaller, more limited competitions (similar to a poker-style ‘satellite’ competition
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providing winners the entry price for competing in a larger competition). With the free
flight, challenges can include ISRU-type experiments on the Moon itself (provided a
lander is part of the flight) or endurance/performance challenges on robotic explorers.
We believe that the need for telecom relay services presents an excellent opportunity to
cooperate with commercial satellite operators and manufacturers. Commercial satellite
buses already have considerable space heritage and, in one case, have even been
around the Moon (HGS1 in 1998). This is all the more emphasized by the overlap in
technologies (e.g. high power output, improved electric propulsion, higher frequencies /
greater bandwidth, optical communications, nuclear power, etc..) needed for deep
space and the technologies desired by manufacturers and operators to improve their
current commercial systems. We would also consider using a COTS/CRS type structure
for joint funding of modifications of satellite communications technology for telecom
relay services supporting NASA exploration missions with such support directed to
established satellite and aerospace firms. This support reduces risk to participating firms
while simultaneously enhancing NASA capabilities and creating heritage for new
technologies.
In the long run, the best support for long term development of the Moon and NEOs is
the development of resource utilization as well as recognition of property rights. The
first objective requires the development of an industrial base to exploit and deliver
these resources as well as, in many cases, an in-space demand for them. The second
objective requires national and international legal recognition and a coming to terms
with the necessity for these rights for any one or any organization which establishes a
presence and/or operations on these bodies. How best to accomplish this second
objective is beyond our expertise or the scope of this report. We would, however, say
that recognition of the problem and the critical nature of the need is often the first step
to solving it. NASA’s advocacy for the Federal government’s active role is pushing this
agenda forward is a worthwhile endeavor.
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7 Commercial Application of Space in Education and
Recreation (CASPER)
7.1 CASPER’s Goals
The goals for the Commercial Application of Space in Education and Recreation
(CASPER) group are to:
• Foster, facilitate and inspire greater national interest and participation in
Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) education and career
opportunities to help keep our country on the cutting edge of technological
development and remain highly competitive in the global economy.
• Expand and develop opportunities to use space for entertainment and
recreation, including facilitating commercial human spaceflight.

7.2 Current State of Commercial Space Industry Relative to
CASPER Goals
NASA does a good job of connecting with the space community and that segment of the
population already predisposed to be interested in space. It has a good web presence
with multimedia content and expansive use of social media tools. NASA also supports
video productions such as documentaries and IMAX films for the general public for
education and marketing purposes. Its STEM related activities include support for
research at universities, the inclusion of student groups in its Centennial Challenge
competitions, classroom programs for primary and secondary education and
sponsorship of after school activities like Odyssey of the Mind.
Commercial interest is largely in the areas of entertainment and recreation rather than
STEM education, although there are many foundations and non-profit organizations that
include STEM as part of their mandates. We suspect achieving the STEM education goals
of CASPER will largely be the responsibility of NASA, but working with and sometimes
through the foundations and non-profit organizations as it currently does.

7.2.1 Industry Participants and Capabilities
Current industry participants include companies engaged in space tourism, zero gravity
parabolic flight experiences, and robotic or other forms of tele-presence for enterprise
and consumer markets. Examples of participants and their financial backing include:
• Virgin Galactic: Developing reusable composite hybrid rocket aircraft for
commercial sub-orbital flights to zero gravity. Financial backing: Richard Branson
and Aabar Investments.
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Space Adventures: Arranges space-related adventure travel and tourism from
space camps and astronaut training to actual sub-orbital and orbital flights to ISS.
Financial backing: Eric Anderson, founders and angel investors.
Zero-G: Provides zero gravity parabolic flights and training. Financial backing:
Founders and angel investors. Acquired by Space Adventures.
XCOR: Developing a two seat space tourism vehicle that can also potentially
launch micro satellites.
Bigelow Aerospace: Developing privately owned space stations to allow
commercial access to orbital micro-gravity environment for a wide range of
individual, enterprise and governmental customers. Financial backing: Robert
Bigelow.
GLXP Teams: Over 20 teams registered to compete to be the first to send a
robotic lander to the lunar surface and return high definition video to Earth.
Marketing the experience of the mission to sponsors and the public is expected
to be a major part of the business of some of these companies. Financial
backing: Founders and angel investors.
Ecliptic Enterprises: Builds specialized flight qualified cameras and markets video
produced from cameras installed on rockets and spacecraft. Financial backing:
Founders and angel investors

Some of these companies are currently generating revenues, such as Ecliptic
Enterprises, Zero-G and Space Adventures, while many of the others are in various prerevenue stages of developing their technologies and systems. As can be seen above,
most of these firms have been financed by founders and angel investors, including
wealthy space enthusiasts. The only material institutional investments to date have
been one made by Aabar Investments in Virgin Galactic and an investment by Desert Sky
Holdings in XCOR. To take their business plans to the next level, we believe many of
these companies will need to attract private capital from the larger pools of institutional
funds. In order to attract such capital, they will need help mitigating the various risks
identified by the CASPER working group.

7.2.2 Current and Expected Market Demand
Space Adventures has sold $270 million of space flights to date, which represents the
bulk of revenues generated in this sector. However, estimates of the potential size of
the space tourism market range from $686 to $785 million annually by 2021. There is
also expected to be significant additional markets tied to these commercial missions
associated with marketing, advertising, sponsorship, merchandising, entertainment and
gaming. Examples of major companies that have already used space for marketing and
promotional purposes includes:
• On July 12, 1985, Coca-Cola® and Pepsi-Cola® became the first soft drinks to be
consumed in space when astronauts tested the competing space can designs
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•

aboard Space Shuttle Challenger. Pepsi Co. reportedly spent more than $14
million on their space can design and global marketing campaign.
In 2001, Radio Shack arranged a promotion aboard the International Space
Station. Pizza Hut also sponsored delivery of its pizzas to the ISS.
In 2008, space tourist Richard Garriott carried a custom-designed SEIKO watch
on himself and promoted it in space.
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7.3 Barriers to investment

Through its interviews with industry participants, the CASPER working group found that
the three biggest barriers to increased private investment in these areas are:
1) Market development (issues restricting market development)
a) Lack of frequent, reliable, low cost access to space
b) High cost of doing business in space (investment, communication, marketing)
c) Non-recurring engineering too expensive for first user
2) Policy & regulatory risks
a) Difficult to partner with NASA given annual budget cycles and policy changes
b) Private participation not allowed in government missions
c) NASA policies and restrictions on advertisement, publicity and endorsement
hinder potential industrial engagement
d) Flight regulation risks impacts financing
3) Perception of NASA as a commercial partner from outside and within NASA
a) Perception of NASA from outside
i) Not approachable or easy to work with
ii) Has boring and routine image that is not personal
iii) Not maximizing outreach potential
(1) For American general public
(2) As an inspiration for STEM and STEM careers
b) Perception within NASA of commercial space
i) Not all of NASA is onboard
ii) NASA needs more commercial contracts with commercial companies
iii) NASA doesn’t want to fail and hurt its image
Using the investor risk profile chart we developed in our Part I Report, these barriers to
investment can be mapped as shown below.
Investor Risks

Focus

Technical: Developing new technologies
Technical: Manufacturing difficulty
Technical: Obsolescence
Technical: Launch & in-orbit operation
Market: Size
Market: Quality and reliability
Market: Development timing
Market: Longevity
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Financial: Time to Exit
Financial: Uncertainty
Financial: ROI hurdle
Competitive: Amount of competition
Competitive: Nature of competition
Competitive: Barriers to entry
Political / Regulatory: Policy & budgets
Political / Regulatory: Regulatory compliance
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemnification
Perception
Execution / Operating: Management quality

Moderate
High
Moderate
High
High

High
High
High
High

Execution / Operating: Availability of talent
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7.4 Status Quo Analysis
The table below shows our mapping of the effect NASA’s current programs might have
on the key barriers listed above. Note, these programs may also reduce other risks not
listed (or shown in the table) by the CASPER working group as major barriers. Assuming
NASA could only use its existing programs to support CASPER commercialization, it
appears progress could be made on the identified barriers, but perhaps not sufficiently
for the level of success desired.
Investor Risks
Market: Size
Market: Development timing
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Political / Regulatory: Policy & budgets
Political / Regulatory: Regulatory compliance
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemnification
Perception

CASPER
Barriers
Moderate
High
Moderate
High
High
High
High
High
High

Contracts

CAGs

High

Moderate

SAAs

Patent
License

CRADA

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

SBIR / STTR

Moderate

IPP Seed

High
Moderate
Moderate
High

FAST

Moderate

COTS Type
Moderate
High
Moderate
High
High
High
Moderate
Moderate
High

Contracts: The ultimate intended CASPER market is largely commercial versus dual use,
but some government demand might exist for astronaut training flights, capacity on
commercial space stations and sub-orbital or LEO flight demonstrations. The financial
benefit to the commercial space company of such contracts would predominantly be in
the back end of the process after the capability has been demonstrated. For the initial
capital raising efforts, a commercial space company would only be able to point to the
prospect of future NASA contracts. Still, NASA contracts could help companies support
their early operations and significantly reduce the total amount of capital required.
CONCLUSION – Good for showing market interest, but not much direct funding help up
front.
Cooperative Agreement Grants: While any R&D support received as part of a CAG is
certainly helpful to an emerging commercial space company, the magnitude of financial
support is unlikely to be enough to overcome any financial barriers to investment. There
is also the issue that NASA gets rights to any technology or data developed through the
cooperation. The key benefit of CAGs is the signal it sends to the market and investors
that NASA is interested in the company’s solution and/or service and wants to be a
partner. This is especially true given that CAGs are generally awarded after a
competitive process. The benefit therefore is primarily one of improving the perception
that NASA is a supportive partner and is encouraging the commercial activity.
CONCLUSION – Good for cooperative education programs. Maybe appropriate for
research and/or facility grants to support development of space recreation applications
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that may also serve a potential future NASA need like astronaut training (but not a
current need).
Space Act Agreements: The different types of SAAs could be useful to supporting
CASPER development goals. First of all, any SAA with NASA carries with it the perception
that NASA supports the commercial effort and is willing to use alternative contracting
methods to do so. A funded SAA can also materially reduce the amount of initial capital
required to be raised and also help attract investors. To the extent the funded SAA is a
precursor to NASA contracts like with COTS/CRS, it can also help substantiate the size of
the market opportunity for investors. Reimbursable SAAs may also be of benefit to
CASPER related firms to the extent NASA has unique facilities or capabilities the
companies can obtain in an economic manner (e.g. wind tunnels). For many education
and entertainment applications, Non-Reimbursable SAAs may also make sense with
NASA and the company covering their own expenses to create content or a program
with dual commercial / government applications.
CONCLUSION – The amount of SAA support required may be moderate given the low
level of overlap with NASA mission needs, but SAAs may still be an important support
tool for CASPER initiatives.
Patent Licensing: It is beyond our scope to comment on the value of NASA’s patent
portfolio for CASPER applications, but we believe there could be several technologies of
interest, especially in the materials, propulsion and GN&C areas. We also note that
Bigelow’s inflatable modules are based on original NASA technology. The benefit of
NASA licensing or selling its technology to commercial companies will most likely be in
some moderate reduction in development cost and/or improvement in performance,
both of which can have a positive impact on market size and capital-raising. As noted
earlier, NASA’s willingness to license or sell its technology also helps improve private
industry’s perception of NASA as an interested commercialization partner.
CONCLUSION – Helpful, but impact probably moderate.
Cooperative Research and Development Agreements: The benefit of CRADAs to
CASPER is some combination of CAGs and non-reimbursable SAAs. One important
attribute is that they are not competitively bid, so NASA can structure an agreement
with a targeted party for very specific goals. It is thus primarily a commercialization
technique for government R&D. Except where the partnership opportunity is exclusive,
for example a CRADA with Bigelow Aerospace as the only provider of commercial space
stations, we suspect SAAs and CAGs would be preferred.
CONCLUSION – Low impact on CASPER, except for a few special cases.
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SBIR / STTR: As these programs are generally used to support technology development
and technology development was not listed as a major barrier, their use may not have a
significant impact. Of course, where such grants are provided they would have at least a
moderate positive impact on the amount of capital required, but most space recreation
services will require funding levels well in excess of the dollar values of these grants.
CONCLUSION – Helpful in limited circumstances, but no large impact.
Seed Fund: The flexibility of the Seed Fund to work with companies of any size as well as
academic and non-profit groups is a good fit for CASPER and this program has been
successful historically in leveraging the small seed fund awards (e.g. $250,000) to attract
equal or multiples of that investment from private sources plus supplemental funding
from the centers. For early stage commercial space companies, this seed capital can be
very important and the cooperation with NASA can help build an early market
opportunity. The bigger question is the fit with the strategic goals of the sponsoring
NASA center. There needs to be sufficient government / commercial overlap for the
Seed Fund to make sense. Where the end market is primarily the commercial market
(e.g. space tourism), the opportunities to use the seed fund may be limited. An example
of an opportunity that might make sense would be the development of a virtual
interactive presence in space or on the surface of celestial bodies for use by both NASA
and as a commercial entertainment or media service.
CONCLUSION – Good, but with limited applicability.
Facilitated Access to the Space Environment for Technology Development and
Training: FAST provides lower cost and improved access to micro-gravity for R&D and
training by purchasing services from companies such as Zero-G that it provides to
commercial companies. In the near term, we believe FAST could be an important
enabler for the micro-gravity research industry and a good early customer for
commercial micro-gravity facilities and service providers (e.g. CRuSR participants).
Longer term, the micro-gravity facilities and services industry should be transitioned to a
predominantly commercial model whereby the large majority of end users contract
directly for capacity or services rather than being subsidized by FAST. The same would
be truet to the extent FAST is expanded to provide similar improved, low cost access to
orbital micro-gravity systems (e.g. ISS, DragonLab, Bigelow).
CONCLUSION – Important near term benefits potentially offset longer term if
government provision of subsidized services stifles demand for commercially priced
services. The trick will be setting qualification standards in the future for which entities
qualify for FAST once the industry is more developed and a competitive commercial
market exists for micro-gravity capacity and services.
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COTS-Type Contracting with Follow-on Service Contracts: As can be seen from the
table above, this support mechanism is the most powerful of all the currently used
programs and initiatives when applied to the specific barriers to investment effecting
CASPER. This is not so much a unique ability to affect CASPER objectives as it is a
general case for all of NASA’s priorities.
CONCLUSION – Find ways to duplicate the success of COTS.
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7.5 Evaluation of Working Group Conclusions
The CASPER working group has developed several options and suggestions, including
new programs and initiatives, directed at lowering the barriers to investment it
identified. Below is a discussion of those ideas, organized by barrier to investment, and
our thoughts on their relative merits and applicability.

7.5.1 Market Development
How can NASA develop the market?
The CASPER team suggests (i) open source technology development so any U.S. company
can use NASA technology, (ii) funding technology development, (iii) utilizing challenges
and prizes to address common technology needs, and (iv) supporting consortia research
to develop beneficial technology.
COMMENTS – In our minds, there is a trade-off between the benefits of open source
technology sharing and technology licensing to the highest bidder. For NASA
technologies that are truly common to the success of all potential participants, open
source would be preferable as it would enable more sustainable competitors. However,
in certain cases, NASA technology may be better made available through a marketed
licensing process and/or auction, especially where there are other comparable
technologies available. Our views on consortia based R&D activities are similar. Where
the industry participants see a benefit to sharing the burden of developing a common
set of enabling technologies and standards, NASA could play a role in organizing and
supporting such a consortia. However, at some point companies need to develop
technologies that provide differentiation in the market place. Perhaps more
importantly, many new industries throughout history have been driven by massively
unorganized competitive innovation (e.g. cars, airplanes) with the best and/or strongest
surviving. Only later do the survivors get together to fund consortia for common
technology development (e.g. computer chips).
How can NASA ensure frequent, reliable and low-cost access to space?
This is obviously the goal of LCRATS and might take some time to achieve, but in the
meantime the working group suggests NASA purchase both sub-orbital, as is being done
under CRuSR, and orbital (LEO) operational services and commit to a number of Cubesat
projects over an extended period of time.
COMMENTS - We agree these contractual purchases should be a major part of any
NASA support effort as they will underpin market development and correct current
perceptions about NASA’s disinterest or hostility to these commercial endeavors. These
purchases of services could be for NASA’s own internal use or as a means of support for
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scientists, educators, students and commercial companies developing payloads for
space.
How does NASA reduce the cost of doing business in space?
The working group’s first idea is for NASA to provide partial funding for commercial
human spaceflight development. The current commercial crew program is given as an
important example of the milestone-based COTS type programs required to provide
funding early in development. The working group also lists CAGs, SAAs, loan guarantees
and tax credits as other activities NASA should utilize as well as challenges, prizes and
lotteries to increase interest and motivation and reduce private financing needs. The
working group also believes NASA should use its industry drawing power to facilitate
connections to potential investors and synergistic partners through hosting or
sponsoring an annual event, especially for the benefit of the smaller and emerging
companies. Lastly, the working group suggests a NACA-like approach with NASA
developing orbital human spaceflight technology and then providing it openly to industry
to offset the need to privately finance common technologies.
COMMENTS – We agree partial development funding by NASA will most likely be
required. Developing human rated launch systems is an expensive endeavor and only
becomes more expensive when the goals of reusability and maintainability get added.
The NACA approach is advisable and may be crucial to get RLV technology from suborbital to orbital. Tax credits, if achievable on a broadly applied basis with no harmful
offsets to NASA, would be very helpful. Loan guarantees should be held in reserve for
when the aggregate risk level has been reduced to lower loan default risk. Challenges
and prizes can also be useful as they bring out the competitive juices of the private
sector, expand participation and create helpful publicity. However, given the magnitude
of the funding required to field a working system, the awards would need to be much
higher than past challenges and may be less of an attractor if the downside risk is so
large. Our suggestion for prizes would be to have a series of competitions based on
achieving interim capabilities (i.e. baby steps) versus one large pot of gold at the end of
the rainbow. In general, it would be more cost effective for NASA to use a lottery
approach for excess space access it controls as opposed to NASA funding a free flight on
a commercial vehicle for a lottery winner. However, there may be certain situations
where NASA would want to use competitions or lotteries for payload space on flights it
has purchased to support the nascent sub-orbital and orbital RLV operators. Lastly, the
investor conference idea may have merit over time, but is likely to be very challenging in
the early years. Similar conferences, such as the Space Investment Summits, have had
difficulty attracting a critical mass of qualified investors despite excellent corporate
sponsorship.
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How can NASA reduce Non-Recurring Engineering (NRE) for spaceflight?
The working group suggested NASA could allow commercial space companies to supply
secondary payloads to fly on NASA missions.
COMMENTS – This concept would seem to apply to only a segment of the CASPER
educational market. Where the primary “payload” is humans seeking space access for
recreation or other reasons, these ideas would not reduce NRE. However, as the
working group suggests, it would make sense to have commercial sponsors pay to fly
payloads on NASA missions. These hosted payload and ride share programs can save
significant costs. Ultimately, we are not sure reducing spaceflight NRE is a fair goal for
CASPER. It probably belongs more under LCRATS. The focus for CASPER should be
getting the “ilities” right to improve safety and reliability for the educational and
recreational markets. However, a use of the NACA model to shift some of the common
NRE to NASA would make sense.

7.5.2 Policy & Regulations
How does NASA do long-term commitment?
The working group’s key idea here is for NASA to find a way to enter into long term
contracts that resolve the anti-deficiency issue.
COMMENTS – This is an issue that cross-cuts almost all NASA priorities and may be best
addressed though legislation to allow for more commercial termination clauses. [The
Anti-Deficiency Act (P.L. 97-258)]
What does NASA need to do to allow private participation in our missions?
The CASPER team had several interesting ideas for improving private participation in
NASA missions, including:
a) Make it a priority to get students involved in real projects at all levels and stages
b) Allow for commercial sponsorship, logos, and exclusivity and utilization of NASA
branding
c) Support robust customer base by providing payload development support to
scientific and academic community
d) Allow commercial entities to send participants on exploration expeditions
e) Research the model and process for establishing partnerships for hosting
government capabilities on commercial missions and vice versa
f) Increase outreach model and participatory model
g) Improve clarity of the line between appropriate and inappropriate outreach
COMMENTS – by lettered item above:
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(a) It seems NASA has tried in the past to get students involved in real projects (e.g.
flying an experiment on a get-away-special on the Shuttle), but the effort never seems
to have much of a national scope in terms of a highly public competition with real
follow-on benefits to the students (e.g. full scholarships). Perhaps the multi-year nature
of most space-related experiments just doesn’t fit well with student group participation
other than college level teams.
(b) Simply selling ad space on a NASA rocket or spacecraft may seem too commercial for
the average citizen, but if that ad space were in return for funding an educational
mission, then we suspect most taxpayers would accept it. We believe numerous large
corporations would be interested in such sponsorships.
(c) We agree payload development support would be beneficial, but are not sure how
the support would be best given, through a CAG, CRADA or reimbursable SAA?
(d) We like the idea of providing seats for commercial passengers on NASA missions
(provided there is space) and think it may be best accomplished through some kind of
Flight Challenge competition based on alignment with NASA goals, especially where
demand for seats exceeds supply. The alternative of simply selling the seat to the
highest bidder or “first to ask” seems less powerful and beneficial to CASPER goals. If
there is excess availability of seats, we agree with the working group that NASA should
seek to make such seats available whenever feasible and in a similar manner as it
provides such access to international partners on ISS.
(e) – (g) In its presentation, the CASPER team mentioned holding workshops for current
commercial space providers, entertainment industry leaders, and those interested in
commercial advertising/sponsorship opportunities. We wholeheartedly agree with all of
these ideas and believe this outreach will help clarify appropriate modes of
participation.
How do we change NASA policies and restrictions on advertisement, publicity and
endorsement to entice engagement?
The working group believes NASA should ask for permission to advertise itself like the
military, but make its message not about recruiting but an inspirational message to
increase interest in STEM education and careers. Suggested models for the
advertisements are NASCAR and athletic sponsorship. Such advertisements would also
tie in to a desire by the CASPER team to publicize the high risks involved in what NASA
does to increase public interest. As a goal, the team suggested a fixed annual budget for
such advertising set at a percentage of the education and outreach budget (i.e. 1% of
SMD budget).
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COMMENTS – Inspirational, STEM oriented advertisements seem very appropriate to
us and who better out of all government agencies to do them but NASA. We are not
sure the NASCAR idea makes sense, however, as a NASA sponsored car would be
unlikely to win often given the expensive lead sponsorships already locked in for most of
the competitive cars and drivers. Also, we do not think NASA should put its logo on any
one sports team as how would the government make such a selection; which sport,
which city?. Having NASA back an entire league or endeavor may make more sense or
the sponsorship of an annual competition such as FedEx did for professional golf and
Sprint did for NASCAR. One obvious league to consider backing with sponsorship would
be the Rocket Racing League, if it gets off the ground, but the audience may be limited
for some time. A major college sport like football would provide the level of audience
desired and also relate more directly to STEM education, but there is no direct
connection between any one sport and NASA. A national intellectual competition at the
high school and college levels may make more sense than sports, but could represent a
smaller likely audience. If NASA is truly interested in such advertising, we suggest they
engage experts in the field to lend advice.

7.5.3 Perception outside NASA
What can NASA do to change its image?
The CASPER team had several ideas for changing NASA’s image, including generating a
“tag line”, stimulating experiments, implementing a plan to tell NASA’s stories, and
promoting women pioneers in space.
COMMENTS – First of all, we think NASA should hire an independent firm to figure out
what its image is among the various demographic groups. Without that information,
designing a plan to change NASA’s image is a bit like shooting in the dark, or at least the
dim light.
What can NASA do to maximize its outreach potential?
The CASPER team’s suggestions for maximizing NASA’s outreach potential include; (i)
telling people what they are seeing, (ii) more effectively distributing project results, (iii)
building an education roadmap, (iv) using a classic marketing approach to see what
people need (want) and then supplying it and (v) bringing people along for the ride
through participatory exploration. The focus would be on providing human/dramatic
perspectives of NASA through expanded public relations campaigns.
COMMENTS - We agree and refer back to our comments above, especially the part
about participatory exploration planned and executed for the public. The independent
study of how the public views NASA should also include what they want from NASA.
What can NASA do to be more approachable or easier to work with?
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This is a complaint we too heard during many of our interviews. The CASPER team
believes NASA should provide industry and the public with details of its capabilities and
infrastructure and then create a “front door” to process and guide external inquiries.
One idea proposed was to create a 1-800-ASK-NASA line for commercial space topics.
The team also suggested NASA hold a media workshop and attend conferences for the
sponsorship of activities to learn best practices. Lastly, the team thought it would be
good for NASA to partner with athletic teams and entertainment companies.
COMMENTS – The “front door” concept is key. NASA is a big confusing place to most
people, including even long time industry participants. Ideally, there would be a group
within headquarters tasked with the job of connecting interested parties with the right
NASA departments and people at the appropriate centers or directorates. That should
solve half the problem. The other half is more an issue of mind set and culture and may
not be addressable by attending workshops or conferences. To be more approachable
means to want to listen to outside ideas rather than adopt a not invented here frame of
mind.

7.5.4 Perception within NASA
How to get all of NASA onboard regarding commercialization?
The CASPER team also realized that much of the perception problem at NASA was
internal. Many individuals have not yet bought into the benefits of commercialization.
Their suggestions were for the commercial space team to devise a clear vision and
mission and then spread the word at all centers. The goal would be to change the
internal perception that only NASA does space adventure and exploration and to replace
it with a new vision of what NASA is trying to do. In particular, the team felt NASA
leadership should support a deliberate internal commercial space education campaign.
One of the purposes of this “in-reach” marketing would be to explain why commercial
space complements NASA’s work.
COMMENTS – This is a necessary and important effort and should be a very near term
priority. We would suggest coming up with a framework to explain a clear division of
labor between what NASA is to do and what is available for commercial industry to do,
with as broad an allocation to industry as reasonably practicable. We suggested one
such framework in our Part I Report based on several measures of difficulty (i.e. manned
v. robotic, near v. far, deep v. shallow gravity wells, technology challenges,…) in addition
to commercial market attractiveness. We are also big proponents of Ralph Cordiner’s
three stages of development of the space frontier with NASA relinquishing past frontiers
of exploration to industry for economic development and finally mature economic
operation as NASA goes to the next space frontier. Part of the problem of the last
decades is that NASA has been largely stuck in the Earth orbit “frontier” (at least by
percentage of budget) and so had nothing to relinquish to industry. As part of increasing
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exploration past the Moon, particularly manned missions, it is only logical that NASA
change its definition of its new frontier and its role.
How does NASA move forward using commercial providers?
The CASPER team also realizes that it is not sufficient just to accept the need for and
desirability of commercialization, NASA also needs to figure out what exactly that means
and how it is to affect their day to day behavior. The working group believes NASA
should spend time understanding what going commercial means and suggests it
primarily means NASA focuses on doing what companies can’t or won’t do. That also
means NASA needs a litmus test to know when firms fit in the category of commercial
business practices and then training its employees to know how to procure goods and
services from these commercial firms. The ultimate goal of commercialization being for
NASA to leverage private industry capabilities and capital to enhance its own success
and to create a more inclusive space industry.
COMMENTS – We concur and point out that the basic Ricardian theory of comparative
advantage would suggest that commercialization would be a public benefit and a
benefit to NASA even if NASA were capable of performing all commercial tasks in a
superior manner. By giving the easier tasks to industry and specializing on the higher
end tasks, NASA will make the whole industry more efficient and increase the amount of
tasks achieved. As for a litmus test for what makes a commercial space company we
refer the reader to our definition on our Part I Report, but basically we believe it
requires risk sharing (to the extent supported by private investors and increasing when
possible) and a market not perpetually dominated by government demand.
How does NASA keep from having its reputation tarnished?
One barrier on the road to commercialization has been the fear at NASA of facing more
failures and a loss of reputation for excellence, if it increases its reliance on commercial
suppliers and solutions. The CASPER team suggested that NASA could use 2011 Space
Year as leverage for increasing media attention and celebrating NASA’s many successes,
including commercial ones.
COMMENTS – We understand this approach is largely based on a desire for NASA to
proactively take charge of defining its reputation versus letting the media form
unrealistic expectations. We agree this could be very important during this period of
transition to more commercialization and possibly the acceptance of a higher risk profile
at NASA. There will be failures and there should be if NASA is pushing the frontier
outward, especially if doing so on a limited budget. The important goal is for NASA to
manage public and media expectations. This is no longer the age of nationalized space
where money is no object. There will be set backs on the road to commercial success
and new frontiers, but ultimately the dual use commercial/government road should be a
wider one and more easily sustained.
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7.6 Additional Options Proposed by Near Earth
Most of our specific thoughts and suggestions are embodied in the comments above,
but some additional ones relate to one or more new support ideas discussed in our Part
I Report that were not covered above. The table below highlights those programs having
a material potential impact on the CASPER barriers to investment.
Investor Risks
Market: Size
Market: Development timing
Market: Uncertainty
Financial: Magnitude of capital required
Financial: Timing of capital needs
Political / Regulatory: Policy & budgets
Political / Regulatory: Regulatory compliance
Political / Regulatory: Treaties & indemnification
Perception

CASPER
Barriers
High
Moderate
High
High
High
High

Tax Credits

Flow-through
Shares

Other
purchase
agreements

Direct
Investment

Super SBIR

Moderate

Super
Customer #1
Competitions Procurement
Moderate

High
High
Moderate
Moderate

High
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate
High
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Regulatory
holiday

Alternative
budgeting

Moderate

Space access
lotteries
Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

High
High

Moderate
Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

As we understand the “Market Development” barrier it really has three components: (1)
a need for financial support for early stage development, (2) a need for a higher
magnitude of financial support for later stage development, construction and operation,
and (3) support in building market demand. The early stage financial support can be
provided through several current mechanisms such as the Seed Fund, SBIR grants,
CRADAs, CAGs, SAAs, and Challenges. The one new early stage financial support
mechanism we would add is direct equity investments through an In-Q-Tel type
strategic investment entity. The larger second stage of financial support can be provided
by a COTS type program, tax credits or NACA style technology development as discussed
above, but may also be provided in part through Super SBIR grant programs and Super
Challenges. We would encourage inclusion of these two methods as they are both based
on competitions. Ideally, a mix of open support mechanisms that add to the universe of
participating companies up front and competitive based support mechanisms that cull
the herd toward a smaller number of surviving competitors is what should be desired.
Market development can be handled partially through normal contracting for services,
but would greatly benefit from alternative budgeting solutions that allowed for multiyear contracting to create a sustainable minimum level of initial demand. New
mechanisms such as Space Lotteries and Free Flight Challenges should also be explored
as discussed above. The one new idea for market development is for NASA to agree to
be customer number one for any new product or service that falls within CASPER goals.
While this does not guarantee any lasting volume of demand, it does at least allow a
company to get its fully developed product or service tested by a real and demanding
customer. Having satisfied NASA, dealing with commercial customers should be
manageable.
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8 Acronyms
ACTS – Advanced Communications Technology Satellite
AIS – Automatic Identification System
BAA – Broad Agency Announcement
C3PO – Commercial Crew and Cargo Program Office
CAG – Cooperative Agreement Grants
CASPER – Commercial Application of Space in Education and Recreation
CBO – Congressional Budget Office
CCDev – Commercial Crew Development
CCDS – Centers for Commercial Development of Space
CEO – Chief Executive Officer
CIA – Central Intelligence Agency
CISS – Commercial In-Space Services
COTS – Commercial Orbital Transportation Services
CRADA – Cooperative Research and Development Agreement
CRS – Commercial Resupply Services
CRuSR – Commercial Reusable Suborbital Research
CSTS – Commercial Space Transportation Study
DARPA – Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DBS – Direct Broadcast Services
DoD – Department of Defense
EBITDA – Earnings Before Interest Taxes Depreciation and Amortization
EELV – Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle
ESA – European Space Agency
ESMD – Explorations Systems Mission Directorate
FAA – Federal Aviation Administration
FAR – Federal Acquisition Regulations
FAST – Facilitated Access to the Space Environment for Technology
FCC – Federal Communications Commission
FFB – Federal Financing Bank
FSS – Fixed Satellite Services
FTS – Flow Through Shares
GDP – Gross Domestic Product
GEO – Geostationary Earth Orbit
GLXP – Google Lunar X PRIZE
GN&C – Guidance, Navigation and Control
GP – General Partner
GSV – Government Space Voucher
HEO – High Earth Orbit
ILDD – Innovative Lunar Demonstrations Data
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IPO – Initial Public Offering
IRR – Internal Rate of Return
ISRU – In-situ Resource Utilization
ISS – International Space Station
ITAR – International traffic in Arms Regulations
ITU – International Telecommunications Union
JV – Joint Venture
LBO – Leveraged Buy-Out
LCRATS – Low Cost Reliable Access to Space
LEO – Low Earth Orbit
LOFT – Lunar Orphan Flight Test
LP – Limited Partner
MEO – Medium Earth Orbit
MSS – Mobile Satellite Services
NACA – National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
NASA – National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NEO – Near Earth Object
NGA – National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency
NMP – New Millennium Program
NOAA – National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
NRO – National Reconnaissance Office
NRSAA – Non-Reimbursable Space Act Agreement
OCT – Office of the Chief Technologist
OMB – Office of Management and Budget
OPIC – Overseas Private Investment Corporation
PE – Private Equity
RFI – Request for Information
RFP – Request for Proposal
RLEP – Robotic Lunar Exploration Program
RLV – Reusable Launch Vehicle
ROI – Return on Investment
RPC – Red Planet Capital
RSAA – Reimbursable Space Act Agreement
SAA – Space Act Agreement
SALMON – Stand Alone Missions of Opportunity Notices
SBIR – Small Business Innovation Research
SCoLA – Space Commercial Laboratory Applications
SDARS – Satellite Digital Audio Radio Services
SDI – Strategic Defense Initiative
SDIO – Strategic Defense Initiative Organization
SEC – Securities and Exchange Commission
SMD – Science Mission Directorate
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SSTO – Single Stage to Orbit
STEM – Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics
STTR – Small Business Technology Transfer
TAM – Total Addressable Market
TDRSS – Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
TRL – Technology Readiness Level
TT&C – Tracking, Telemetry and Control
USML – United States Munitions List
VC – Venture Capital
VTVL – Vertical Takeoff, Vertical Landing
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